Message of the President
Defining culture is no easy task because it means many different things to
many people. There are easily as many definitions of ‘culture’ as there are cultures in the world! Some anthropologists consider culture to be social behavior.
To others, things such as artifacts, dance, music, theatre, and fashion constitute
culture.
Likewise, cultural heritage is not limited to material manifestations, such as
monuments and objects that have been preserved over time. Having at one
time referred exclusively to the monumental remains of cultures, heritage as a
concept has gradually come to include new categories such as the intangible,
ethnographic heritage. This is due to the fact that closer attention is now being
paid to humankind, spiritual and philosophical systems upon which creations
are based.
As an intangible heritage, the ancient ceremony of Norouz has been celebrated for several millennia by the people living in the "Norouz territory" (the
Afghans, Caucasians, Persians, Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Tajiks, Turkmens, Uzbeks and
others), regardless of their ethnicities or languages.
On March 21st, the great festival of Norouz, was celebrated in ECO countries with great enthusiasm, passion and joy. Among the many diverse public
celebrations displayed on the first day of Norouz this year, was the great ceremonies of raising the flag or Jahanda Bala ritual in the cultural city of Mazare
Sharif, Afghanistan, as witnessed by the ECI delegation, participating at the 3rd
BOT Meeting held there.
This scenic ceremony has been repeated for centuries and each year it is celebrated with more fervor and enthusiasm than ever before. Although wisdom
rejects repetition, but sensation welcomes it, similarly nature too likes repetition, and the societies also need it.
Norouz, has been one of the most ancient of all the national ceremonies
around the world, especially here in the ECO region, because in essence, it is
interlaced with the awakening or rebirth of the nature itself after a barren winter.
As articulated by the ECO Secretary General H.E. Khorshid Anwar:
“Norouz brings tidings of a happier year - a year which will Hopfully be
more peaceful, more prosperous for our people, for our land, for our region,
indeed for all regions and for all people”
Mohammad Rajabi

The views expressed by the writers/
authors of the articles, published in
“ECO Heritage” do not necessarily
represent the views of ECI, but are
the personal views of the authors
themselves.
Economice Cooperation Organization
is an inter-govermental regional
organization established in 1985 by
Islamic Republic of Iran, slamic
Republic of Pakistan and Republic of
Turkey for the purpose of promoting
economic, technical and cultural
cooperation among the Member
States. It was the successor organization of what was the Regional
Cooperation for Development
(RCD), founded in 1964, which
ended activities in 1979. In the fall of
1992, ECO expanded to include
seven new Members, namely Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan, Republic of
Azerbaijan, Republic of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Republic of Uzbekistan. ECO’s secretariat and cultural department are
located in Tehran. ECO Cultural
Institute (ECI) is affiliated with ECO
and aims at fostering, understanding
and the preservation of the rich cultural heritage of its members through
common projects in the field of the
media, literature, art, philosophy,
sports and education.
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Norouz Celebration In

Mazar-e-Sharif

'The Noble
Shrine'

Thousands of white pigeons make their home here
around the shrine \ Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani
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azar-e- Sharif was the ordinary village of Khairan in
the shadow of the ancient town of Balkh, the birth
place of Rumi, until that- according to legends- a
miraculous dream revealed the location of Hazrat Ali's
tomb. A town quickly grew around the shrine, attracting many pilgrims, until the Mongols leveled the area,
pushing it to the margins of Afghan history for several hundred
years. Mazar-e- Sharif only regained its status when Hazrat Ali's
shrine was rebuilt in the last years of the Timurid Empire.
Mazar-e- Sharif is north Afghanistan's sprawling urban center,
a relatively modern city standing on the wide steppes near the
border with Uzbekistan. Compared to some of the neighboring
towns, it's a relative youngster, and was long overshadowed by
the power and prestige of its neighbor town of Balkh. It took the
dreams of a group of 12th century noblemen to change that,
when they claimed to have found the hidden tomb of Hazrat
Ali, the Holy Prophet Mohammed's (pbuh) son-in-law and the
first person to accept Prophet's call for Islam, buried in a local
village. Balkh, declined and Mazar-e- Sharif grew as a place of
pilgrimage. The shrine today is the focus of the national Norouz
celebrations. For travelers, it has plenty of amenities, and is considered as a good starting point for tourists who intend to visit
the famous sights of Balkh and Samangan.
Today Mazar-e Sharif is a city of mixed ethnographic groups,
with large populations of Tajiks, Uzbeks, Hazaras and Pashtuns.
This cultural mix is represented in the city's culture, in everything
from the Central Asian flavors on the menu in restaurants, to the
comparatively liberal attitudes to women's education. Mazar-eSharif is even the center for a women's musical college - something unthinkable elsewhere in the country.
The city's location also means that it is a great center for that
true Afghan sport of the plains, buzkashi. Games can be seen in
most weekends throughout the winter until the Afghan New
Year. Mazar-e-Sharif becomes flooded with visitors at this time,
for the annual Nouroz celebrations. Nouroz coincides with the
"Maila-e-Guli-e-Surkh" (festival of Red Flower), named for the
red tulips that flower on the steppe and are associated with prosperity and fertility.

one of the entrances to the bluedome shrine Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani
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The shrine today is
the focus of the
national Norouz
celebrations. For
travelers, it has
plenty of amenities,
and is considered
as a good starting
point for tourists
who intend to visit
the famous sights
of Balkh and
Samangan

Balkh, an ancient town, located in
northern Afghanistan, has a glorious
past. Once, a blossoming metropolitan
town in Central Asia, The Afghans also
believ itis the birthplace of "Prophet"
Zoroaster. Alexander the Great founded a Greek colony here and later the
city was known as Bactria. During the
whole period of Seleucids, the region
was acclaimed for its great wealth and
glory. In the early centuries A.D, the
city was also renowned for its Buddhist
monasteries and stupas.
Arab Muslims arrived in the city
during 8th century A.D; they turned
the city into an important trade center.
During the rule of the Samanid
Dynasty, about 40 Friday Mosques
were built inside the city. Balkh's glorious history ceased to exist in 1220
A.D. when Genghis Khan invaded the
city and left it in ruins.
Balkh is also known as the home of
Rabia Balkhi, the first woman poet of
Islamic period. Mauwlana Jalal-ud-din
Balkhi (Rumi), the most distinguished
Persian Sufi poet was also born in
Balkh. The city was an important trade
route in the ancient times.
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Door with elaborate wooden network
on top \ Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani

Balkh, the Glorious Ancient
Town
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In 1850, Balkh became part of the unified kingdom of
Afghanistan. The new city is now an agricultural and commercial
center. Balkh is a major trading center famous for Karakul, a
great variety of traditional Turkmen carpets and of high quality,
and long staple cotton.

Hazrat Ali, martyred in 661 A.D. was buried at Kufa, Iraq, not
far from Baghdad. Local tradition, however, relates that his followers, fearing the enemies of Islam would take revenge upon
the body, placed the remains of the 4th Caliph and the first
Muslim after the Prophet (pbuh) on the back of a white shecamel which wandered until she fell, exhausted, on this spot,
where the body was buried.
All knowledge of the final resting place was lost until the
beginning of the 12th century A.D when its existence was
revealed to a clergyman in a dream. The great Seljuk Sultan
Sanjar, ordered a shrine to be built here in 1136 A.D.
Genghiz Khan destroyed this building, having heard there was
a great treasure beneath its pillars, and again the grave lay
unmarked until the second revelation occurred during the reign
of the Timurid Sultan Hussain Baiqara.
He also ordered an elaborate shrine constructed, in 1481
A.D. None of the 15th century decoration remains but modern
restoration has returned the building to its original shimmering
beauty and it stands today as the most beautiful building in
Afghanistan. Not the least of its charm is thousands of white
pigeons who make their home here.
Three great entranceways, the most elaborate being the main
gate on the south, lead into a spacious courtyard where thousands gather to pray, especially during the Norouz festivities. On
the west there is a beautifully decorated mosque of modern construction. The exquisite Afghan carpets here are especially
woven for this mosque.
The tomb of Hazrat Ali lies within the inner chamber of the
central shrine, covered with a richly embroidered cloth. The
walls and ceiling of this room are profusely decorated, a creation
of the artistry of Aslam Khan Kabuli and Adam Khan Ghaznavi
who completed the work during the reign of Amir Sher Ali (1863
- 1879).
Amir Sher Ali is buried outside the west door to the shrine.
Just south of his tomb, there is a small chapel containing the
tombs of several other members of Amir Dost Mohammad's family. The largest tomb in this group is that of another of the Amir's
illustrious sons, Mohammad Akbar Khan who was buried here at
his own request in 1843. This was the son who played such a
prominent role during the First Anglo - Afghan War of 1838 1842.
In the courtyard, between the shrine and the mosque, there is

Afghan handicrafts in
bazaar of Mazar-e- Sharif

Mazar-e-Sharif, the Noble Shrine
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Arab Muslims
arrived in the city
during 8th century
A.D; they turned
the city into an
important trade
center. During the
rule of the Samanid
Dynasty, about 40
Friday Mosques
were built inside
the city
a square platform encircled with a
wrought iron fence. This platform
holds the flagpole during the
Norouz festivities. The Flag (Janda)
flies for 40 days.

Norouz in
Mazar-e-Sharif

The 21st day of March is
unquestionably a day of significance. It is the first day of
spring and the vernal equinox;
the only time in the year when
night and daylight are equal,
with exactly 12 hours of daylight and 12 hours of darkness. The 21st signifies the
end of winter and a time of
rebirth. To people throughout Persia, Caucasus region,
Afghanistan, Central Asia
and their descendents elsewhere in the world, who
all have a common ancestry and history, and are
ethnically and linguistically related, March 21st is
Norouz, literally meaning the "new day" in
The remains of Khwaje
Persian, marking the
Parsa Mosque in Balkh
start of a New Year or
Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani
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“Sal-e-No”. It is an integrate part of Afghan history and culture.
Norouz is celebrated by Afghans during the month of Hamal, the
first month of the Afghani calendar, which happens to fall on
March 21st (or sometimes March 20th during leap years).
Norouz, one of the oldest known New Year celebrations in the
world, perhaps the oldest, not only marks the beginning of Bahar
(spring), but also the start of a New Year or Sal- e-No in these
areas.
The origin of Norouz goes back to ancient times as the celebration predates modern boundaries and religions. It is rooted in
Zoroastrianism, the once prominent religion that Afghan claim
originated in Balkh (modern day Afghanistan), then part of the
greater Persian Empire. Some believe the day was designated by
the Zoroastrian prophet, Spenta Zarathustra, over 5,000 years
ago. Invaders from the Greeks to the Arabs, tried to put an end
to Norouz but without success. Recently, the notorious Taliban
tried to ban it during their oppressive reign, but since their fall, it
is being celebrated once again in full force throughout
Afghanistan.

Spring Cleaning

Tree Planting Day And “Egg Fighting”
Game

There are other festivities which take place in
Afghanistan on March 21st. There are, for example,
the traditional festivities of Rouz-e-Dehgan (Farmer
Day): a traditional farmers market where the best
crops and animals are brought out for display on
Norouz. This is followed by Jashn-e-Nehal Shani, in
which trees are planted. In the past, every Afghan
was required to plant at least one tree during the
thirteen days so that the next Norouz would be as
fruitful as the last. Another tradition is to boil and

The “Hoisting Flag Ceremony”in Mazar-e-Sharif
Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani

There are many different ways in which people celebrate
Norouz, depending on their country of origin and region
within that country. Before celebrations even begin, a traditional Afghan home would undergo a "spring cleaning"
where the entire house is thoroughly cleaned. Traditionally,
Afghans begin the celebrations on the eve of March 21st
and continue for thirteen days. Afghans celebrate the day
by wearing new clothes and making house visits, in which
ideally the young go to visit the old and gifts are often
exchanged. Haft- Maiwa (seven fruits) a mixture of seven
dried fruits in sweet water awaits in each household for
arriving guests. The significance of the number seven
goes back to ancient times and the Zoroastrian scriptures. These aspects of Norouz celebrations are common to all Afghans through-out the country.
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Norouz festivities
in Afghanistan
begin on March
21st with the
"Hoisting - Flag
Ceremony" (raising of a banner, or
jahanda), in the
courtyard of the
city's magnificent
blue-domed
shrine
dye eggs in vibrate colors and then
have an "egg fight." The rule simply is
that whoever cracks the other person's
egg, gets to keep it. This is a tradition
that has been adopted by the West in
modern Easter celebrations of dying
boiled eggs. The national sport of
Buzkashi is also incorporated in
Norouz celebrations as tournaments
are held throughout the country, showcasing the most talented players.
Although there are many common
aspects of Norouz celebrations, the
day is not homogeneous throughout
Afghanistan. There are festivities and
events during Norouz that are particular to each region of Afghanistan. In
the province of Herat, for example,
there is the Park Behzad festival where
only women are allowed to picnic for
the thirteen days of Norouz.
Additionally, in Balkh province visiting
the tomb of Hazrat Ali is customary. In
Kandahar annual wrestling matches
and sporting events are held during Norouz. Each region and
each family has their own
special customs or festivities during Sal -e- No.
Mazar-e Sharif is
Mazar-e Sharif is a city of mixed ethnographic
one of the most fesgroups \ Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani
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tive sites in the country during Norouz. People travel to Mazar-e
Sharif to take part in "Maila-e Gul-e-Surkh" (the Red Flower, or
Tulip Picnic) and "Hoisting - Flag Ceremony" at the Shrine of
Hazrat Ali (A.S)

Festival of Red Flower

The Maila-e-Gul-e-Surkh, which literally means Red Flower
Party (referring to the red Tulip flowers) is an old festival celebrated only in Mazar-e-Sharif during the first 40 days of the year
when the Tulip flowers grow. People travel from different parts of
the country to Mazar in order to attend the Gul-e Surkh or "Red
Flower" Festival in Mazar-e Sharif and to witness the blooming of
the seemingly endless fields of tulips. The festival is celebrated
along with the "Hoisting- Flag ceremony" (Janda-Bala).

Norouz festivities in Afghanistan begin on March 21st with the
"Hoisting - Flag Ceremony" (raising of a banner, or jahanda), in the
courtyard of the city's magnificent blue-domed shrine. For two
weeks, until the "Flag" (jahanda) is taken down in a second ceremony on the 13th day of the New Year, the city will host tens of
thousands of visitors from across Afghanistan.
Their reasons for journeying north are as varied as the provinces
from which the pilgrims hail. There are giddy young men, who
come to dance in the streets or listen to concerts. There are the
devotees, who come to pay solemn homage to Hazrat Ali, and
there are parents of disabled children, who come to beg him for a
miraculous cure.
The city sparkles in the spring sunshine, and the famous
turquoise dome of the Rauza Mosque catches the light. On
the streets of Mazar-e-Sharif, a huge crowd waits for the
ceremony to begin - some hoping for miracles, others are
just there for the spectacle.
Legend has it that those who sleep by the "Flag"
(Janda) for several days may be cured of their illnesses. A popular Afghan verse goes, "On the day of
Norouz, as the Janda is raised, dear God will make
the sick man well and the blind man see."
The flag hoisting ceremony is followed by the
traditional "Maila-e-Gule Surkh" The Red Flower
Picnic for which Afghans from across the country travel to Mazar-e-Sharif to make the start of
their new year a memorable one.
The article has been produced by ECO
Heritage editorial members from various relavant sources on the subject. The main parts
were extracted from “Afghanistan Tourist
Guide Book” published by the government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.

Co lorful cotton treads in bazaar of
Mazar-e- Sharif \ Photo by: Taimaz Kaviani

Hoisting-Flag Ceremony
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The Scientific Basis of

Norouz
The New Year festival of Norouz,
from the Persian no (new) + ruz (day),
has been celebrated for several millennia by all the peoples living in the
ECO Region .
It is also a historical legacy with
much cultural significance, symbolizing the awakening or rebirth of the
natural life after barren winter. It is
accompanied, several days or weeks
before and after the spring equinox,
by joyful ceremonies carrying centuries-old traditions. We can, for
example, mention the house cleaning
and seed sprouting before the Norouz
arrival and the fire festivity on the eve
of the last Wednesday of the year as
well as the mass picnic to verdant
countryside on the 13th day of the
New Year.
Apart from its profound message,
one of the main prominent features of
Norouz which has made it to be cherished as a common cultural heritage
by so many peoples with different ethnic backgrounds appears to have been
the celebration of the spring equinox,
the basis of the Persian solar calendar
when the Sun, the most powerful representative of the creation, is giving
renewed warmth and life to the world,
and the "year" is defined by two successive, apparent passages of the sun
through the vernal (spring) equinox.
Historically, Persians have been
keen on the idea and importance of
having a calendar system throughout
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their recorded history. They were among the first
cultures that employed a solar calendar, and have
long favored a solar approach rather than lunar or
luni-solar models.
In general, the sun has always had an important
symbolic significance in the Iranian culture.
In spite of its outstanding status, mainly its precision and rational, characteristic of relying on
detailed astronomical observations, the Persian
solar calendar, currently used in Iran as the official
calendar of the country, is poorly known in the
world. In fact, few studies have so far analyzed the
basic elements of its system in the light of modern
astronomical findings, although several works have
addressed the historical origins of the calendar. It is
based on precise astronomical observations, and
moreover uses a sophisticated intercalation system,
which makes it more accurate than its younger
European counterpart, the Gregorian calendar.
In 141,000 years, the Iranian solar calendar will
deviate from the solar cycle by one day. That, however, is far less than the Gregorian calendar's deviation, which will be one day in 5025 years. On the
other hand the lunar hijri calendar is indispensable
for the Muslim Ummah, because of observance of
the fundamentals of faith, such as fasts of Ramazan,
the Hajj pilgrimage and the mourning period of
Muharram and Safar, etc. But to keep a proper
track of the seasons, official transactions, the scheduling for agriculture and harvest, tax collection, and
for the fact that in the lunar calendar, the months
are not related to the natural seasons, made the
lunar calendar inadequate. Even though the origin
of the dating of both the solar shamsi calendar, and
the lunar Ghamari calendar, have been initiated
from Prophet Muhammad's (PBUH) auspicious
migration from Mecca to Madinah, nevertheless for
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practical reasons this challenging matter had to be dealt with.
It was in the 11th century, during
the reign of Jalal ad-Din Malek Shah,
that the Iranian solar calendar was
revised, by a panel of scientists,
reportedly included Omar Khayyam,
known mostly in the world as a poet
and the brilliant vizier and political figure; Nezam-ol-Molk, who persuaded
Malek Shah to reform the calendar.
He appointed a group of
astronomers headed by Omar
Khayyam who organized an astronomical observatory in the capital city
Isfahan (some sources have mentioned
Rey or Neyshapur).The recalibration
was completed during the reign of
Jalal ad-Din Malek, and named in his
honor.
According to various sources, up to
eight astronomers participated in the
reform project. Apart from Omar
Khayyam, the other recorded names
are: Abu-Hatam Mozaffar Esfazari,
Abd-ol-Rahman Khazeni, Meymun
ebne Najib Vaseti, and Abol-Abbas
Lukari. Some historians have brought
into question the participation of
Khazeni, a slave-boy of Byzantine origin, owned by Ali ebn-e Khazen
Marwazi, treasurer and chancellor of
the court at Marv, who gave the young
man the best possible education in
mathematical and philosophical disciplines, so that he became a renowned
mathematician/astronomer and "physi-
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The first calendars based on religious
cosmology appeared during the later
Achaemenian period and though
they have evolved and changed over
the centuries, the names of the
months have remained more or less
the same till now.
cist". Khazeni established a zij for the
ruler Sanjar, and invented a balance
for measuring specific gravities which
was as precise as those obtained up to
the Eighteenth or beginning of the
Nineteenth century. He passed away
in. 1115 or 1130 A.D, which is not
incompatible with his taking part in
the calendar reform. With the first
date, he would have been 36 years
old at the time of the reform, and 51
years with the second date.
However, the intercalation system
he proposes in the Sanjari zij does
not fully agree with Khayyam's
scheme, and this may be interpreted
as his non-adherence to the calendar
reform.
The Persian solar calendar year
begins on the midnight between the
two consecutive solar noons which
include the instant of the northern
spring equinox, when the sun enters
the northern hemisphere.
The calendar consists of twelve
months, the first six months are 31
days each, the next five, 30 days, and
the last month has 29 days but 30
days in leap years. The reason the
first six months have 31 days and the
rest 30, was not a random decision of
the designers - it has to do with the
fact that the sun moves slightly and
more slowly along ecliptic in the
northern spring and summer than in
the northern autumn and winter. In
other words, the New Year is deter-
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mined by noon-time observation of
the northern spring equinox.
If between two consecutive noons
the sun's altitude rises through its
equinotial altitude, then the first
noon is on the last day of one calendar year and the second noon is on
the first day (Norouz) of the next calendar year. Placing the beginning of
the day at midnight is an ancient
Iranian practice, as attested by several sources. For example, the famous
scientist Abu-Rayhan Biruni ( 9731048 A.D) deals with this matter in
his well-known book; Athar al-Baqia,
written around 1000 A.D, where he
underlines that the Shahriyar zij, the
astronomical calculations and tables
established during the reign of the
Sassanid emperor Anushiravan
around 555 A.D. was based on the
adoption of the midnight as the
beginning of the day.
However, that taking up the midnight for the beginning of the day by
astronomers is relatively recent in the
Western world. In fact until 1925
astronomers started and ended their
days at noon, so the day in
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) originally started and ended at mean solar
noon in Greenwich, while Greenwich
Civil Time started at midnight.
Nevertheless, the Julian days, used by
astronomers, begin at noon (GMT).
Typically leap years are devised
and used by various solar calendar

systems, usually every four years.
Four-year leap years add 0.25 day to
each year in the period, but that is a
slight overcompensation compared to
the actual behavior of the sun.
To remedy this overcompensation,
after every six or seven four-year leap
years, the Persian solar calendar produces a five-year leap year. It usually
follows a thirty-three year cycle with
occasional interruptions by single
twenty-nine year sub- cycles.
This general picture of the Persian
calendar's leap year
behavior contrasts
with less accurate
predictive algorithms which are
based on confusion
between the
astronomers average
tropical year
365.2422 days,
approximated with
near 128- year cycles or 2820-year
great cycles and the mean interval
between spring equinoxes 365.2424
days, approximated with a near 33year cycle.

the pre-Achaemenid history of Iran are
not only scarce but also silent on the
calendar during that period. The first
calendars based on religious cosmology appeared during the later
Achaemenid period and though they
have evolved and changed over the
centuries, the names of the months
have remained more or less the same
till now.
Before this period, old Persian
inscriptions and tablets indicate that
early Iranians used a 360-day calendar

H

Pre - Islamic Calendars

The first Iranian states were founded by the Medes (728-550 B.C.) and
the Achaemenids (550-330 B.C.).
There exists information about the calendars used during the Achaemenid
period, but documents pertaining to

istorically, Persians
have been keen
on the idea and
importance of
having a calendar
system throughout
their recorded history.

based on the Babylonian system modified according to their own beliefs,
and their own named days. Months
were divided into two or three divisions depending on the phase of the
moon. Twelve months were named for
various festivals or activities of the pastoral year with 30 days in each month.
A thirteenth month every six years was
added to keep the 360-day calendar
in harmony with the seasons.
Under the unified Achaemenid
Empire, it was necessary to create a
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We know with certainty that the
Zoroastrian solar calendar was
taken up by Cappadocians after the
conquest of Asia Minor by Cyrusthe Great who entered in Sardes in
546 B.C.
distinctive Iranian calendar based on
spiritual and religious beliefs. The spiritual importance of the calendar dedications was very significant. Not only
did it fix the pantheon of major
deities, but ensured that their names
were continuously uttered, since at
every Zoroastrian act of worship, the
deities of both day and month were
invoked. With the new system, the
pattern of festivities became clear as
well. For example, Mitrakanna or
Mihregan was celebrated on Mithra
day of Mithra month, and the Tiri festival of Tiragan was celebrated on Tiri
day of the Tiri month.
Several historical and archeological
clues also point to a luni-solar administrative calendar during the
Achaemenid era, probably borrowed
from the Babylonians. At the same
time, there was a solar calendar widely used by Iranians.
The Achaemenid emperor (Cyrusthe Great) wanted to use the
Babylonian administrative system,
adopting this calendar.
Daryush the Great also paid official
respect to Marduk, the supreme
Babylonian god during his coronation
ceremony. Many writers give several
convincing arguments in support of
the Babylonian influence, while they
firmly refute the opinion forwarded
by several others that the Achaemenid
state calendar followed an Egyptian
model.
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Briant, a specialist of the
Achaemenid era, referring to ancient
authors (Plutarch, Diodorus, Quintus
Curtius, Dicearchus), believes that
there existed a solar calendar of 360
days and 5 epagomenal days, along
with the state lunar type Babylonian
calendar. Another historical fact corroborates the existence of an ancient
solar calendar among Iranians during
that period. We know with certainty
that the Zoroastrian solar calendar
was taken up by Cappadocians after
the conquest of Asia Minor by Cyrusthe Great who entered in Sardes in
546 B.C. The Cappadocian solar calendar, with 12 months of 30 days
plus 5 epagomenal days, was an imitation of the Persian ancient calendar
as is made especially blatant by the
names of Iranian months and their
order. Let us not forget that after Asia
Minor came under Persian rule many
Iranians settled in that region.
We also note that in the 4th century A.D., that is some 700 years after
Alexander's conquest, many villages in
Cappadocia were inhabited by the
Iranians descendants of the first
colons. The fact that during the
Achaemenid domination the
Cappadocians borrowed the
Zoroastrian calendar and not the official state calendar points to the deep
roots of this calendar among Iranians,
in particular as far as everyday cultural
and religious matters were concerned.

And this implies that the Zoroastrian
calendar was more ancient than the
official adoption.
The historical documents as to the
Iranian calendar in ancient times are
so few that no information should be
overlooked. The explanations supplied by Biruni are of paramount
importance. Biruni has provided several information about the Iranian
pre-Islamic calendar, and they have
proved to be exact. Biruni, in his
Athar al-baqia, tells us about the calendar used by the Pishdadis, the earliest Iranian dynasty according to the
traditional history. Their first king was
the mythological Kiumars.
The Pishdadis were followed by the
Kiyanis, whose last king Dara (Darius
III) was killed during Alexander's conquest of Iran.Since Biruni similarly
counts Kourosh (Cyrus) and Ardashir
(Artaxerxes I Longimanus) among the
Kiyanis, and identifies the Kianis with
the Achaemenids, the Pishdadis are
more ancient than the Achaemenids.
And according to legends, Norouz
was established by the Pishdadi king
Jamshid whose time goes back to the
beginning of Indo- Iranian settling
process and transition from hunting to
animal husbandry. According to
Biruni, the Pishdadis counted 360
days in a year and 30 days in a
month. They carried out a leap month
every 6 years and called it a leap year.
Then every 120 years they performed
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two leap (Kabiseh) months, one for
the 5 uncounted days and the other
for the overlooked quarters of a day.
The year length in that calendar can
be calculated as follows:
One year = 12 x 30 = 360 days, 6
years = 6 x 360 + 30 = 2190 days,
120 years = 20 x 2190 + 30 =
43830 days, 43830/120 = 365.25
days, that is 365 days and a quarter of
the day. Obviously, this is possible in a
solar calendar only. Therefore, accoring to Biruni’s calculations , the preAchaemenid Iranians used a solar calendar. Moreover, the above specifications point to a Zoroastrian calendar.
This implies that, contrary to a prejudice, the Egyptians were not the sole
among ancient civilizations to use a
solar calendar.We do not know when
that calendar started, even if according to Biruni Zoroaster himself introduced the month intercalation.
Although we do not know exactly
when Zoroaster lived (certain Greek
sources have placed him in 6000
B.C., whereas the tradition associates
him with 600 B.C.), recent studies
concerning the linguistic particularities
of the Gathas (the oldest part of the
Avesta, attributed to Zoroaster himself) suggest around 1500 B.C. for his
time.

By: Dr. Mehdi Kafi & Ali Sabzalian
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Ferdousi
National
Library

Statue of Ferdowsi

of Tajikistan;
Cultural
Treasury of
Tajik People
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Tajikistan National Library named
after Hakim Ferdousi, is undoubtedly a vast treasury and a repository of
valuable books and manuscripts, it is
considered as the cultural heritage of
Tajik people.
The library was founded in 1933
and on the occasion of millennial
anniversary of Ferdousi and in 1934
it was named after the matchless
epic poet.
In 1994, the library was named as
"The National Library of Republic of
Tajikistan" and currently holds more
than 3,090,000 books and manuscripts. Among the 2300 books and
rare manuscripts preserved in the
library, there are invaluable jewels of
literary works by Middle Ages'
authors such as "Tabari History" of
13th century A.D, "Firouz Shah
History" by Zia Barani (dated 14th
century A.D) "Roshanaie Nameh
Treatise" (Enlightening Treatise) by
the famous physician and philosopher, Avesina (dated 16th century
A.D), "Boghra Khan Biography" and
"Tazkarat-ol-Shoara" (Biographies of
Poets) by Dolatshah Samarkandi
(dated 17th century A.D), the work
of "Ali Ibn Shahab eddin
Alhamadani" by Khawja Nasir Eddin
Toosi (dated 17th century A.D) and
etc. "Gulestan" which was written in
1258 A.D by the famous Persian
poet, Saadi Shirazi of 13th century
A.D has a special place among
library's precious books. This unique
manuscript was completed in 1698
and it was written in Nastaaliq script
on Istanbul colored paper.
Turning the pages of this rare
manuscript, the audience is introduced to the art of Iran and Middle
East region during the 13th century
A.D.
In addition, there are several rare
manuscripts of Ferdousi's
Shahnameh (Book of Kings) dated
16th century A.D and Nezami's
Khamseh (Quintet) dated 16th century, compendium poems of Kamal
Khojandi dated 17th century and the

Selected Works of Araz Shirazi, the
16th century poet, the complete
poems of Amir Shah (dated 16th
century) and Works of Anonymous
Poet among the treasures of the
library.
Apparently the lyrical poems of
Hafiz Shirazi have been so much
popular with people as much as
more than 35 copies of his complete
works, most of which have been
The front facade of the library
Photo by: A. Seyyedi

Among the 2300
books and rare manuscripts preserved in
the library, there are
invaluable jewels of literary works by Middle
Ages' authors
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inscribed in Central Asia, are preserved in the library.
These old manuscripts are not
only invaluable literary collections
but also are means through which
the contemporary society is introduced to the history of our nation
and to our ancestors' cultural civilization; no doubt these are
inevitable sources for various groups
of researchers and scholars, authors
Inside the library study hall
Photo by: A. Seyyedi
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and painters.
For instance, the miniatures illustrated in these manuscripts provided
significant information as historical
sources in theatrical plays of
"Rudaki", "Ahmad Danesh" and "Zib
al Nessa" which were staged in
Lahouti Theater Academi and
Mahmoud Vahed's Youth Theater;
they were also used in feature films
based on Ferdousi's Shahnameh and
Avesina's biography titled as "Bou
Ali".
Another significant feature of the
library is the preservation of unique
literary works of 18th to early 20th
century A.D such as "Central Asian
Journey Account", historians'
accounts and reports and some of
famous works of past authors.
In 1932, some 28000 books were
dedicated to Ferdousi Library from
Saint Petersburg and Moscow. These
were highly valuable books of historical, scientific and cultural significance among which books on
Central Asian history, archaeology
and anthropology existed. Some of
the important works were namely
"Journey through Central Asia"
(Moscow 1867), "The History of
Education in the Orient" (Saint
Petersburg 1911), "Central Asia and
the Russian Conquest of the Region"
(Saint Petersburg, 1871), "Journey to
Bukhara" (Moscow, 1848) and many
other works.
Tajikistan National Library has
established and developed cultural
relations and cooperation with many
libraries in different countries
around the world, among which the
MOUs with Russia's Public Library,
National Library of the Academy of
Kazakhstan Republic, Iran National
Library, National Library of Kyrgyz
Republic and National Library of the
Republic of Turkey are worth mentioning. In 2005, Tajikistan National
Library joined the "Council of
Eurasian Libraries".
Currently the new information
technology is developing on a fast
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pace in Tajikistan National Library.
Today the library provides the applicants/users with e-books with more
than 40,000 titles of books by
national and international authors.
In September 2006, the "Electronic
Publications Hall" was opened in the
National Library. This section offers
more than 8000 e-books and printed copies of books stored on compact discs (CDs). The users have
also the access to more than 1000
rare book titles in a complete version.
During recent years, the
Government of Tajikistan has paid a
lot of attention to the development
and expansion of libraries' activities
in Tajikistan and in view of this policy, several important acts that
emphasize the enforcement of
libraries' activities have been passed
by the Government including the
law on libraries' activities and the
Government's plan to improve the
status of National Library.
In order to put these important
acts into a scientific framework, the
plan of libraries' activity development is in the process. It will comprise the span of 2006-2015. The
plan has foreseen agendas namely
the initiation of libraries' activities,
cooperation and assistance in providing automation facilities and current processes, access to computer
and creating the modern technological facilities and training expert
librarians.
At the moment, the plan for the
construction of a 9 - story building
of the Library with the capacity of
10,000,000 books, modern equipments and high- tech information
services is being studied. In order to
provide the users with such services,
a number of 700 experts with contemporary modern knowledge and
expertise are working on this project.
The successful accomplishment of
such plans not only demands the
development of library and informa-

tion section of the country but it
obliges the authorities and the people involved in library section to do
their utmost effort in order to introduce the world's most recent findings and advanced scientific cultural
achievements.
The article has been authored by Ferdousi
National Library in Dushanbe-Tajikistan
Translation by: ECO Heritage editorial members

Plan for construction of
a 9 - story building of
the Library with the
capacity of 10,000,000
books, modern equipments and high- tech
information services is
being studied

Statue of Ferdowsi on the exterior wall of the Ferdowsi National Library
Photo by: A. Seyyedi
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Shah-iZinda
Samarkand, a city already in its third
millennium, is full of legends. The walls
of its ancient buildings and its streets
are witnesses of ancient times, of blossoming and rise of the city life and the
harsh periods when the city was occupied by enemies. Great historical
events have been kept in national
memory from generation to generation
in the form of legends and many
poems recall the unique historical
monuments of Samarkand and in particular the Shah - i - Zinda architectural
ensemble, its mausoleums and the
great people buried within.

The detail of beautiful glazed colorful tiles on
walls of Shah-i-Zinda Complex
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand

On the grey - yellow hills of
ancient Afrasiab, in its southern part,
there is a group of mausoleums called
Shah-i -Zinda. This ancient necropolis
crosses the fortress wall from north to
south, rising from the bottom of an
ancient water course to the top of the
abandoned city.
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The composition of the ensemble
is unique because its "broken" corridor, which is the axis of the ensemble,
is formed by a chain of mausoleums
and mosques, divided into two units
called "chartak". These crossroads
divide ensembles into several groups
of buildings inclined towards the
complex of Qusam Ibn Abbas’ tomb,
the heart of the Shah - i - Zinda.
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The Portal

Zijoratkhana is covered by an intermediate octahedron with
pointed spherical dome towers. The portal and domes are
modestly decorated with a mosaic of colored bricks and a
monochrome painting in dark blue on white on the internal
domes. The construction draws our attention not by its decoration but by the originality of the composition and the harmony
of proportions.

The entrance to the Complex
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand

The necropolis was constructed in the XI century near the
tomb of Qusam Ibn Abbas, the prophet’s cousin who was
killed during the Arab invasion to Samarkand. The historical
sources mention two different places for his burial placeSamarkand and Marv.The legend, over the course of many
centuries, has embellished and transformed this historical
event, by creating a beautiful story out of real events.
According to the legend, the entire army of Qusam Ibn Abbas
had been killed when the soldiers were praying and only
Qusam Ibn Abbas was happily rescued entering into a niche,
which suddenly opened for him in the wall. Another version
says that Qusam Ibn Abbas was killed but a miracle happened,
he went down under the earth and will live there forever.
That's why this place was called Shah - i - Zinda, "The Living
Ruler".
The Shah - i - Zinda Ensemble begins with the majestic portal built by Ulughbek. It gives access to pilgrims from the south,
from the side of Amir Temur's city, which moved to the suburbs
of the pre - Mongol city. The portal was built as an independent architectural piece on powerful foundations.
One can see today the remains of an eleventh-century
minaret just inside the entrance to the tomb complex; it is likely that the cult initially was promoted by the Karakhanid rulers
of Samarkand, the first of whom, Tamgach Bughra Khan,
apparently constructed a very large madrassa (Muslim school)
just opposite the tomb (the building is no longer extant). In
addition to the early minaret, some substantial wood carvings
(not shown) remain from the pre-Muslim structures on the site.
Remains from mausoleum dating to the twelfth century have
been unearthed adjoining the foundations of the madrassa,
suggesting that a significant Muslim complex developed at the
north end of the Shah - i - Zinda over the first century or so of
its existence. There are unanswered questions as to why tombs
that were added later to the complex did not group more
closely around that of Qusam Ibn Abbas, if in fact it was the
main focus of the site.
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in an unequal footing with his great
ancestor Amir Timur.

The Doors

The inscription on the portal says "
this majestic building was established
by Abdulaziz - Bahadur, son of
Ulughbek Guragan, son of Shahrukh,
son of Amir Timur Guragan in 838
Hijri (1434 - 1435 A.D.)
In fact, the construction was built not
by the young prince but by his father,
whose activity as ruler-builder puts him

The rich ornamentation on the Portico
with Stalactites decoration on the Ceiling
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand
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The tile work over the door is probably from the fifteenth century; inscriptions have been preserved to the right
of the door, attributing one stage of the
renovations to a craftsman from Shiraz
in 1404/05 A.D. The doors themselves
apparently date from the fifteenth century.
After passing the base of the old
minaret just inside the door, one enters
a fifteenth century mosque, the only
tile decoration of which has been preserved in the mihrab (the niche which
indicates the direction of Mecca).

The Ceilings

Beyond is an antechamber (the zijoratkhana) for pilgrims who would pray
at the shrine, rebuilt in 1334/35 A.D,
the date inscribed on the tile work of its
ceiling. The squinches (at the corners
under the dome) contain excellent
examples of tiled muqarnas (stalactite)
decoration. Just to the left of the
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The Zijoratkhana

entrance to the zijoratkhana can be
seen one end of the carved wooden
inscription mentioned above.

The Tomb

The tomb was repeatedly reconstructed and has therefore lost much
of its initial shape. It consists of two
parts - tombs (gurkhana) and premises
for rooms (zijoratkhana). The shape of
the cemetery has been profoundly
altered, when one compares it with
the description made by the Arabian
traveler Ibn Battuta who visited
Samarkand at the beginning of the
XIVth century.
above it stands a quadrangular building with a dome with two marble
columns, of green, black, white and red
color at each corner. The walls of the
building are also built from a multi - colored marble with gold ornament; the
roof is made of lead. The tomb is covered by ebony decorated with jewels;
its corners are upholstered by silver".
During later centuries, the interior of the
mausoleum changed. On the walls, the
remains of wall paintings with bands of
geometrical ornament executed in
white and dark blue color with application of gold were kept.
The connected structures of the
tomb complex as seen today largely
date from the 14th and 15th centuries.
Its entrance is in a 14th-century archway that spans the main corridor of the
Shah-i -Zinda. The "tomb" itself can be
seen through an elegantly carved fourteenth-century wooden screen. There is
some disagreement as to the date of the
current cenotaph over the burial.
Whether it dates from the 1330s might
be questioned, since the appearance is
very different from what Ibn Battuta
described; alternatively, it is considered
to date to the 1380s.

In 1334 A.D, the zijoratkhana was
once again reconstructed. Panels were
decorated with blue tiles; the facades of
the walls were entirely covered by
graceful multi - color bands. The room
is enclosed by a traditional dome on an
octahedral drum basis. The space under
the dome of the zijoratkhana and the
dome itself are decorated by carved terracotta shapes alternating with simple
geometrical figures filled by inscriptions
and complex vegetative patterns. The
office accommodation is attached to the
zijoratkhana, and reached through an
underground ritual room - Chillakhona.
The remains of wooden designs - and
the columned iwans which adjoined
the gurkhana in earlier time are situated
in the passage leading to the zijoratkhana. The wooden details of the
surface are covered by a three - scheduled groove of vegetative and epigraphic character, whose style makes it possible to date the iwan to the XI - XII centuries.

Reorganization of the
Complex

The most important reorganization of
this complex occurred during the XV
century when the Memorial Mosque
blocked by the three - dome arch was
attached along with the corridor and a
link to the chartak. During these reorganizations, features of the initial lay out of the complex were hidden.
Amongst these are remains of constructions of the XI - XII centuries like the
basis of a minaret which was included
in the walls of the passage corridor and
was only rediscovered during restoration works in second half of the XX century. The décor of the minaret used simple and specially shaped baked bricks
with geometrical motives, characteristic
of the period.
During archaeological investigations
in the second half of the XX century, the
remains of a large architectural construction of this period were also found.
Grandiose in scale and richly decorated,
this building is identified as a madrasah
built in the middle of the XI century
under Samarkand's governor Tamgach

Bogra - Khan Ibrahim of the karakhanid
dynasty in the district adjoining to the
esteemed cemetery. Numerous fragments of architectural décor have been
preserved, including carved terracotta,
details of terracotta type - setting panels,
and sculptures on ganch.
No buildings, proir to the Mongol
invasion of 1219 A.D, have been preserved apart from the mosque and
madrasah and a few other buildings,
whose traces have been revealed by
archaeological excavations.

The Gravestone

On the floor, three private majolica
gravestones were set up, richly decorated with inscriptions in gold, letters in
relief, surrounded by the finest white
painted pattern. The majolica face of
the gravestone was built in the second
half of the XIV century.

Expansion of Shah- i - Zinda

Later a number of constructions were
added to the Shah - i - Zinda. On the
left an entrance into the mosque was
created, covered by a three - domed
arch. On the right a group of rooms was
built for the personnel, situated close to
a small madrasah, built in 1813 by the
ruler Muhammad Davlat Qushbegi.
There is also a canopy - shaped cover
of the eiwan - type summer mosque,
which has a polychrome inscription
on the beams and consoles of the flat
cover.
Behind these constructions one can
see a panoramic view of the structures
located uphill on the sides of the stone
pathway of the axial corridor, from the
first steps you feel that you have
entered a different world and a different
time and become a part of that world.
The axial corridor approaches the
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ruins of walls of the medieval city
fortress which can be reached by a stairway. Its construction is dated to the
XIXth century, but since the XIVth century there were attempts of rationalization of the space on the southern slope
of the city wall, where platforms - terraces and retaining walls were constructed. The main reconstruction of this
area was carried out under Ulughbek.
The ruined wall was strengthened by
a thick retaining wall made of baked
bricks, which was also decorated by a
thin border made of glazed tiles in
order to reduce the contrast with the
colorful surrounding buildings. Behind

The two - dome
mausoleum was
built during the
same period. It
consists of two
interfaced
buildings Gurkhana and
Zijoratkhana.

majolica gravwston richly decorated (Funeral Chamber)
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand
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the retaining wall there is a wide terrace, which forms a continuation of the
space between the extensive terrace
and the two - dome mausoleum located on the right side.
From the east side the terrace continued towards the north by a retaining
wall, which was decorated by a geometrical ornamentation with inclusions
of white, turquoise and dark blue colors. The ornamental panel is laid out in
type - setting terracotta tiles and is similar to the figures and techniques of a
panel of one of complexes of the XVth
century in Balkh, in northern
Afghanistan - the similitude of these

monuments of ornamental architecture
makes it clear that they were both built
by masters of the same school.
The two - dome mausoleum was
built during the same period. It consists
of two interfaced buildings - Gurkhana
and Zijoratkhana. The harmonious silhouette and refinement of construction
mark it out, not only among all the
buildings of the ensemble, but all the
constructions of Samarkand. The light
and refined interior of the masoleum is
completed by internal domes, decorated by stalactites hanging in the corners
and four windows, which give rise to a
game of light and shade.
The walls, stalactites of niches, a
dome of the gurkhana and the walls
of the Zijoratkhana are decorated by
thin bands of dark blue color, which
illustrate a selection of images of
trees, stars, spirals, very characteristic
for the first half of the XVth century.
Till recent times this building was considered to be the mausoleum of scientist - astronomer Mawlona Rumi,
instructor of Ulugbeka. But archaeological excavations undertaken in
1977 in the crypt of this building have
shown, that the deceased was a
woman.
The stairway rises up to the top
and here the second chartak, of later
origin, begins. The corridor abruptly
turns to the east and leads to the main
group of mausoleums in the central part
of the ensemble formed by five compactly located tombs. These are the
mausoleums: Shadi - Mulk, in the western part, the mausoleum of Amir
Husain, son of Tuglu - tekina, in the
eastern part and the anonymous mausoleum of the Octahedron.

The Mausoleum of
Octahedron

During the first half of the XV century, the small mausoleum known as
the Octahedron was built. It is an
original building in the form of a
rotunda cut by arches and topped by
a dome. The external faces of the
walls are adorned in type - setting
glazed bricks, alternating with undermined unglazed bricks. The originality
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of its silhouette and plan makes it
possible to attribute this mausoleum
to a new architectural group of monuments marked by the vertical principle of the construction’s composition.
Many constructions have not been
spared by the passing of time, in particular in the territory adjoining the
complex of Qusam Ibn Abbas which
dates from the XII century and is
actively used as a cemetery. As a
result, the central part of the axial
path remained for centuries enclosed
by the stratified deposits of later periods. The level of this path has practically not changed since the XII century. But two retaining walls were erected on either side as the deposits rose
progressively. The narrow and twisting
corridor reminds us of a narrow
medieval street, obstructing a full view
of the buildings, part of which were
buried by the progressive rising of the
ground level. As a result, one of the
walls of contention collapsed, losing
some unique features. During the
restorations, the later accumulations
were cleaned and cleared away, the
base of the buildings were strengthened and a new prospective of the
architectural masterpieces was
opened. The remains of underground
funeral chambers - gurkhana, of the
XIV century which remained from
several mausoleums as well as that of
a mosque of the X - XIV centuries
were uncovered.
On the left side of the path, the
mausoleums of the XIV - XV centuries
were badly damaged. The remaining
parts of the Anonymous mausoleum 2
with their thin band of majolica decoration - where the blue of the tiles is
shrouded by a very fine grid of glazed
gold, with white and red paint - along
with another building of which only
the portal and basement had been
preserved served as the basis for the
architectural restoration of these mausoleums.
The techniques of construction of
the Anonymous mausoleum 1 are
better known and the master who
decorated it left his autograph - Alim

Nasafi. The portal of the building and
its interior are covered by majolica
tiles. A complex ornamental network
with application of yellow, white and
light green on a background of dense
dark blue creates a combined vegetative and epigraphic band.
Two mausoleums are situated just
before the Anonymous mausoleum 1,
their architectural shape and principles of spatial decision make it possible to date them to the second half of
the XIV century, from these buildings
only the underground foundations
remained and they have now been
recreated.

In fact, the construction was built not by
the young prince but
by his father, whose
activity as rulerbuilder puts him in an
unequal footing with
his great ancestor
Amir Timur.
Mausoleums of the XIV - XV century adjoin the Anonymous mausoleum 2. The most important of
them is Amir Burunduka's mausoleum, one of Amir Timur's military
leaders. Its construction dates back to
1380 and it was built in accordance
with the traditional portal - dome
composition with an added pishtak in
front. The memorial complex started
to develop in this southern suburb of
medieval Samarkand at the end of X
and beginning of the XI centuries.
The earliest building, a small, simple mosque, was erected near a crossroad from where the cities irrigation

The Wooden door with highly ornamented
with Vegitative motifs \ Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand
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canals and roads branched out. Its
architectural remains have been
found only recently and it is dated to
the X-XI centuries.

Other Mausoleums

Behind the third chartak, a group
closing the ensemble of three mausoleums is located. The mausoleum of
notable ecclesiastic Hodja Ahmad is situated straight in the axis, on the right an anonymous mausoleum built in
1360/61 and on the left - the memorial
mosque and the mausoleum of the
wife of Timur, Tuman - aka. On
these constructions the
development of the
decorative art of
facades is well
traced. In
style and
color

The two-dome mausoleum
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand
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Hodja Ahmad's mausoleum is similar
to the Anonymous mausoleum
1360/61 A.D. The blue - white
majolica with relief figure under the
glazing prevails In the décor of the
mausoleum of Hodja Ahmad. The
master, who created this work, left his
name "work of Fahr Ali". The portal of
the mausoleum of 1360/61 A.D is
decorated with carved terracotta of
turquoise color and majolica tiles with
black or dark blue silhouette bands
under a bright - blue glaze. Tiles com-
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pletely cover the building, hiding
building elements, but the uniformity
of the architectural décor outside and
inside gives a character of architectural harmony and integrity to the building.
The memorial mosque and mausoleum were built at the building of
the XV century. Next to the main
relic, there is a swing door with an
inscription, which contains the date of
1404/05 A.D and the name of the
master - Yusuf Shiraz. It is decorated
with vegetative epigraphic ornaments.
The mausoleum is very graceful and
topped by a high blue dome. The
portal of the building is decorated
extremely richly, in the spirit of the
times - with some of the most intricate mosaics in violet - dark blue
color on a background adjoined with
majolica tiles over a painted band of
gold. The interior of the portal is
dominated by a distinct flat relief with
a delicate, refined ornament. The
interior walls are decorated by green
tiles above which white ranch with a
thin band of bright - dark blue and
brick - red color stretch up to the
dome.

The Mausoleum of Tuman Aka

As a whole, the mausoleum and
mosque of Tuman -Aka is strikingly
different from the first two mausoleums in volumetric - spatial composition and color scale. In Hodja
Ahmad's mausoleum and the mausoleum of 1360/61A.D stylistic features of pre-Mongol transoxanian
architecture can be clearly made out,
whereas, Tuman - Aka is an example
of the emergence of a new school
characterized by the synthesis of
architectural and decorative styles of
Central Asia and Iran, India,

Azerbaijan and Asia Minor, which
resulted from Amir Timur's campaigns.
None of Shah-i- Zinda's monuments is precisely oriented with
regard to direction of Mecca and
their orientations differ considerably
from one another. The origins of the
site may have little to do with Islam,
and, as Ibn Battuta relates even nonMuslims or those whom he perhaps
suspected of being less than serious
Muslims (e.g., recently converted
Mongols) worshipped there. There
are many examples in the world of
how worship by one faith was superimposed on an existing cult, but then
the shrines continued to be venerated by more than one group of
believers. At the same time though,
the significance of the Shah-i- Zinda
specifically for Muslims was obviously substantial, not only in its early
centuries, but down through the
Soviet period.
The historic - topographical features of formation of the Shah - i Zinda ensemble promoted the creation of a picturesque composition
constructed on rhythms and contrast.
Buildings of the ensemble clearly
mark the long evolution of the
Central Asian portal - dome architecture and the decorative styles over a
period of five centuries. The harmonious unity of forms and décor of the
mausoleums proves the high professional skill of their creators - architects and master - builders. These
majestic and unique masterpieces of
architecture, outstanding monuments
of the world cultural heritage, continue to be admired centuries later as
examples of artistic perfection and
solemnity. The sparkling colors of
inscriptions, elaborate vegetative
ornaments and interlacing of geometrical figures leave no one indifferent and certainly not those who have
the luck to see these masterpieces
with their own eyes.

Compiled by: Mitra Lotfi Shemirani

Zijoaratkhana
Photo by: Kaveh Farahmand
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Gandhara
The Ancient Kingdom

Remains of Jardial temple

Gandhara; also known as
Waihind in Persian is the name of
an ancient kingdom
(Mahajanapada), located in Ancient
India in what is now northern
Pakistan, Kashmir and eastern
Afghanistan. Gandhara was located
mainly in the valley of Peshawar,
the Potohar plateau and on the
Kabul River. Its main cities were
Purushapura (modern Peshawar), literally meaning City of Man and
Takshashila (modern Taxila).
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The Kingdom of Gandhara lasted
from the 6th century BC to the
11th century A.D. It attained its
height from the 1st century to the
5th century under the Buddhist
Kushan Kings. After it was conquered by Mahmud of Ghazni in
1021 A.D, the name Gandhara disappeared. During the Muslim period, the area was administered from
Lahore or from Kabul. During
Mughal times, the area was part of
Kabul province.
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It was during that distant past, about three thousand
years ago, that Aryans, a wild cattle-breeding horde of
people, migrated from Central Asia to this part of the
world which, later on came to be known as Gandhara.
Finding the land fertile, water pure and more than their all
time requirements, climate comfortable and greenery
abundant, they settled here and took to cattle - breeding
and herding.
Newly found prosperity inspired them so they sang
hymns of praise to its abundance. Later generations
enshrined these hymns in the "Rig-Veda" a book of sacred
writings embodying the genesis of Hinduism. Gandhara, in
fact, is the ancient name of the region lying mainly on the
west of the River Indus. The ancient Gandhara comprised
the present day valleys of Peshwar, Swat, Dir and Bajour.
But for cultural purposes, the boundaries extended to
include the Kabul Valley, Southern Afghanistan and the
Pothwar plateau.
It was a country characterized by rugged hills and high
plateaus, interspersed with small river valleys the rivers
opening several passes but all converging into the main
Peshwar Valley watered by the lower reaches of the Kabul
and Swat rivers.
The majestic hill ranges rivaled in shooting higher and
higher to cast a glimpse on these fertile valleys below,
which invited the hardy hill-addict tribesmen to climb
down for a better means of subsistence. Gandhara as
such, was a frontier province lying on the cross-roads
of ancient civilizations having bracing climate and
very rich scenic beauty. Gandhara Empire had good
trade relations with far flung regions through the
hilly caravans' routes including the world famous silk
routes.

The ancient Gandhara
comprised the present
day valleys of Peshwar,
Swat, Dir and Bajour. But
for cultural purposes, the
boundaries extended to
include the Kabul Valley,
Southern Afghanistan
and the Pothwar plateau.

Although the term Gandhara has been generally
extended in antiquity but its nucleus was, always the
Peshawar Valley comprising about 3,520 square kilometers , lying about 1,100 feet above sea level
enclosed by mountains on all sides except the east,
where the Indus river served as a frontier.
Even today the entire region is drained by the
Kabul River, which also flows into the Indus. Above
Peshawar, the old name Pushkaravati is now called
Charsada. This region was extremely fertile in the
ancient days and its tree cover was much greater
than what it is today.
To the north, the swat forms another fertile but a
narrow valley which is easily accessible over the mountains from the Peshawar plain. In the ancient times Swat
was called Uddiyana and through it laid harder routes into

Late Gandhara art of sculptur

The Important Archaeological Sites
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Languages of Gandhara

The advent and development of Buddhism
owes a great deal to
the ancient land of
Pakistan. It was here
that the religious activities reached its climax
through well organized missionaries and
ultimately made it a
world religion.
Central Asia. Ruins are frequent in
the valley and one of the most abundant and instructive Gandhara sites,
was Butkara which has already been
excavated and is now in decay.
East of the Peshawar valley, the
ancient high-road crossed the Indus
into the Punjab and Und
(Udabhanda) (today's Hund) a later
capital of Gandhara and led to the
city of Taxila which was one of the
most important Gandhara sites consisting of three cities and many surrounding monasteries and shrines.
About thirty miles (48 km) beyond
Taxila lies the eastern most
Gandhara site, having a group of
shrines, known as Manikyala.
Some other Gandhara remains
had been found to the west in
Afghanistan, artistically a transitional
zone. The style was represented,
mainly in lime plaster, around
Hadda in the narrowing Kabul Valley
and again at Shotorak and Paitava
below the Hindukush, where the
trade-routes to Bactria divided to
cross by passes over 10,000 feet
high; one road led to Balkh, another
reached the once very fertile Oxus
valley at Kunduz where limestone
sculpture of Gandhara type were
found in abundance.
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Prakrit was one of the languages used in Gandhara and
it was written in Kharoshti Script. It was originated from
Aramaic and used as official language, as a medium for
official communication. Aramaic alphabets were also
employed by Gandhara population but not sufficient to
express all sounds of local Prakrit language. Then various
modification and additions were introduced and a gradual
evolution of kharoshti script completed. It first made its
appearance in the inscriptions of Emperor Asoka and till
fifth century A.D. it was written from right to left.
Numerous inscriptions on rocks, stone pillars, birch bark,
bone, ivory and clay were recovered from Gandhara
region i.e. Mansehra, Shabaz Ghari(NWFP), Swat Valley
and Taxila. Besides Prakrit, Greek was also used in
Gandhara after Gandhara fell to the Bactrian Greeks in the
2nd century BC. But soon after the termination of their
control over Gandhara, it fell into disuse. Native people
also used Brahami.

The Advent of Buddhism
Pakistan has been the cradle of Buddhist art and culture
and the second holy land of Buddhism for well over a
thousand years. The religious faith has marked the most
significant epoch in the history of the cultural and social
evolution in the Subcontinent. Indeed, it has been one of
the greatest spiritual experiences the world has ever seen,
and which has left behind one of the finest manifestation
in the domain of art and culture.
The advent and development of Buddhism owes a great
deal to the ancient land of Pakistan. It was here that the
religious activities reached its climax through well organized missionaries and ultimately made it a world religion.
Indeed, this region became one of the most important
holy-Lands of Buddhism. A great number of Chinese pilgrims felt a religious obligation to visit the centers of piety
in this ancient land of Pakistan.
The land of Gandhara where the celebrated Faith
spread, is more or less a triangle about 100 kilometers
across east to west and 70 kilometers north to south, on
the west of the Indus river. It is surrounded on three sides
by mountains. It covers the vast areas of today's Peshawar
valley, the hilly tracts of Swat (Udyana), Buner and the
Taxila valley to its south-east extreme. The name
Gandhara is found for the first time in the Rig-veda, the
scared ancient hymns of the Hindus which were probably
composed in the middle of the second century B.C. The
name also appears in some of the Persian inscriptions, particularly in the Behistun inscription where the territory had
been mentioned as one of the satrapies of the
Achaemenian Empire under Darius 1(528-486 B.C), and in
the inscription discovered from the ruins of the Susa
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The Greek Invasion & the Influence of
Hellenism
Gandhara people served Persians for well over two
hundred years when, in 327-26 B.C, the territories
were taken over by the Greek Legions for a short
time as a result of the campaign under Alexander
the Great during the later decades of the fourth
century B.C. The Great invader held the town of
Ora in Swat, Pushkalawati (modern Charsadda)
and the areas around the Indus river basin of
Hund. He is said to have stayed in Taxila for one
month.
Nevertheless, Gandhara was not a great empire.
The Greek kings of Gandhara were minor kings, hardly
capable of dominating other parts of India. But out
of their short stay, a new school of sculpture and
architecture emerged. Stone in place of wood
began to be used extensively in architecture; new
and more exquisite patterns in base and in relief
carving were introduced ; Lord Buddha became
Hellenized; new filigree designs in
jewelry were introduced; crude
punch marked coins were discarded
in favor of more graceful ones.

Mauryan Empire and the
Successive Dynasties
The Greek occupation lasted only
for about twenty years when, sometimes in 312 B.C, the Mauryan King
Chandragupta took over its possession
from the weakling Greek satraps,
through the socio-cultural pattern of
the Greeks penetrated in the local
society to a great extent.
However, it was during the long reign
of the grandson of Chandragupta, the

Statue of Buddha Gandhara 2nd Century A.D

palace, also in Persia, which mentions that the timber used
in the palace was brought over from Gandhara. While in
his Geography, Strabo places Gandhara in the basin of
Kabul river, the famous Chinese pilgrim Hsuan- Tsang
records its precise boundaries.
A philosophy of life propounded by its founder
Gautama Buddha, it soon became the religion of the subcontinent influencing the life and imagination of the people and gradually spread in the entire Orient from the
shores of Japan to the Mediterranean coast. Even now it is
a dominating faith in various countries of the world including Sri Lanka, Burma, Siam, Tibet, Mongolia, China and
Japan, and its followers form the tired largest group among
the religious communities of the world.
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Stucco head of buddha from Taxila

celebrated Asoka (272-237 B.C) that Gandhara became
the veritable centre of Buddhism, When the King was converted to the faith and became its ardent and enthusiastic
patron. During his long reign he built numerous stupas and
monasteries throughout Gandhara, in Shahbazgarhi,
Mansehra and Taxila. While at Shahbazgarhi and
Mansehra are located his famous Rock Edicts, Taxila has
the honour of possessing the earliest known stupa named
the Dharmarajika. Indeed, it was the golden days of the
faith, when it was introduced and propagated not only in
Gandhara but was also taken to the neighboring countries
through the emissaries which the Mauryan Emperor sent
for the purpose.
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After the death of Asoka in 237 B.C, the
Mauryan Empire started disintegrating rapidly,
and from 190 B.C onwards Gandhara passed
on successively to the foreign rulers. The first
of these were the Bactrian Greeks (Indus
Greeks), who held the scepter of power for
about a century (190-90 B.C), followed by
Scytho-Parthians (90 B.C to 64 A.D),
Kushanas (64-241 A.D), Susanians (241-358
A.D), and Kidara Kushanas (358-560 A.D).
The Susanian Kings, however, never ruled
the territories themselves directly, but
allowed, first, the scions of the Kushanas to
rule on their behalf and later, the Kidaras as
their vassals. Finally, the White Huns or
Ephthelites swept over the entire Gandhara,
destroying whatever came in their way including the Buddhist religious establishments. This
occurred in 465 A.D.
Throughout his long period of foreign domination which lasted for well over a thousand
years, Buddhism prospered in Gandhara as a
dominant religious faith and many of these foreign rulers were influenced by its philosophy and
practices. Some of them were even converted to it
and patronized it fabulously. The Kushana ruler
Kanishka who ruled the vast territories of Gandhara
for well over twenty years, was converted to
Buddhism and became its committed devotee. He
erected several monasteries and stupas in his realm.
The foreign domination, both political as well as sociocultural, affected the society thoroughly and the people
became thoroughly cosmopolitan, receiving deep and all
abiding influences of their Greco-Roman counterparts. The
forced or otherwise matrimonial alliances turned them
Greek both in form and appearance. The common language of these people was Prakrit, but the script they used
was Kharoshthi, a modified form of the Aramaic of
Western Asia. They wore a distinctive type of baggy
trousers (the shalwar) and sleaved coat (Qamis) adapted
from the Central Asian dress. Their architecture was, in the
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beginning, simple and bizarre, judging from the remains of
the dwellings particularly uncovered at the Bhir Mound at
Taxila. Later on, it developed on the Greek pattern, the
best example of which are found in the shape of wellplanned city.

Gandhara Art;

Some of the historians claim that artistic Gandhara was
the creation of geography, trade routes and political factors. Its remains are now recognized on both sides of river
Oxus, along the Afghan border with Tajikistan to Islamabad
the capital of Pakistan and the valleys of Swat, Buner and
Bajaur.
It is also believed that the Buddhist arts in China, Korea
and Japan were transmitted through Central Asia during
the first millennium and that is why the forms and beliefs
are similar to Gandhara.
Yet another group of historians and art critics claim that
geographical circumstances alone cannot
explain the manifold influences which
favored and gave such a hybrid
character to the art of the
Gandhara region. Historical
and religious factors also contributed and the following
three great events had the
most important and lasting
effect: first the expedition of
Alexander the great (329 325 B.C.) bringing the seeds
of Hellenisam, second the
nomadic invasions followed by
the domination of one of their
tribes and the founding of the powerful
Kushan dynasty towards the end of the first
century A.D. and (3rd ) the Buddhist expansion with its
potent artistic inspirations. Other factors also intervened
such as relations between Achaemenid Iran and India; the
rapid rise of the Sassanid Dynasty in the 3rd century A.D.
and finally the White Huns conquest in the fifth century
A.D. which set an end to that great art form.
Gandhara was the region where Hellenism in its eastward course and Buddhism in its westward march, came
in direct contact and worked out an artistic synthesis,
known as Gandhara art. Gandhara had never been a part
of India before the conquest of Asoka in 4th century BC. It
came under Indian influence during the Mauryans advent
and before this it was indirectly under the Persian lord
ship. Ancient Gandhara is an integral part of Pakistan that
played critical role in the spread of Buddhism, evolution,
development and transformation of Buddhism and in the
creation of one of the most significant arts, known as

Fasting Buddha, Gandhara art

An Amalgamation of Eastern
and Western cultures

Gandhara art. The art developed in
Great Gandhara region termed as
Gandhara Art, regardless of a specific period or theme. But it has various parameters of its definition and
direction. The all-artistic activities
and developments in the Gandhara
region may be similarly related to
Hindu thought, Buddhist mythology,
jain cult or Greek materialism. It is
true that all other artistic developments were dominated by Buddhist
fantasy and production. Chiefly, the
art developments and activities took
place in the Gandhara region, during
3rd - 4th century BC to 5th century
A.D, including Hellenistic style,
Indian, Buddhist, jain or Hindu collections are known as production of
Gandhara.
Besides the historiography of
Buddhism, major perceptions of
Gandhara art are:
I. Secular Architectural develop
ments
II. Religious architectural develop
ments
III. Town planning
IV. Ceramics

the reason that freestanding stone sculptures at Taxila are
smaller in size and height, than Peshawar Valley and Swat
Valley. Stone was commonly, used for the sculpturing, decorative material, architectural decorations and construction
etc.

White Huns
destroyed and
demolished the
Buddhist monasteries
to suck the wealth
buried beneath the
floors and concealed
in the walls.
V. Numismatics
VI. Sculptures warfare
VII. Trade and transportation
VIII. Jewelry & costumes
IX. Instruments and tools
All the above mentioned fields
have specific styles and developments but sculptural art reflected
much sentimentally to attain all the
considerations.

Materials Employed in
Gandhara
In Gandhara, artists preferred and
used the material locally available
and exported the products. The
manufacturing material discovered
in Gandhara were:

Stone
The stone material used for
Gandhara sculpture was green phyllite, grey-blue, balck schist and mica
schist, which, in general, belong to
an earlier phase. Phyllite is a finegrained metamorphic rock formed
by the reconstitution of fine-grained,
parent sedimentary rocks, such as
mudstones or shales, and schist.
Phyllite is greenish, black and bluish
soft stone, it was abundantly available in Bunir, Dir,Mardan and in
Swat Valley, so large quantity of
stone shifted to Taxila and surrounding areas for local production. It is
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Stucco
A pasty composition (as of lime or gypsum, water and
sand) that hardens on drying and is used for coating walls,
ceilings, and partitions and sculpturing art. It was easier for
the artist to produce the sculpture in stucco. It was a less
time - consuming medium and more plastic nature to
shape and mould the idea. It was used at large scale at
Buddhist monasteries in Taxila Valley and in Afghanistan,
Stucco sculptures were often painted.

Kanjur stone
Rock formed at or near the earth's surface by the accumulation and lithification of sediment (detrital rock).
Kanjur is a kind of sediment usually found near the river
base. It was used for the formation of inner core of
Buddhist sculptures, and other establishments in
Gandhara.

Clay
It was commonly used for the sculptures, pottery and
other house utensils and was frequently used for the decoration and plaster.

Semi Precious Stones
Mostly semi precious stones imported from Central Asia
and India like, agate amethyst, beryl, Carnelian,
Chalcedony, Garnet, Jasper, Lapis Lazuli, Malachite, Onyx
and Quartz, stone like Abri, Granite, Lime, Steatite locally
used for the esteem of Buddhist relics and adoration of
stupas.

Gold & Silver
It was commonly used for the jewelry, mint industry,
miniature stupas model and gold plating of Buddha's
sculptures and decorative friezes. Silver was imported from
southern Afghanistan, Persia and India.

Coinage of Gandhara
The earliest coinage (400 B.C.) in Gandhara struck at
Taxila on Persian standard. Evidence of the close commercial relation which were established under Achaemenid
rule between North West India and Persia, is seen in the
fact that a very early type of silver coinage found only in
this part of India and Pakistan. These pieces are equivalent
to double sigloi or starters, it seems that the same Persian
standard has been maintained in certain of the silver,
punched marked coins (Karshapana) of a some what later
date, which were struck in this same area and were heav-
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ier then the Punched marked coins current in Mauraya
empire. When the Greek dominated, they improved mint
industry in Gandhara and introduced the bust of king,
symbol of deity, name, title of King in Greek and
Kharoshthi, Greek introduced bi-lingual coins. The coins
were minted in copper, silver and latter on gold coins also
minted during Kushan reign.

In about 460 A.D, White Huns (Ephthalities) came
from Central Asia, stormed everything in Gandhara,
especially targeted Buddhist cult in Gandhara,
who never recovered from this catastrophic
genocide brought by White Huns with the full
support of rancorous Brahmans. White Huns
destroyed and demolished the Buddhist monasteries to suck the wealth buried beneath the
floors and concealed in the walls. It was done
with the full assistance and information of
local Hindus, who were deprived from royal
court and support, for about one thousand
years, since third century B.C, after Asoka
ascended the throne.
Narrow minded scholars abruptly
blamed Muslims for the destruction of
Buddhist monasteries and Stupas in
Gandhara that is against the facts and
chronological evidences. It would be better to
mention here that the Buddhist writings bear
witness to the cruel treatment of those who
professed the Buddhist faith.
Chinese traveler Fa- Hiuen who visited the
Peshawar Valley shortly after 400 A.D, mentioned it as flourishing and well cared for. In 520
A.D, the scene was pointed by Sung-Yung, the
Chinese ambassador that, " two generation had
elapsed since Gandhara had been devastated by
Ye-tha and in early seventh century, two centuries
later, statement confirmed by ( Hiuen -Tsang ).
He found it in ruinous, depopulated condition with
most of the Buddhist establishments in a state of complete decay. Muslims entered Sind (province of Pakistan)
the Subcontinent, in early 8th century A.D, when
Mohammad Bin Qasim defeated the Hindu and in about
10th century A.D Muslims came in Gandhara. Which is
crystal clear fact that then Gandhara was under the control
of Hindu Shahies and Buddhist had already escaped to
China, Korea and Japan. If Buddhist got any clash, it was
Hindu community under whom Buddhist had been
reduced to deplorable weak minority.
--- Compiled by: Maryam Shafa

The head of Buddha with greek influence
Gandhara region probably Taxila

Decline & Disintegration of Gandhara
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The Shores Of

Persian Gulf

T

A Historical Perspective

he southern shores of
Iran are embraced by the
waters of the Persian Gulf
and the Sea of Oman, and
the high rims of the
Iranian plateau pour into
the Gulf coast: a stretch of
dry and unkind nature that
grows dryer and unkinder as one
nears the shore; a shoreline of cliffs,
sand, salt marshes and swamps, reed
beds, and sometimes a port and
alongside; memorials of ancient civilizations (from the Elamites to the
Sassanid) and the remains of fortresses and buildings of Portuguese,
Dutch and British colonizers...
No other sea in the world has
focused the joint attention of geologists, archaeologists, historians, geographers, diplomats and warriors more
than the Persian Gulf. The countless
works existing in different languages
about this sea well show that
Europeans have long been interested
in this region, situated centrally on
one of the most important roads
between east and west since the
beginning of history.
The Persian Gulf and the Red Sea
are actually two large sections of the
Indian Ocean, extending practically
into the heart of the Old World, both
being joined to Europe via the Indian
Ocean, (and the Suez Canal in the
20th century). The area of the
Persian Gulf is between 225 and 230
thousand sq.km, the length from the
mouth of the Arvand River to the
Hormoz Strait being 1259 km. and
its average width approximated at
210 km.
The weather on the Gulf coast is
relatively hot and dry, and the human
populations have generally settled at
points with the possibility of access to
water.
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An old map of Persian Gulf from Safavid era, 17th century

Even though prehistoric events of this region are bound
in a halo of guesswork, the existence of prehistoric caves
in the north of the Lear Valley and on the heights overhanging Bandar Taheri (Siraf) indicate the prehistoric settlement of communities along the northern border of the
Persian Gulf. According to archeological findings, this
region had been part of the Elamite Empire since the
fourth millennium B.C.
Without a doubt, the Persian Gulf owes its name to the
race of Achaemenid Persians. The Greeks also knew this
sea by the same name. Archaeological digs in Borazjan
leading to the discovery of a splendid palace and a shore
relating to the beginning of Achaemenid rule gives proof
of Iran's hegemony over the waters of this Gulf.
Around 514 B.C., after conquering the Indus valley,
Darius the Great gave orders to his admiral, who was a
Greek from Asia Minor, to establish a fleet on the Indus
River and to find a route leading from India to Egypt. After
reaching the coast of the Indian Ocean, they crossed
through the Oman Sea, the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea,
they studied the African coastline, and after obtaining precise information after 13 months of difficulty-ridden journeying, they returned to Iran. It was then that the sea caravans creating commercial trade communication between
India and the western seas began their journeys.
After the fall of the Sassanid, the Arabs entered into
Iranian territory (Pars), through the ports of the Persian
Gulf, and at the end of a period of over a century of continuous battles between the conquering Arabs and the
people of Iran, the Iranians finally converted to the Islam.
AI-e-Buya (941-1069 A.D.) was the first Iranian dynasty
to once again rule over the islands and coast of the
Persian Gulf after the Arab invasion.
At the beginning of the 13th century A.D, the prosper-

A newly-wed bride in Qeshm
island \ Photo by: N. Kasraian
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ous Island of Hormoz (Ormuz) at the
mouth of the Persian Gulf replaced
Siraf and Kish as the center of all the
successive events in the Persian Gulf.
It is from this time that the history of
the Persian Gulf and Europe becomes
entwined through the activities of
European merchants, particularly the
merchants of Venice and Genoa. In
Iran, the merchants of Genoa, finding
their way to the court of Oljaitu,
obtained some concessions.
With the Ottoman conquest of
Constantinople (1453 A.D), and their
control over the Black Sea, the Sea of
Marmara and the Balkan Peninsula,
and their gaining gradual control over
Syria, Egypt and the eastern shores of
the Mediterranean Sea, all commercial routes were blocked. The zealous
Ottomans considered the Europeans
as their enemies. Eastern products
became rare and expensive in
Europe, and European commodities
were left without buyers. Therefore,
navigators, and Portuguese navigators
in particular, went in hopeful search
of new routes. Bartolomeu Dias circled the southern cape of Africa, and
found a way to the Indian Ocean,
after which Vasco da Gama followed
the same route beyond the southern
cape of Africa (Cape of Good Hope),
reaching the Indian Ocean in 1498
A.D. After acquiring colonies in India,
the Portuguese went on to annex the
islands of the Persian Gulf under the
command of Alfonso de
Albuquerque (1453-1515), and after
many mainly ruthless battles at various points, they conquered Hormoz
Island, and there they built military
fortresses and fortifications.
The British came to Iran during the
Saffavid rule of Shah Abbas, and
helped him to conquer Hormoz
Island with their sea vessels. This
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way, what the Portuguese had gained
passed into the hands of the British.
Soon after, the Dutch and the French
moved into the Gulf for their share,
and entered into competition with
the British.
At the end of the 18th century, the
Wahabis had control over the Persian
Gulf coast through to Mecca. The
Djavassem (pirates of the Aden coast)
were in continuous struggle with the
Wahabis for a time until finally being
conquered by them, accepting their
creed and remaining subject to them
ever after. The Djavassem would
attack the local ships and force the
workers to submit to their creed and
any refusal would resort to massacre.
As the agitation in the Persian Gulf
increased, they allowed the British
government to extend its influence in
the region, so that they began to
exercise controls of the vessels on the
excuse of countering piracy and preventing the slave trade (which was
extremely limited), and they gained
authority that eventually led to jurisdiction over economic activities of
the vessels in the Persian Gulf, turning most of the Emirates of the Gulf
into their own colonies.
With the rise of the Qajars in Iran
(1795-1925), and the commencement of the Irano-Russian wars and
Russian influence in Iran, the British
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Badgir (wind tower) of an old house,
Bandar Mo’alem \ Photo by: N. Kasraian

Archaeological digs
in Borazjan leading
to the discovery of
a splendid palace
and a shore relating to the beginning of
Achaemenid rule
gives proof of
Iran's hegemony
over the waters of
Persian Gulf

extended its aggressions onto Iran. (Occupation of Khark
Island in 1838, landing fleets in the vicinity of Bushehr in
1856 and attack on Mohamereh in 1857). In the 1890
decade, the region was exclusively under British control,
continuing through to the independence of the countries
in the region. The discovery of petroleum in the Persian
Gulf added to the importance of the region, and the
petroleum reserves turned into a new motivation for the
increasing control of the British over the region. The victory of the Constitutional Revolution in 1906, and the
resulting unrest, and the World War I and Iran's violation
of non-alignment led to the increase of British colonial
influence in the region. Just before the beginning of the
war, Bushehr was subjected to aggression by British forces,
which were confronted with the heroic resistance of the
people of Delvar and Tangestan. At this time Iran had
been divided into two regions of Russian and British influence according to the agreement of 1907. With the 1917
Russian Revolution, the British were left without an opponent. With the coup d'etat of Reza Khan and the appearance of the Pahlavi regim, Britain became owner of Iran's
petroleum revenues for years. The Second World War was
followed by popular struggles in the colonies for independence and against colonialism, and the nationalization
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black, Baluchi and Indian poeple
reside on these shores.

Economic Activities

The economy of Iran's two coastal
provinces (Bushehr and Hormozgan)
has long been based on trade and
fishing for fish, shells and pearls, with
limited agriculture and animal husbandry and mining. Today, after the
discovery of petroleum and gas in the
Persian Gulf and the coastal regions
(60% of the world's petroleum
resources lie in the Persian Gulf),
economic activities of the region
have been overshadowed by the
petroleum single product economy.
Due to the scarcity of water, there
is not much agricultural fertility.
Artisanal manufacturing not related
to petroleum, gas and the processing
and exporting of these include the
building of lanj (traditional wooden
sea vessels), fishing activities, shrimp
cultivation and handicrafts. The ports
on these shores are among Iran's
most active in terms of services.

Cultural Characteristics

of petroleum in Iran heavily influenced the movements of
the region. As a result of the struggles of the people of the
region, in 1971 Britain officially withdrew from the Persian
Gulf. From this time on, the U.S. filled the vacuum created by the British absence, and by increasing its military
presence was able to take the Gulf oil artery into his hand.
After the Islamic Revolution and the fall of the Pahlavi
regime in 1979, the beginning of the Iran-Iraq War and
the energy crisis, the Persian Gulf once again came under
consideration as a strategic region.

The Inhabitants of the Persian Gulf Coast

Due to its geographical location, the Persian Gulf has
given passage to various peoples more than any of the
world's seas. Approximately 10,000 years before Christ,
three different human races lived along the Persian Gulf
shores: The Dravidiens (along the northern shores); the
Semites (along the Arab coast); and the Elamites, who
inhabited the westernmost point of the Gulf to the
Bushehr region. Today various peoples reside on the
Iranian coast from Shatt-ol-Arab to the Hormoz Strait, the
chief ones being the Iranians and the Arabs, who have
long inhabited this land and - mixed with the Iranian
population. In addition to these two main groups, some

Since this region has been a passageway for various peoples and a
junction of ancient and modern civilizations, and has been especially
subject to attention and invasion, it
has become a meeting ground for
various creeds and beliefs, a culture
and worldview differing with the customs, traditions, and behavior of the
rest of this land has developed
among the coastal inhabitants. The
culture of the South has been influenced by the coastal cultures of
Africa, Arabia, and India. The language is a mix of Farsi and Arabic,
with words from Hindu, Portuguese,
and English. African instruments are
in use, Arab music is enjoyed; food,
clothing and manner are influenced
by the Arab and Indian cultures; ceremonies are Iranian, Indian and from
Zanzibar.
By: Ziba Arshi
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Hussein Ahmadi Nasab's paintings are
known for their identity. His works
reveal that when there is love for one's
homeland and the artist stands firmly on
his land with immense and deep - rooted solidity, any simple account turns
into something big and significant, and
becomes a motive for the painting.
Human beings assume the beauty and
magnificence usually possessed by legendary heroes.

Ahmadi
Nasab's
Canvases
Man, the Usual
Subject

H

ussein Ahmadi Nasab was born in Minâb and
lived in that city until (1979 A.D) and for this reason he remains a faithful worshipper of the sun.
He started painting and theater in that city. It
seems that theater and painting are inseparable
ingredients of his life. He directed plays such as "the fox
and the eagle", "a place, where fishes are fossilized", "four
chests" etc in Minâb and then he moved to Tehran where
he directed several other important plays such as "Zar",
"the strange sorrow of loneliness", "the red wind", "In
lion's skin" and "pearl" and other works. He then started
his own atelier "art atelier" where he still teaches courses
in Theater and painting to his students. He has published
many articles in the field of art and theater in various
Iranian magazines and newspapers. Ahmadi Nasab is a
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many-talented artist and he uses his
various artistic talents to create both
theatrical plays with expressive quality prevalent in his paintings where
the spectator feels as if he looks at
the stage of a theatrical play where
various elements present a living
sense of motion and dynamism
through the application of vibrant
bright colors and expressive figures
by the artist.
Ahmadi Nasab has had about 20
painting exhibitions inside Iran and
his works were on display in many
important exhibitions in New York,
Venice, Paris, London, Beijing and
Dubai.

Minab, the Ancient
City of Sun & Palm

Minab is located in Hormozgan
province. Its provincial capital is
Bandar Abbas. The province has
14 islands located in the Persian
Gulf, and 1,000 km of coastline.
The province has eleven major
cities, namely: Bandar Abbas,
Bandar Lengeh, Haji Abad,
Minâb, Qeshm, Jask, Bastak,
Bandar Khamir,
Parsian(Gavbandi), Roudan and
Abumusa. Although Hormozgan
is known to have had settlements during the Achaemenid
era, the recorded history of the
main port of Hormozgan
("Bandar-e Hormoz") begins
with Ardashir I of Persia, the founder
of Sassanid Empire.
The province is said to have been
particularly prosperous between 241
BC and 211 BC, but is said to have
grown even further in trade and
commercial significance after the
arrival of the Islamic era. Marco Polo
visited the port of Bandar Abbas in
1272 and 1293 AD, and reported
widespread trading in Persian jewelry, the ivory and silk of Indo-China,
and pearls from Bahrain in the
Bazaars in the port of Hormozgan.
Ismail I who was trying to counter
the Ottoman Empire to the west, was
unable to save the port from the
Portuguese, until Shah Abbas I was

finally able to drive them out of the
Persian Gulf with the aid of the
British. Bandar Abbas has been
directly named after Shah Abbas I.
Minab is located some 120 km
eastern Bandar Abbas (1616 km. S.E.
Tehrân) this charming and quiet town
was also called ancient Amanis.
Northern and eastern parts of this
city are mountainous and central and
western parts are plain. The climate
of this city is warm and humid.
There is savanna-type country
around this town interspersed with
numerous trees with thorny branches
and gnarled trunks. Because of such
dense vegetations, the local people
call it forest. There are date-palm
plantations and cultivation of mangoes here. Agricultural lands, gardens
and orchards are irrigated by Minâb
River.

One must get to
know Ahmadi Nasab,
not through his
paintings, his poems,
or even his subtle
smiles, but through
his presence at
Minab, Hussein is a
pearl - fisher of
Minab.
Projection of Life
in the South

One must get to know Ahmadi
Nasab, not through his paintings, his
poems, or even his subtle smiles, but
through his presence at Minab,
Hussein is a pearl - fisher of Minab.
He is the essence of Minab. He is
familiar with every detail of this
place: the aroma of fresh baked
bread, the door of the furnace and
teakwood, the constant sorrow of the
tired women in his canvases, and the
warmth of the hands of the man in
palm forest. He is familiar with the
shore, the alertness of the wave, the
strong feet that are left behind at a
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He wishes to show moments in
the life of southern women, portrayed in bright colors. His colors
are a testimony to the artist's sincerity and delightfulness of
expression.

glance, and are atop the scorching hills at another.
Despite their yearning gazes, two doves are constantly
flying and inviting colors to the wedding taking place on
the canvas. These doves are very gentle, gentler than the
gardens of tangerine. They are passionate, mad, and
frenzied, more frenzied than the nights of Minab.
Life in South and the social themes related to the particular cultural sphere of South especially that of Minab
locals is depicted in Ahmadi Nasab's paintings. Man is
the usual subject in his paintings and women assume a
high importance in Ahmadi Nasab's work. It seems that
the strong emphasis which he puts on his portraits of
southern men and women is a symbolical way of depicting the difficult condition of their life. The strangely exaggerated way in which he draws the hands and feet of
these southern women is a symbolical expression of their
every day struggle to earn a living.
Therefore one can consider Ahmadi Nasab's paintings
to be a part of his artistic researches. In these works, the
painter has used images from life in the South to express
his thoughts. He wishes to show moments in the life of
southern women, portrayed in bright colors. His colors
are a testimony to the artist's sincerity and delightfulness
of expression.
As he puts in:" for me color is a means of expression,
and by shuffling the colors that are constantly changing
and transforming, first in thought and then on the canvas, I look for what should happen. Man has always been
the subject of my canvas.
The important thing is to unite the colors with human
being and harmonize the relationship between them.
Together, these two factors disclose for us the tribal culture of the southern region. This is such that these people are usually shown beside a palm tree, on cracked dry
land, with thirsty lips, or while working"

Dramatic Expression of
Life through Colors

Ahmadi Nasab has used an expressive tone in showing
the position of his women. The result is the expression of
a strong feeling through the colors, form, and other visual
elements, all to convey the overall feeling of the creator
of the image.
Hussein Ahmadi Nasab, visualizes the canvas as a theater scene in which actors such as line, surface, texture,
form, color, light, shade, etc, along with different visual
elements -sometimes motionless and sometimes on the
move, at time with generalities, and at time with details perform various plays. Through texture and its general
feeling, lines and sometimes through conveyance of the
southern culture to the spectator, the artist uses the protagonist in order to express a feeling or to illustrate a special subject, like the depiction of southern women. As
symbols, women have a remarkable splendor in the
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works of the artist. This splendor is
merely the reflection of the artist's
inner kinks and twists. These inner
reflections emerge from the depth of
the painter's heart and soul, in the
form of the images depicted with
pure bright colors.
He works more or less exclusively
with gouache on dark or painted thin
board. In all of his works, there is a
strong tendency for pure bright colors, and quick impromptu sketching.
The artist is positively inspired by the
warm and sunny climate, the wild
nature, and the vernacular culture of
his homeland especially the design
and color of women's clothing.
Women make up the majority of
Minab’s population, while men, in a
struggle to earn a living, mostly
parade on the sea waves and the
western shores of the Persian Gulf,
and they rarely appear in Minab.
However, whenever we come across
a human face in Ahmadi Nasab's
works, we realize that his hasty
sketching and bright colors do not
prevent him from clearly capturing
and registering that person's specific
individuality. More profound is the
impact of incentive on the painter,
the better the outcome of his work
is.

Classification of Works

Ahmadi Nasab's paintings can be
classified into two distinctive groups;
the first group of paintings includes
those that are portrayed with theater
- like stage design and the use of
ploys and distortions, and the second
group includes those that take a closer look at Human beings.
We find the paintings of the first
group to be the work of a painter,
who seems to have suffered his
entire life from watching a drama,
and now he creates a narrating theater scene in which our contemporaneous human beings live in their
ancient beliefs. This scenery and theater- like painting is acceptable only
if it intends to give meaning to the
painting, to somehow determine its
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identity, and to display a form of life.
However, if it is intended for coloring, lighting, and emphasis of dramatic and aesthetic elements, it is an
effort that does not agree with the
contemporary sense of visual Art. In
his paintings, both goals play a part:
on one hand, he uses hid figures to
express a vision, and on the other
hand, he juxtaposes them for a particular role. Moreover, since the tale
of his canvas is not familiar to the
spectator, extreme attention and
scruple is spent on details and in
making the scene appear like a narration. Behind Ahmadi Nasab's paintings lies a vast extent of traditions
and vernacular features. He belongs
to that group of artists who are troubled by the thought and memory of
the South like the feeling of an
exiled person. Nonetheless, he protects his feeling like a precious treasure and checks on it several times a
day. His canvases are filled with the
southern sun. Light blends with all
the reticent elements of his canvas.
However, a profound sorrow constantly casts a shadow everywhere.
His people are gathered, but they
seem to be humming the grief of
their own hymns. He has viewed the
people of his canvases with accuracy
in mourning and rejoicing. He has
felt their fear, doubt and anxiety.
They all have assumed a permanent
image in his mind. Nonetheless,
when he paints, he imagines these
people to be equal, alike, and
monotonous.
He creates a Byzantine - like
mosaic, in which the Virgin Mary,
Jesus Christ, Judah, David, the devil,
and angels all have the same look.
Thus, isotropy and likeness replaces
congruity and harmony. One can
easily remove any of his figures from
one canvas and replace it with a figure from other canvas, without blemishing the generality of any of his
paintings.
Ahmadi Nasab has the diverse
color palette of any painter. He
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chooses his colors from the entire color spectrum, and
places them on the canvas decisively. By making use of
so many bright and radiant colors that are at times symmetrical and balanced, he creates a reasonable arrangement of colors, it seems like he sees the world through
an imaginary kaleidoscope. It is as if in the physical existence of colors, he has found a spiritual existence as well.
He wants to use this existence to give life to his canvases.
Like many symbolists, he has accepted that colors
can be as efficient as words, and can show the parallelism of various feelings, and even show their
nuances. This belief is in fact the equivalent of the
musical feeling of poetry. He wants his paintings to
appear like the altar in the Renaissance pictures gloomy but brilliant and satiated with colors, clear - cut
full of mystery and secret.
In the second group of paintings, where Ahmadi
Nasab portrays lonely people, his work becomes more
artistic, and he puts a more profound feeling into the
work. He creates a space in which both the painter and
the spectator breathe more freely, and create and
observe more open - mindedly.
In these canvases, Ahmadi Nasab looks at the soul of
the people of our times, though it seems like they have
been long forgotten. Their pure sorrow - filled eyes,
which have many equivalents in southern part of this
land, are gazing at the distant horizon. He portrays these
human beings as a handful that represent the whole, and
as a cross section of the society.
It seems that it has been long since the signs of life
have abandoned these people. It is as if his people have
faces made of hammered metal, and their skin resembles
a torn rag put on by a tired soul. This all reminds one of
Carlos Fuentes' saying that: “ Art is the expressive tongue
of all things that history has denied, extinguished, and
has driven out of the scene”.
Hussein Ahmadi Nasab, who has also engaged in poetry and story writing, has chosen people as his subject
matter, not buildings, or trees. Nonetheless, there is a
piece of sky in most of his paintings; somewhere it is
blazing, somewhere fried, and somewhere like an inverted sea. Ahmadi Nasab's women, seem astonished from
the events of a breathtaking story, driving them onto a
journey of dreams, alongside each other, but on their
separate paths. Only people and their clothing are left
under this sky.
The rest is an excuse; trees, buildings, boats….these
people and this place form the realm of Ahmadi Nasab
in the world of Iranian Painting.

In these canvases, Ahmadi Nasab
looks at the soul of the people of
our times, though it seems like
they have been long forgotten.
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Silk Road
in Kazakhstan

An Artist’s view of Taraz

K

azakhstan’s heritage epitomises the
profound influence wrought by that
once hugely significant artery of commercial and diplomatic relations, the
Silk Road. Without the diverse settlement and cultural enrichment
achieved and sustained by the Silk Road over many centuries, it is unlikely that modern Kazakhstan would be as
vibrantly and kaleidoscopically varied as it is.
Many urban centres, trade and craft settlements, caravanserais and monumental religious structures owe their
existence to the Silk Road and to the merchants, preachers, travellers and adventurers who traversed all or some
of its length.
For centuries, crowds of people speaking diverse languages filled the bazaars of Asia, and long caravans crept
along dusty roads carrying precious gems silks, spices and
dyes, gold and silver, exotic birds and animals between
Europe and China.
Yet the Silk Road was to become not only a great trade
route but the melting pot of two very different civilizations; those of the East and the West, with their specific
cultural traditions, religious beliefs, and scientific and
technical achievements. Central Asia, situated between
China and India in the east, bordering on the European
world in the west, spreading between the Volga and
Siberia in the north, and between Persia and Arabia in the
south, for almost two thousand years stood at the crossroads of the world's great civilizations and cultures.

Exchange of Ideas along the Silk Road

Historians date the emergence of the Silk Road around
the second century B.C., when Chinese merchants first
attempted to penetrate the Mediterranean and the
Middle East through Central Asia. At that time, the principal commodity traded by the caravans was Chinese silk;
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The most widely and
successfully propagated religion was
Islam, which in most
areas of the Silk
Road countries prevailed over other
religions

Maosoleum of Arystan Bab near Otrar
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but silk was not only a commodity: it
was an international currency too.
Moreover, it was not the only merchandise traded along the Silk Road:
also important were spices, tea, mirrors, glass, coins, silverware, linen,
ceramics, weapons, horses, medicine, precious stones and furs.
And material goods were not the
only items that moved along the Silk
Road, which was also of inestimable
importance in the traffic of ideas.
Thus, Buddhism - which played a
key role in the Turkic Khanate - is
believed to have reached China from
India along the Silk Road through
Central Asia. Christianity also spread
along the Silk Road, Nestorian
Christians taking their message with
them as they travelled the caravan
routes as early as the beginning of
the fifth century. Zoroastrianism and
Manicheanism both made progress
along the Silk Route from their origins in Iran. But the most widely and
successfully propagated religion was
Islam, which in most areas of the Silk
Road countries prevailed over other
religions. Remains of structures built
as early as the ninth centuryA.D testify to the formation of urban Muslim
cultures on what is now the territory
of Kazakhstan. Numerous mosques
and other buildings including the
Khodja Ahmed Yasavi, Aisha-Bibi and
Karakhan mausoleums and the
underground mosques in Mangystau,
were constructed between the ninth
and the twelfth centuries A.D.
The Silk Road was not a single
road connecting East and West.

Rather, it was a network of roads
each of which fluctuated in importance in accordance with shifts in
geopolitical conditions. In this
process some roads were replaced by
others, which in turn lost their significance as caravans again chose to visit
different areas. One section of the
Silk Road, known as the Steppe
Road, passed through what is now
South, South-East and West
Kazakhstan. Evidence for the existence of other sections of the Silk
Road has been found in other parts
of Kazakhstan.

Kazakhstan Ancient
Towns along the Silk Road

Much has been lost to history. The
sands of time have covered many
ancient towns, but the careful hands
of archaeologists and restorers have
succeeded in finding and restoring
for us rare treasures from the old cultures of the Semirechie (Seven Rivers
region) and Central Asia.
Branches and routes of the Silk
Road didn't remain unchanged over
the course of time - they changed for
various reasons: some of them
gained significance and flourished,
while others ceased to exist, causing
the decline of the towns and settlements in their path.
In the sixth and seventh centuries
A.D. the route passed through China
to the west via the Semirechie and
southern Kazakhstan.
Inhabitants of what is now
Kazakhstan began to participate in
the economic activity of the Silk
Road around the sixth or seventh
centuries. At that time the Turks of
the Turkic Khanate, a major power,
benefited from their key position as
intermediaries between the then producer of silk; China, the principal
broker in the silk trade; Iran, and the
main consumer of silk, Byzantium.
The Turks in effect became the owners of much of the Silk Road, and
benefited both economically and
politically.
Nevertheless trade on what is now
the territory of Kazakhstan flourished
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most spectacularly between the
eighth and the twelfth centuries,
after the collapse of the Turkic
Khanate. This period accordingly saw
the development of the Steppe
Route.
The flourishing period of the Silk
Road through Central Asia and
Kazakhstan declined during the 12th
century.
The huge territory remembers the
slow plodding of camel caravans, for
thousands of years wandering the
wide routes of the Great Silk Road.
This part of the road represents a
unique complex of historical monuments, archaeology, architecture,
town planning and monumental
architecture since the rapid commercial development underpinned major
advances in welfare, science and culture. This period saw the construction of many buildings still regarded
to this day as architectural masterpieces.
The cities of Otrar, Taraz, Sairan
(Ispidzhab), Turkestan (Yassy), Syab,
Balasagyn and others were not only
trade centers, but centers of science
and culture.

eled all over the world. An example
of casting art is the ritual teapot
(Kazakh) in the mausoleum of Ahmet
Yasavi in Turkestan; it is second to
none in its dimensions. Its diameter
is 2.2 m, and weight - 2 tons.
In 1896, at the All-Russia
Exhibition in Nizhny Novgorod,
Kazakh bracelets made of silver
caused a real sensation, and they
were awarded gold medals.
The present-day green bazaar is
on the very spot of the ancient
bazaar of two thousand years ago.
When you walk along its rows, you
feel the dust of millennia under your
feet.

Taraz: In ancient times the town
was called the 'town of merchants'.
Narrow streets, like streams, ran
towards the center of the noisy
bazaar. The bazaar of Taraz was the
focus of the city's life. Thanks to the
bazaar the town came into existence,
comprising a citadel, mosques, caravanserais, mud-walled cottages,
walled courtyards and craftsmens'
workshops. It seemed that people
from all over the world were coming
to the bazaar in order to sell, buy or
exchange something. One could sell
and buy practically anything. The
ancient people were right to say:
"Taraz bazaar is the mirror of the
world".
Over the course of many centuries
it was a center of non-ferrous metallurgy. The copper articles of Taraz
workshops such as jugs, cosmetic
boxes, lamps, decorations for armaments, clothes and harnesses trav-

Otrar: "Traveler! Here are the
ruins of the fortress town that
stemmed for half a year the advance
of the Mongol hordes to Central Asia
and the Caucasus, Russia and the
eastern European countries, and
which showed resistance to foreign
invaders in the following centuries",
runs the inscription on the cast-iron
plate installed on the entrance to the
Otrar Archaeological Reserve and
Museum. The Otrar oasis included
over 150 small towns, fortresses, castles and fortified settlements, connected to one another by a chain of
caravanserais of the Great Silk Road.
In its heyday, the population of Otrar
numbered about a quarter of a million.
The first permanent settlement in
the Otrar area is dated to the 2nd
century B.C. Its founders were the
Kangyus - descendants of the Saks.
Among the historical sites which

In his private life,
through simple easily
understood language,
Hodja Ahmed Yasavi
called upon people to
be kind, meek, and
obedient and not to
be greedy

Maosoleum of Hodja Ahmed Yasavi
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In the sixth and seventh centuries A.D.
the route passed
through China to the
west via the
Semirechie and southern Kazakhstan

The detail of the dome of the masoleum of Arystan Bab

managed to survive in Kazakhstan,
perhaps the most fascinating and certainly the most mysterious place is
the mausoleum of Arystan-bab and
the ruined anient city of Otrar. It is
about 150km northwest of Shymkent
.
In the second half of the fourteenth century Otrar became a part
of Timur’s state. According to legends Timur is said to gave orders for
a mausoleum to be built in Otrar
over the grave of Ahmed Yasavi’s
teacher, Arystan Bab.
Holy Arystan-Bab was a legendary
person. The legend goes that he
instructed the famous sufi, Hodzha
Ahmed Yassavi. That is why pilgrims
visit his mausoleum before moving to
the Mausoleum of Hodzha Ahmed
Yassavi. Arystan-Bab was buried in
XII century. Probably, in that time
this mausoleum was founded.
Current building also went through
reconstruction works in XX century.
The headstone of Arystan-Bab is in
the main hall while in the second
room lie the headstones of his students Hermet-Azira, Karaga-Baba
and Lashin-Baba.
From the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries Otrar came first
under the control of the Abulkhair
khanate, a nomadic Uzbek power,
and then passed to the young
Kazakh khanate.
Otrar is the birthplace of the great
scientist and philosopher of the
Middle Ages, Abu Nasr ibn
Mohammed who entered history
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under the name of Al Farabi. The
great thinker lived between the years
870 and 950 A.D. Thanks to his
philosophical thinking and encyclopedic knowledge, he was called the
“Second teacher of mankind, after
Aristotle, during his lifetime”. His
treatise on the classification of sciences opened a way for scholarship
in the centuries ahead. It is natural
that all the great scientists after him,
such as Avicenna, Al-Biruni,
Shirazee, Mahmud Kashgari, Yusuf
Ballasafuni, Ulugbek, and ibn alFarabi considered themselves to be
his disciples.

Turkestan: Another ancient
town on the Great Silk Road was
Turkestan, which is 1500 years old.
The town came into existence in 490
A.D. The town of Yasa saw the height
of its prosperity in the 7th century
A.D. At that time it was a motley,
crowded maze with its abundant
bazaars and endless caravans. The
fame of the town spread all across the
Islamic world. To a certain extent, this
was due to the name of Hodja Ahmed
ibn Ibrahim al Yasavi, a dervish and
advocate of Sufism, and the founder
of the ascetic brotherhood of Yasavia
which translated verses into the language of ordinary people. His poems
became very popular; his ardent sermons attracted a large number of pilgrims. It was at that time that Yasa was
called "a second Mecca".
In his private life, through simple
easily understood language, Hodja
Ahmed Yasavi called upon people to
be kind, meek, and obedient and not
to be greedy. Ahmed Yasavi's fame did
not dwindle after his death.
Thousands of pilgrims thronged to his
grave. The first mausoleum built over
the sheikh's grave was very modest
and became dilapidated as the years
passed. A new mausoleum was erected 233 years after his death on
Tamerlane's orders. At present, Ahmed
Yasavi's mausoleum has been restored
to its original appearance. The town is
becoming a major center of world
tourism.
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Sairam (Ispidjab); The
White Town

Another very important ancient
town existed in the time of the caravan trade was Ispidzhab or Sairan. In
the historical chronicles of the 9th
and 10th centuries, Ispidzhab was
called a first class military fortress.
The Arabs named this town one of
the best in the East for its independence and dignity, attaching the name
"White town" to it.
Many disasters befell Ispidzhab
after the devastating wars against the
Kharazmians and Kara-Chinese.
There were nothing left to the fine
gardens and fortifications but ruined
walls, and rotten and broken trees.
In the 15th century the town was
restored to life under the name of
Sairan, and once more it was surrounded by strong fortified walls and
trenches.
After its subsequent destruction in
1684, Sairam was not able to recover
its former name. Currently, there are
very few remains of the past fame of
White town, such as the ruins of
walls and bastions, the minaret of the
demolished Bazalakata (12th century), a mosque with a spiral staircase
and the half-destroyed entrance to a
basement leading an unknown place.
Some religious structures remind
you of the past of Sairam, such as
the two monuments connected with
the name of Hodja Ahmet Yasavi,
which were built after the Dzungar
invasion. His parents were buried in
Ispidzhab. After the erection of the
tomb to Hodja Ahmet Yasavi in
Sairan, monuments were erected to
his parents, Ibraghim ata and
Karachach ana.

Suyab and Balasagun:

Suyab was the first capital of the
western Turkic Kaganat, which was
formed in 581 as a busy trade center.
Every year merchants from different
countries came to a big fair where
they sold and bought goods and discussed commercial matters.
Suyab was the ancient capital of
the Semirechye Turks, the forefathers
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The Silk Road
retained its essential
characteristics and functions up to the sixteenth
century and the discovery of the maritime
route between Europe
and South-East Asia.
of the Kazakh ethnic group, and
Balasagun was the first town where
the Turks were first introduced to the
Koran. The towns were re-ordered
many times but it was rather difficult
to determine their exact geopolitical
positions. For about two thousand
years, caravans drove along the
Great Silk Road. Nothing could stop
their measured steps. The world was
shaken by bloody wars and devastating epidemics. Peoples and states
sprang to life and then suddenly disappeared. Even the Amu Darya
changed its course and sources; the
Aral Sea changed its outline and only
three Silk Road cities remained
unchanged.
The Silk Road retained its essential characteristics and functions up
to the sixteenth century and the discovery of the maritime route
between Europe and South-East Asia.
Other reasons for its decline included ferocious internal wars which
destroyed once-flourishing urban
oases, and China’s decision to close
its western frontiers.
And yet the Silk Road continues to
exist, albeit in altered form. Today, as
hundreds of years ago, merchandise
and ideas, and people of every
nation and religion, continue to travel its length. It is still the bridge par
excellence between East and West.

A young Kazakh falconer dressed in Kazakh traditional custom

A Visit to

The people of Lahore, when
they want to emphasize the uniqueness of their town say "Lahore is
Lahore". The traditional capital of
Punjab for a thousand years, it had
been the cultural center of
Northern India extending from
Peshawar to New Delhi. This preeminent position it holds in
Pakistan as well. Lahore is the city
of poets, artists and the center of
film industry. It has the largest
number of educational institutions
in the country and some of the
finest gardens in the continent.
The city as we know it today,
reached its peak of glory during the
Moghul rulers, especially in the
reign of Akbar the Great, who made
it his capital. His son, Jahangir, is
buried in its outskirts and his mausoleum is one of the places frequently visited by tourists. Close to
it, is the mausoleum of the famous
Moghul Empress, Nur Jehan, who is
known for introducing the rose
plant and for initiating several cultural movements in the SubContinent.

The Moti Masjid
(Pearl Mosque) was
built during the time
of Mughal Emperor
Jahangir and modified
by the architects of
Shah Jahan. It is within the Jahangiri
Palaces complex of
the Lahore Fort
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A view of the mosque’s courtyard

Moti Masjid

The historians and Archeological
experts assert that the forts of Lahore
and Delhi have passed through several
parallel phases. In both cases the buildings of Shah Jahan are more in evidence than those of any other
monarch; both have suffered from the
occupation of the British especially
after the Mutiny, and in both it was
only during the early 20s that some
restoration and conservation works
were done to keep these historical
buildings preserved. At Lahore, indeed,
conservation in the fort may be said to
have begun in the year 1902 – 3, with
the restoration of the Moti Masjid.

Moti Masjid

Also called the "Pearl Mosques", is
a 17th century religious building
located inside the Lahore Fort. The
Moti Masjid (Pearl Mosque) was
built during the time of Mughal
Emperor Jahangir and modified by
the architects of Shah Jahan.
It is within the Jahangiri Palaces
complex of the Lahore Fort. The
mosque is entirely made of white
marble, which makes it all the more
unique due to the application of
marble in Pakistani architecture for
the first time.
Its seven bulbous domes, pro-
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Agra Fort (1647-53), and his son
Aurangzeb in the Red Fort (16591660).

Moti in Urdu language means
pearl, which designates a perceived
preciousness to the religious structure. It was an established practice
among Mughal emperors to name
the mosques after generic names for
gemstones.
Other such examples are Mina
Masjid (Gem Mosque) and Nagina
Masjid (Jewel Mosque), both located
in Agra Fort and completed in 1637
under Shah Jahan's reign. The
mosque, built between 1630-1635,
is the first among the mosques with
jewel names built by Shah Jahan in

The mosque stands on a raised
plinth of 6 feet 9 inches high. It is
approached by a flight of eleven
steps through an unpretentious portico at the northwest corner close to
the portal of Jahangir's Makatib
Khana.

The Architectural
Characteristics

The mosque is in sound condition, except that some of the piers,
which sustain the arches of the
prayer chamber, are cracked. Two of
these were secured several years ago
by means of iron collars, and a third
is now standing in need of repair.

The removal of the brickwork, which
formed the treasury walls, does not
seem to have endangered the marble structure in any way, and it is
now impossible to see where the
brick walls stood except for some
patches in the pavement of the
courtyard, which denote the spots
formerly occupied by piers.
From an artistic point of view this
is quite the best of Jahangir's building with which we are acquainted.
Shah Jahan himself might well have
been proud of it. Perhaps its most
striking feature is the admirable way
in which the design suits the material. What little ornament there is
around the dado and beneath the
parapet is chaste and telling; and
every stone in the building helps to
express the half tones and deeper

The centural dome and its
ornamented platform

nounced cavettos, and well-proportioned multi-layered arches, embellished sparingly with inlay, makes
this mosque a superb architectural
creation.
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The east compartment of the mosque

tints which white marble alone is
capable of rendering.
As you step into the irregular
octagonal hallway of the mosque,
and with only a stream of light emitting from the doorway, it is impressive in the composition of its vaults
with their lofty proportions. Shorn of
all decorative features, its marble
dassa (carved edging) on a slightly
raised floor featuring alcoves for
shoes, alone echoes its lost grandeur.
After removing your shoes, however, as soon as you walk through
the low height doorway into the
courtyard, you are dazzled by the
sunlit courtyard, and equally so by
the luminous, elegant white edifice
that is exposed to view. The courtyard, measuring 55 feet by 32 feet,
is paved with marble slabs and is
enclosed on the west by the prayer
chamber, on the north and on east
by compartments of irregular shapes,
and on the south by a wall. The
two-bay five-aisle prayer chamber
stands on a plinth a little less than a
foot high and is marked by a carved
decorative string course which runs
around the whole courtyard. The
prayer chamber measures 55 feet by
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25 feet, broken by five curved archways which create five compartments, each further divided by similar arched openings.
The mosque is entirely faced with
white marble, from its multi layered
arched colonnade and its repertoire
of arcuate (curved) roofing elements,
squinch arches and lozenge muqarnas to flooring and dadoes.
Three compartments of the front
aisle, the central one, and those at
the extreme ends are covered by
domes, while the remaining compartments of both aisles have vaulting. The central compartment of the
near aisle contains a mihrab deeply
recessed in the back wall within the
outlines of a cusped arch.
Adjacent to it, on the north stands
a mimbar (pulpit) of marble. In each
of the other compartments of that
aisle, the mihrab is indicated only by
the outlines of a cusped arch which,
however, contains a nearly square
niche at a height of 3 feet 10 inches
from the floor.
This feature is repeated in the
side walls of both aisles.
The floor of the prayer chamber is
paved with marble slabs having
musallahs (praying halls) marked

with a black marble line, while the
dado is defined by a double line of
black and yellow marble.
On the east is a compartment of
irregular shape with three arched
openings, of which the central one is
plain and others are cusped.
The eastern compartment is faced
with marble and flanked on either
side by a rectangular doorway set
within the outlines of a cusped arch.
The doorway to the north communicates to the portico, while that
to the south is an entrance to the
staircase ascending at the back of
the eastern compartment to the roof.
The wall on the south, which is
faced with marble, bears the outlines of three cusped arches corresponding to similar arches which
enclose the door openings of the
northern compartments.
The parapet bears pietra dura
decoration inlaid with semi-precious
stones in marble.
The bulbous double domes are
covered with marble and have lotus
cresting which seems to have been
crowned by metallic finials, now disappeared. The central dome, the
largest, stands on a raised platform,
nearly square, which springs from a
circular drum 4 feet high. The plat-
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The Patrone

Due to the lack of any historical
sources or epigraphic evidence,
there are conflicting opinions regarding the authorship of the mosque—
whether it is Jahangir or Shah Jahan
who should be credited with this
splendid piece of architecture. The
confusion was compounded by
Henry Cope's assertion published in
the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal in 1858 regarding an inscription that he had found, on "Moti

Mandar in the fort" (a Sikh appellation for Moti Masjid). According to
Cope a certain Soondur Khan, referring to himself as "the lowest of all
slaves of Jahangir, Pad shah, son of
Jalal-ud-din Akbar Pad shah Ghazi,"
had built the mosque.
However, apart from Cope, no
other record of this inscription
exists, either in the writings of 19th
century historians and archaeologists
or of later researchers. On the other
hand research regarding structural,
architectural and decorative elements point towards Shah Jahan as
the driving force behind the architecture of this singular edifice.

Moti in Urdu
language means pearl,
which designates a perceived preciousness to
the religious structure.
It was an established
practice among
Mughal emperors to
name the mosques
after generic names
for gemstones
The mosque structure is in a surprisingly well-conserved state—even
after having served as government
treasury for the British and as a
mandir (temple) for Sikhs.
Even though it is a small
mosque—implying private and
restricted usage—it has all the elements of a mosque: a "sahn" or
courtyard, a place for "wazoo" (ablutions) east of the courtyard, hujras
(cloisters) for scholars or "ulema",
and an aiwan (main prayer chamber)
with a central mihrab or prayer
niche.

The details of squinch arches’ ornamentation

form is ornamented with a band of
moldings. The other two domes
have lower drums and no platforms.

Parthian
Fortresses
of Nisa
Turkmenistan‘s
Landmark

The statue of a Parthian general, IRan
National Museum, Tehran
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Like the other countries of
Central Asia, Turkmenistan is an
ancient land full of mysterious
beauty, historical relics, and
extraordinary natural phenomenon.
Unlike some of the more wellknown tourist sites in Central Asia,
however, Turkmenistan is, as yet,
not very well-known among the
general public.
Therefore, it has remained a
largely undiscovered treasure-cove
of unusual travel delights. At one
time, the major city of this region
was known as "The Queen of the
World" among caravans that traveled through it along the Great Silk
Road.
One of the attractions of
Turkmenistan is "The Parthian
Fortresses of Nisa". The Parthian
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T
Fortresses of Nisa consist of two
parts of Old and New Nisa, indicating the site of one of the earliest and most important cities of
the Parthian empire, a major
power from the mid 3rd century
BC to the 3rd century AD. They
conserve the unexcavated remains
of an ancient civilization which
skillfully combined its own traditional cultural elements with those
of the Hellenistic and Roman west.
Archaeological excavations in two
parts of the site have revealed richly decorated architecture, illustrative of domestic, state and religious functions. Situated at the
crossroads of important commercial and strategic axes, this powerful empire formed a barrier to
Roman expansion while serving as
an important communication and
trading center between east and
west, north and south.
Based on UNESCO document,
the two ancient settlements, the
Old and the New Nisa, located in
proximity to each other in the
neighborhood to the present-day
Baguir town, are the remains of the
big and well fortified city of
Mitridatkirt, which in the course of
nearly four centuries, from the late
III century BC to the end of the II
century AD, was an important
locality of the Parthian Empire.
Both settlements still hide the
traces of culture that harmoniously
combined unique artistic traditions
with the elements of ancient Greek
and Roman art.
This landscape is truly wonderful. It is not by chance, that Nisa's
Parthian fortresses have been listed
by the UNESCO in the "cultural
landscapes" category.

he Parthians (or Arsacids) belonged
to the wide confederation of Scythian
nomads of the Central Asian steppes.
According to classical sources, their
group (Parns, Aparns) originated from
the regions south of the Aral Sea.
Towards the middle of the 3rd century
B.C., Arsaces I took over Parthia, freeing it from Seleucid rule. This foreshadowed a glorious and centuries-long
epic that saw the Parthian dominate
the eastern regions, then compete with
Rome and finally succumb to the
Sassanid in the first decades of the 3rd
century A.D.
One of the first major cities founded
by the Arsacids was Old Nisa, the
ancient Mithradatkert. Its importance
lies in the fact that it is one of the most
ancient examples of an official and
monumental center of the early
Arsacid period: a crucial time in which
the social, political and cultural trends
that converged into the Parthian’s various arts were being developed,
defined and consolidated.
The archaeological area of Nisa
extends at the feet of the Kopet Dagh
mountain range, in southern
Turkmenistan. Two nearby sites, New
Nisa and Old Nisa, emerge today from
the plains at the foot of the mountains
near the modern village of Baghir,
which is 18 km west of the capital
Ashgabat. The two centers, atop natural elevations, as known today, were
founded in Parthian times. New Nisa
was probably the city, surrounded by
towered walls and with an inner
citadel. Old Nisa (the fortress of
Mithridates), on the other hand, was
the ceremonial center and royal
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citadel. The latter is much betterknown, as it has seen a succession of
Soviet; Turkmen and Italian excavations have taken place since 1930s.
Today, our knowledge of the inner layout and of the main features of the
citadel of Old Nisa, still remain unsatisfactory.
The favorable topographical position
of the citadel of Mithridates and the
imposing curtain of turreted walls
made of unbaked bricks probably gave
visitors the impression of being a fortified stronghold; today, although the
walls of Old Nisa appear as gently
undulated structures at the edge of the
plateau, they have maintained their
majestic appearance. However, the
research that has been conducted
there for more than 70 years has
increasingly highlighted the fact that
this complex possessed neither military
nor strategic functions: in short, it was
neither a stronghold nor a fortified
royal residence, but a center that was
actually used to hold ceremonies celebrating the Arsacid dynasty, that simultaneously exalted Parthian royalty and
the power of a new ethnic group that

Ivory rhython, National
Museum of Ashgabat

Round Hall

The building containing the Round
Hall was located in the southern sector
of the citadel's so-called Central
Complex. It was studied by Soviet mis-

sions in the 1950s and 1980s, and in
1990 the Italian archaeological mission
resumed its study with systematic excavation campaigns in order to complete
the plan metric survey of the complex,
which was still partly unexplored. At
the same time, the excavation of the
central area's ancient levels was completed and the walls' structural characteristics were observed. The excavations also led to the recovery of fragments of the architectural decoration
and of fragments of the unbaked clay
sculptures that decorated the building.
As all structures in Nisa, the building
is made of unbaked bricks and its
side's measure approximately 30
meters; it is composed of an ample circular central hall with a diameter of 17
m that is inside a quadrangular perimeter. Access to the inner hall was provided by three distinct passages that
underwent several modifications.
The floor plan of the inner circular
space inside a square perimeter makes
the Round Hall an unusual building
that to this day still cannot be directly
compared to other designs, although it
bears generic similarities to both
Western designs and to traditional
Central Asian designs. The unusual
plan metric characteristics, the building's monumental size and the findings

The archaeological site of Nisa Fortress
near Ashgabat, part of the Round Hall

imposed itself on the international
scene. it is here and in this celebrative
dimension that Nisa's art illustrated its
wealth and mystique - art and architecture borrowed from various cultural
traditions: some were ascribable to the
dynasty's origins, others displayed
Persian (Achemenid) influences, while
others were influenced by the spread
of Hellenism in Asia with and after
Alexander the Great.
Inside the walls, protected by 48
towers built from unbaked bricks (the
building material used for all constructions in Nisa), two main building complexes are recognizable: a northern
sector containing the monumental
Square House from which most of the
known materials from Old Nisa come
from, and a central sector with an
ample uncovered courtyard which several monumental buildings overlook.
These include the two complexes; the
Round Hall (1990-1996, 1999) and
the Red Building (1995, 2000-2006).
The work which was carried out by
"the Compagnia di San Paolo of Turin"
expedition included excavations,
restorations, studies and documentation and technical analyses. From 1990
to 1999, excavations were performed
inside the Round Hall, completing the
data collected by the Soviet missions in

the previous decades. One of the
aspects that characterized the recent
field studies was the recovery of fragments of "unbaked clay sculptures" that
since ancient times were heaped on
the room's floor in dismal conditions;
the delicate and complex operations
included the cleaning, consolidation,
detachment, documentation and
restoration of dozens of pieces that are
today preserved in the capital's museum. In 2000, a new excavation began
in an adjacent sector immediately
north of the Round Hall, where the
remains of a monumental Arsacid
building," the Red Building", had been
identified.
In recent years, the creation of the
National Museum of Ashgabat has
finally provided the opportunity to systematically collect and store all the
materials from Old Nisa, as well as the
availability of work spaces for conducting studies, restorations and technical
analyses. The fruitful cooperation with
the museum allowed the updating of
the documentation of several classes of
materials (analogue and digital photographs, drawings) to be completed.
This material will be included in the
Center's future publications.
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inside the rooms would suggest that
the building was used for sacramental
purposes. It is G. Košelenko who
hypothesized that the complex is a
mausoleum dedicated to an important
member of the Arsacid dynasty; this
has now been confirmed by the identification, proposed by A. Invernizzi, of
the fragmentary portrait found in the
room as a portrait of Mithridates I.
The structural study conducted on
the building's walls allows new reconstructive hypotheses concerning the
complex's inner and outer appearance,
as well as its covering, to be formulated.

Reconstructive Hypotheses

The structural study carried out on
the building walls; propose new reconstructive hypotheses of the building's
internal and external aspect and of its
roof.
The structural features of the walls
of the Round Hall are extremely interesting: preserved up to a height of over
4 meters, they display a complex texture in the various sections of masonry
that make up their bulk, made from
unbaked bricks, consisting of a thick
square perimeter in which a thin circle
of bricks is inscribed and constructed
independently. The remarkable dimensions of the room and the passage
from the curve of the inner walls to the
straight lines of the building's outer
perimeter attest to the extensive technical and tactic know-how of its
ancient builders.
The reconstructive hypothesis of a
building consisting of a cylindrical
drum enclosed in a square perimeter
and a wooden pavilion roof, recalling
classical models, proposed many years
ago by the excavators, and the connected decorations, cannot be maintained today. The recent studies and
the static calculations showed that the
inner walls were not based vertically
on the floor, but were built slightly
slanting from their start. Therefore, a

new reconstructive hypothesis can
actually be advanced, postulating that
the hall was covered with a dome of
oriental style (with a hyperbolic, elliptical or oval cross section) made of
unbaked bricks.

The Red Building

The Red Building, which earned its
name because of the red plasters
found in the inner rooms and on the
façade, has been entirely excavated
over the course of six campaigns. In
most recent years, the Italian mission's
efforts in Nisa were concentrated on
the monumental complex whose
importance is evident from its size
(over 40 m on each side), from its
position (overlooking the central courtyard) and by several architectural and
decorative features (stone wall paintings, colored plasters). However, recognizing its specific purpose is more difficult; the building's architectural features generically suggest that it was
used for ceremonial purposes, like all
other buildings in the central sector of
the citadel.

2000-2001 Campaigns

The resumption of excavations in
the sector north of the Round Hall
identified poorly preserved beaten clay
structures on top of the Arsacid structures starting with the first levels, just
under ground level. From the beginning, it was obvious that, in addition to
Parthian buildings, structures built in
later periods, presumably in Islamic
times, were also being brought to light.
The walls of the Islamic complex are
made of beaten clay (pakhsa); the use
of a mixed technique contemplating
the use of bricks (30x30x5-6 cm) alternated with pakhsa blocks was
observed only sporadically. A good part
of the structures was built directly on
the Parthian walls, and it is likely that
some of the oldest walls were reused
(as the base of the walls' grade plane)
because they were still in good conditions. The entire area where the
medieval building was erected was
prepared for the complex's construction: the filling possibly artificial of sev-

Stag, discovered from the
site of Nisa Fortress
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eral rooms and the vertical
laying of several rows of
reused Parthian bricks attest
to a construction that was
planned in order to create a
solid platform on which the
Islamic complex's walls could
rest.
The floor plan of the medieval
building comprises a rectangular central courtyard measuring approximately
13 x 10 meters, overlooked by three
iwans to the north, west and south. On
the east side, research has uncovered
two rectangular rooms and a long corridor facing north and south.
Fragmented structures to the sides of
the iwans attest to the presence of
rooms and structures all around the
central courtyard, whose dismal conditions unfortunately did not make an
analytical survey possible.
The dating of the Islamic complex is
based exclusively on small ceramic
fragments that would place the building between the 12th and 16th centuries.

2002-2003 Campaigns

The 2002-2003 excavation campaigns almost completely brought to
light the very large (approximately 42
m on each side) Red Building, whose
walls are preserved up to a height of
approximately four meters.
The Arsacid building is made from
mud bricks, but some of its architectural details reveal the special care and
importance it was always given. It
overlooks the citadel's large central
courtyard and has a quadrangular
shape, characterized by a large central
hall with 4 columns surrounded on
three sides by rooms and corridors and
preceded, on the north side, by a front
portico.
The courtyard's elevated portico was
accessible through a stone staircase
with three steps, at the center of the
façade. It measured approximately 13
x 17 m and was delimited to the west
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Statue, discovered from
the site of Nisa Fortress

New Nisa was probably the city, surrounded
by towered walls and
with an inner citadel.
Old Nisa (the fortress
of Mithridates), on the
other hand, was the
ceremonial center and
royal citadel
and east by two projecting rooms
(24 and 27); it was decorated with a
frieze of astragal and grooved stone
slabs. Finally, four stone bases supporting wooden columns rested on
the portico.
Two entrances opened at the
sides of the façade, which led to side
rooms 24 and 27. They protrude
beyond the building's perimeter by
approximately 8 meters and constitute the side wings of the elevated
portico. The two rooms that were
closed in a late stage of the building's
use had plastered walls. The lower
part of the walls was decorated with
red plaster, which was more resilient
than simple white plaster and was

obtained with a preparation containing clay, sand and gravel.
The building's façade ran behind
the portico; it consisted of projections
and recesses that however were probably concealed by the plaster finish. An
exceptionally well-preserved second
frieze made from sandstone slabs ran
along the base of this façade wall. The
original ochre and red colors, which,
alternated with the stone's natural greygreen color livened the façade, may
still be seen on several slabs. These
colors were probably also used on the
upper part of the walls, as attested by
the fragments of colored plaster.
The entrance to the building,
almost at the center of the façade, led,
through a vestibule, to the central hall:
a large quadrangular room with four
columns with stone bases and anchor
rings and wooden shafts. The remains
of traces of color and gold leaf on
wooden fragments (of the columns and
of the roof's beams) give only a pale
idea of how lavish this great hall's decorations were; its walls, however, were
smooth and whitewashed. Only the
room's west wall, probably the main
one, revealed the presence of niches.
The room's floor, as in most of the
rooms of the complexes in Nisa, is simply beaten clay and covered by a thin
layer of plaster. Curiously, the large
central hall with the columns is not
connected to the rooms that delimit it
on the east and west sides. In addition
to the façade's vestibule (and the south
corridor), the only other space connected to it was room 21, which must
have been especially important.
In fact, room 21 displays a peculiar
colored plaster finish (red on the walls,
as in the portico's side rooms) that is
also applied to the floor's surface (here
the plaster was ochre). A large half
niche was recessed into the room's
west wall: this may suggest that the
room served a cultural purpose.
All of the other rooms along the east
and west sides of the building were not
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2006 Campaign

connected to the central room. They
are characterized by access from the
outer corridors and their sizes vary, but
they are quite small. Room 15 is a
small quadrangular room that does not
contain any special structures or installations, apart from a niche in its north
wall. However, what set it apart from
the other rooms were the lavish decorations of its walls, which comprised a
red band on the lower half and colored bands on the top half.

2004-2005 Campaigns

The 2004-2005 excavation campaigns entirely uncovered the east,
west and south corridors of the Red
Building. It is now clear that entrances
from the outside, in almost all cases
off-center, opened onto each corridor.
The stratigraphy inside the rooms highlighted the presence of two or three
main phases of frequentation that
roughly correspond to those observed
in the complex's inner rooms. The
most recent missions sounded the
northeast corner of the building's
façade, where restorations and reconstructions that were probably made
during the final phases of the complex.
The most significant element is given
by the building's south façade, which is
also distinguished by a fine red plaster
finishing.
The collaboration with the National
Museum of Ashgabat has also
made possible a parallel project of documentation, analysis and restoration of the
main classes of materials
from the new and old excavations in Old Nisa in these
most recent campaigns and
simultaneously with the excavation. A team of specialists performed chemical and physical analyses (spectrophotometric X-ray) on possible traces of colorings in the artifacts:
marble and clay statues, rhyta and
architectural decorative elements.

The 2006 campaign saw the conclusion of work on the ground in the Red
Building's sector. The main excavation
operations concerned the area in front
of the building's two façades, to the
north and south.
The works enabled the layout of the
fronts of the lateral overhangs, on
which restorations and reconstructions
performed over the long period in
which the Arsacid building was used
are visible, to be better defined. A
temporary shelter dug directly into the
ground, which most likely dates to the
late medieval phases of the site's frequentation, was also brought to light.
The excavation recognized that, the
uncovered area between the citadel's
fortification walls and the nearby
Round Hall extended in front of the
south façade. An ostrakon inscribed in
Pahlavi and several fragments of a stucco eagle that was probably part of the
inside decorations of the Red Building,

Both settlements still
hide the traces of culture that harmoniously combined unique
artistic traditions with
the elements of
ancient Greek and
Roman art
Jug, discovered from the
site of Nisa Fortress

as also attested by other similar findings during previous campaigns, originate from this sector.
Another limited sounding was made
at the boundary between the Red
Building and the Tower Building,
where the walls belonging to the latter's complex rest against the building
site examined by the Italian expedition.
The excavations were complemented by a geophysical survey carried out
with an electro-magnetometer and a
magnetometer on almost all of the
citadel's inner area by experts from the
University of Siena together with the
Centro Scavi di Torino.
In the ongoing acquisition campaign, the electromagnetic probe was
interfaced to a portable GPS through
an allegro handheld computer; this
way it was possible to geo-reference
each individual point of acquisition, an
essential basis for accurately mapping
the area. The final objective is that of
obtaining two maps of the area under
investigation (one of its electrical conductivity and one of its magnetic susceptibility), in order to reconstruct the
ground's properties and to identify the
anomalous areas ascribable to possible
archaeological objectives to study in
future campaigns.

Clay Sculptures

The production of clay statues in
Nisa is comparable to that of other
sites in Central Asia and anticipates
some of the important developments of Kushan and GrecoBuddhist sculpture. This type of
decoration was also contemplated for other buildings in Nisa;
first and foremost, the building
containing the "Round Hall".
The first fragments of painted clay
statues were found in the Round Hall
since the trenches performed by
Marušcenko and Eršov (1934-1936),
but they were left at the bottom of the
opened trenches even when in 1949
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Inside the narrow alleys of the fortress
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the excavations began; their recovery
began only in 1990, when the team of
restorers from the Italian
Archaeological Expedition began cleaning them and systematically removing
the soil. So far, approximately 100 fragments have been recovered from the
Round Hall and around 10 from the
Red Building; they are now stored in
the storerooms of the National
Archaeological Museum in Ashgabat.
The recovered fragments belong to
statues depicting figures wearing
draped or military clothing; in most
cases they consist of portions of clothing and hairstyles, and of body parts
(heads, hands, arms) in fewer cases.
Among the latter, the exceptional fragment of a bearded male head that has
been identified, through comparisons
with coins, with Mithridates I especially
stands out. Fragments of clothing ad
hairstyles are also especially interesting,
because they give us an idea of the
artistic trends that must have influenced Nisa's sculptors when they prepared their works. In fact, the iconographic and stylistic study of the fragments allows the sculptures of the
Round Hall to be considered as an
exceptional example of Hellenistic art
in Central Asia.Thanks to the studies
conducted so far, it is possible to
advance some interesting hypotheses
on the sculptures of the Round Hall.
They probably consisted of numerous
male and female statues, which were
at least five; at least three were clothed
with tunics and mantles, one wore
Iranian dress and one was probably a
warrior. They had Greek hairstyles,
with their shoulder-length hair in curls
or plaited and, in the male statues,
with beards with long wavy wisps or
with short curls under the chin. It cannot be determined for sure where
these statues, which were greater than
life-sized (2.30-2.40 m), were positioned inside the room. They were certainly not on the walls, but were probably placed on the floor, possibly on
wooden bases. It is also impossible to
determine if they were grouped
together or placed apart from each
other, maybe at regular intervals.

Technique

One of the most interesting features
of the clay statues is their "composite"
technique of execution: the various
parts (heads, arms, hands, clothing
and hairstyles, for example) were
modelled separately (some were cast
and some were modelled by hand)
and then joined to each other. In
order to hold such statues together, an
internal framework, also of different
materials and shapes (wood, metal
and plaster), on which the layers of
clay were applied one at a time. A
vivid polychromy characterized the
statues' final appearance: in fact,
abundant traces of blue, red and pink
remain on the fragments of clothing,
while black and red are prevalent on
hair. To this regard, interesting discoveries have been made thanks to several chemical analyses that were performed in the laboratories of the Valle
d'Aosta's Regional Board of the
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and
Activities, which shed light on the
composition of the various types of
clay and colour pigments used in the
final stage of pictorial finishing. During
the 2005 excavation campaign, measurements were also made directly on
the samples stored in the National
Museum of Ashgabat with two spectrophotometers provided by the "Nello
Carrara" Institute in Florence.

Rhyta

Among the finds made in Nisa, the
most exceptional comprise the
approximately 40 ivory rhyta (tall decorated vessels used for serving and
pouring liquids) whose fragments were
found on the clay counters in one of
the rooms of the Square House.
Although the rhyton's shape is of
Iranian origin, it was also widespread
in the Greek world and in the steppes.
The technical and artistic level of the
masterpieces from Old Nisa is very
high.After cleaning, restoration, integration and consolidation of some of
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the poorly preserved friezes (2002),
and all pieces were graphically (drawings, 2001-2 and 2005) and photographically documented.
The rhyta from Nisa are composed
of several pieces assembled together
and are subdivided for the most part
in an upper frieze with figures, a
smooth central body and an end piece
that also depicts figures.
The iconography of the depicted
subjects is immediately ascribable to a
Hellenistic context (including the
twelve Olympian gods, Dionysian processions on the friezes, themes from
Greek mythology on the end pieces),
but the execution of these motifs
always displays Central Asian influences, evident from the fuller figures,
the exaggerated shapes and in the
recurring presence of typically eastern
subjects such as the gryphon and the
Gopatshah.

Marble Sculptures

The Round Hall

The most famous of the sculptures
brought to light by the JuTAKE is the
co-called Rodogune, from the name
of the Parthian heroine that Soviet
archaeologists gave to this statue,
which depicts Aphrodite Anadiomene,
identified with the Iranian Anahita.
The strong influence of Hellenistic

culture is also obvious in the other
statues, Artemis the huntress, Dionysus
leaning against a young satyr, another
statue of Aphrodite, and the archaistic
female figure attesting to how the
artists that made it were aware of the
various aesthetic trends in Hellenistic
times. The depiction of figures and
deities in exclusively Greek dress is
not surprising in an extremely receptive cultural context such as that of
Nisa, where the two styles (Greek and
Iranian, side by side in a complex syncretism) are always present. The most
recent Italian missions have also promoted the study, documentation and
analysis of the marble sculptures from
the Square House.
The statues, whose dimensions are
usually one third of life size, originally
decorated the citadel's buildings.
Analyses of the statues' original pigmentation were performed during the
2005 campaign with the aid of an Xray spectrophotometer. The study of
the colors (plasters, statues), followed
by archaeologists from the Centro di
Ricerche Archeologiche e Scavi di
Torino, is still underway in the laboratories of the Valle d'Aosta's Regional
Board of the Ministry of Cultural
Heritage and Activities.

Metal Sculptures

The excavations of the Square
House in the citadel's north sector
yielded another significant class of

materials: the metal figurines, sculpted
in the round or in relief, in gilded silver or bronze and usually of small
sizes, most likely decorated furnishings
or other objects, from vessels to
weapons.
They make up a heterogeneous
group that is extremely indicative of
the artistic, stylistic and technical
trends that characterized the entire
Nicene production. The representations of Athena, Eros, gryphon and
sphinxes, centaurs and eagles once
again highlights the simultaneous presence of typically Greek iconographies
alongside themes that were typical of
the world of the steppes, i.e. of the
origins of the ruling dynasty.
A recent in-depth iconographic and
stylistic study (Invernizzi, 1999) highlighted a series of comparisons with
Greek and Iranian works that are significant of understanding this production, which appears to belong to the
period between the 2nd century B.C.
and the 1st century A.D. Although
their size and expressive detail makes
them minor works, the metal figurines
from Nisa are a body of work that
gives us to a better understanding of
the Arsacid rulers' taste and ideology.
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An Essential Aspect of Turkish Lifestyle

Turkish Coffee
“One cup of coffee contains

A traditional Turkish coffee pot on an embroidered table cloth

forty years of memories” Turkish proverb
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rom the days of the Ottoman Empire
through the present time, coffee has played
an important role in Turkish lifestyle and
culture. The serving and consumption of
coffee has had a profound effect on
betrothal and gender customs, political and
social interaction, prayer, and hospitality
customs throughout the centuries. Although many of the
rituals are not prevalent in today's society, coffee has
remained an integral part of Turkish culture.
Today, Turkish coffee houses continue their role in society as a meeting place for both the cultured citizens and
the inquisitive travelers. Istanbul offers many new and
delightful cafes - restaurants where friends and family meet
to discuss topics of the day over a cup of traditional
Turkish coffee.

A lady is served with coffee by her maid, Istanbul, 18th century
signed by Van Mour, Source: “Kucuksu” (The Pleasure Ground)

Millions of people drink, and enjoy the taste of coffee
throughout the entire world. However, the origin of this
dark and fragrant brew is somewhat of a mystery. To our
modern 'Latte' generation, the age of coffee is thought to
be about three hundred years old. Some coffee historians
believe that the coffee bean is as old as man. The earliest
fossil remains of ancient man have been found in the central part of East Africa, near southwest Ethiopia. Ethiopia is
the place where the first coffee beans were harvested from
wild coffee plants. Coffee was given its name, not by the
country of its origin, "Kaffa" in Ethiopia, but from the
Arabic word "qahwa."

The Origin

Derived from the Arabic word for bean, Turkish coffee
is a very fine, powder-like grind.
In Turkey, coffee has played an important part in the
lifestyle of the Turkish people. Even though many traditional customs of coffee drinking are not practiced by people
in modern Turkish society, coffee still remains a major part
of Turkish culture. Two Syrian traders brought the first coffee beans to Istanbul in 1555. Coffee berries were eaten
whole at first, or they were crushed, mixed with fat, and
then eaten. Later on, a drink was made from the fermented pulp of the coffee berries. This new drink was given the
name "the milk of chess players and thinkers." Elaborate
Turkish coffee ceremonies were performed by royal coffee
makers called "kahveciusta," and forty assistants were
needed to properly serve coffee to the sultans of Turkey.
The term "coffee" is also derived from the Turkish word
"kahve." In this form, coffee roughly translates to mean, "A
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The serving and consumption of coffee
has had a profound effect on betrothal
and gender customs, political and social
interaction, prayer, and hospitality customs throughout the centuries

A traditional Turkish living room

drink made from the berries of plants," just like wine. This
drink became very popular with the Moslem dervishes.
There is another interesting legend about an Ethiopian
shepherd who noticed how his sheep stayed awake all
night after eating wild coffee berries. This young shepherd,
named "Kaldi," tried some coffee berries for himself, and
he found that the berries had the same effect upon him.
Thus, the first use of coffee for an all-nighter was started.
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In a more poetic concept, coffee was considered a wine
from the berry of the coffee tree. It was first used in ceremonies by the mystic Sufis in Yemen. The drink helped the
Sufi mystics stay up later to recite their nightly prayers.
Legends tell us that coffee was first introduced to
Europe by an accident of war. 1683 marked the end of
the Second Siege of Vienna. As the Turks retreated, they
left their extra supplies behind. The abandoned goods
included a large number of tents, livestock, grain and
around 500 sacks of coffee. The Viennese had no idea
what to make of the mysterious contents of the sacks. One
Viennese captain claimed that the coffee beans were
camel-feed and decided to dump the sacks into the
Danube. News of the mysterious sacks reached a gentleman named Kolschitzky who had lived among the Turks
for many years and had served as a spy for the Austrians
during the siege. He requested the sacks of coffee, with
which he was very familiar, as payment for his successful
espionage services during the siege.
Kolschitzky served small cups of Turkish coffee to the
Viennese, first going door to door, and then in a large tent
that he opened to the public. Soon, he had taught the
Viennese how to prepare and enjoy the beverage. Thus
Vienna became acquainted with coffee. The Viennese coffeehouses that opened during this period set an example
for coffeehouses in many other countries. Austrians served
their new coffee brew with special cakes called 'kipfel,' or
what we now know by its French name, as the 'croissant.'
They were shaped to look like the crescent moon from the
Turkish flag. The Austrians created the 'kipfel' to celebrate
the retreat of the Turkish army from Vienna. However the
truth is slightly different. Whereas there was a man called
Kolschitzky, who was an Austrian scout of Polish origin,
during the war against the Turks, and even if he also was
allowed to open a café in "Domgasse" in Vienna in 1686,
he was not the first one. The first Viennese café had been
opened a year before by an Armenian named Johannes
Diodato (Owanes Astouatzatur). Being born in
Constantinopel he supposedly knew coffee and how to
use it. But Kolschitzky is said to have invented the filtering
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of the coffee and to mix it with milk.
Yet, there is no doubt that the Austrians came to know
coffee through the Turks - and when the cultural border
was well crossed, coffee made its triumph procession
throughout Western Europe as well.

Preparation

Centuries ago, when people devoted more time to
attend to the demands of their simple pleasures and less
time to the demands of business and corporate life, coffee
making developed some rituals that exist in more simple
versions in our days. In old times, connoisseurs expected
their coffee to be heated slowly over charcoal embers for
15 to 20 minutes, the copper coffee pot was frequently
taken away from the fire to prevent overheating. A connoisseur can easily tell the difference between a properly made Turkish coffee and one prepared the way
cheap restaurants would do, basically boiling the coffee quickly,
degrades thus the taste and produces
little if any froth that needs to cover the
cup of coffee.

Role of Turkish Coffee in Turkish
Lifestyle
The Ottomans were first introduced to coffee when
Ozdemir Pasha, the governor of Yemen served sultan
Suleyman the Magnificent with coffee he had brought
back from Yemen. Coffee soon became a vital part of
palace cuisine and was very popular in court. The position
of Chief Coffee Maker (kahvecibashi) was added to the
roster of court functionaries. The Chief Coffee Maker's
duty was to brew the Sultan's or his patron's coffee, and
was chosen for his loyalty and ability to keep secrets. The
annals of Ottoman History record a number of Chief
Coffee Makers who rose through the ranks to become
Grand Viziers to the Sultan.

Coffee soon spread from the palace to
grand mansions and from grand mansions to the homes of the public. The
people of Istanbul quickly became
enamored with the beverage. Green
coffee beans were purchased and
then roasted at home on pans. The
To this day there are still a few people
beans were then ground in mortars
who either do or at least know the days
and brewed in coffeepots known as
when coffee was heated on charcoal,
"cezve".
however for all practical purposes modAlthough coffee itself originated in
ern electric or gas stove tops became
Ethiopia, because of the way the Turks
the heating equipment of choice.
both cooked and served it, it
Also Turkish coffee requires
soon became known as
extra fine ground coffee
"Turkish Coffee." The women
which some electrical
of Turkey began at a young
grinders fail to produce.
age, to learn to prepare
Though today the Turkish
Turkish coffee properly.
coffee is served with no formal
Potential husbands would
ceremonies; however, the coffee
judge whether a young girl was
is prepared much in the same way
a good match for marriage, based
it used to be done in old days. An aroupon her ability to make coffee. In
matic spice called cardamom is sometimes
the years that followed, coffee drinking
added to the coffee while it is being ground.
The coffee pot made of
became a major part of Turkish social interactombak with large size plate
One can also boil whole seeds with the coffee
tion. Wealthy families had special rooms built
and let them float to the top when served. Turkish coffee
that were used only for coffee drinking.
has six levels of sweetness ranging from very sweet to
black. Since sugar is not added to the coffee after it is
Traditional Coffee Service
served, spoons are not needed. As the coffee begins to
The first precious coffee services were of Turkish origin,
heat, it begins to foam. Thin porcelain coffee cups add
and appeared in the city of Istanbul around 1400 A.D.
pleasure to the taste of your coffee. One of the popular
The most highly-prized piece of the service was the coffee
sayings "A cup of coffee commits one to forty years of
pot made of tombak, an alloy of zinc and copper. This was
friendship." shows how much it is liked among Turks.
accompanied by ceramic cups similar to small glasses. To
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prevent fingers getting burned, they were supported by
zarfs (small size plates on which the cups were placed),
supports made of copper or silver with a small handle to
aid grip.
Before the coffee, guests would be offered a confection
(usually a jam). This was presented on a silver tray bearing
a covered bowl in the center, surrounded by goblets holding spoons and cups of water to be drunk after taking the
sweet. After being passed around to the guests, the coffee
would be served by three young girls. To prevent the coffee
from becoming cold, the jug containing it would be set on
a brazier containing warm coals that was carried suspended
from three chains attached to it.
These coffee-braziers and jugs were made from tombak,
silver, or brass. Also used in the service was a round coverlet made from satin or velvet and usually decorated with
braid, silver thread and sequins;
more opulent ones might also be
embellished with pearls or brilliants. The coverlet was decorated with a large central roundel
from which floral patterns radiated and it was trimmed or fringed
about with silver thread. The elegance of the service was an indication of the family's affluence.

a vibrant commercial center even today. The first people to
attend this first coffeehouse were people pursuing the
mundane pleasures of idly enjoying the moment (there is a
specific word for this in Turkish called "keyif"), but also the
educated class of the society. Some would come to read in
the coffeehouse, other would play backgammon or chess;
some would delve into conversations on art and culture.
Coffee houses in Turkey soon became commonplaces.
As other coffeehouses mushroomed, however, the
unemployed, troublemakers, and the retired became regulars of coffeehouses. Imams, muezzins (those who sing the
call to prayer), and high ranking officials would regularly go
to coffeehouses.

Yet, there was a downside to the popularity of these coffeehouses. The more people socialized within the coffee
house, the less they spent time
praying in mosques.
For both men and women,
coffee has been at the center of
political and social interaction.
During the Ottoman period,
women socialized with each
other over coffee and sweets.
Men socialized in coffee houses
to discuss politics and to play
backgammon.
This coverlet was held in front
In the early 16th century, these
of the guest like an apron by the
coffeehouses played host to a
girl carrying the tray with the
new form of satirical, political
coffee cups. A second girl carried
and social criticism called shadthe coffee-brazier and jug while
ow theater of Turkish folklore in
the third picked up the porcelain
which puppets were the main
cups one by one from the tray,
characters (such as Hacivat &
filled it with coffee from the jug,
Karagoz).
Turkish coffee is usually served with an assortment of sweets
and set the cup in a holder
Over the years, Turkish coffee(made of gold, tombak, silver, or porcelain). Grasping the
houses have become social institutions providing a place to
stem of the holder between her thumb and forefinger, she
meet and talk, these places proved to be capable of playing
would then serve the coffee to each of the guests in turn.
more influential role in Turkish social and political life than
Coffee was frequently accompanied by tobacco, which
they seemed to be in first place. Gathering in coffeehouses
would be smoked in a nargile - Hubble-bubble or longbecame a threat to the Ottoman Empire, because when
stemmed chibouk (mouth-piece).
the people gathered together, they began to question the
political doctrines of the time.
At least, that is what the leaders of the empire thought.
Turkish Coffeehouses
They believed the coffee drinkers were banding together to
The first coffeehouse ever was opened in 1554 during
exchange unpopular political philosophies, to create social
the reign of Suleyman the Magnificent. Two people, one
unrest, and to possibly cause people to rise up against the
person from Aleppo and another from Damascus opened
empire. In 1656, the Ottoman Grand Vizier Koprulu estabthis coffeehouse jointly in the Tahtakale district of Istanbul,
lished laws that shut down the coffeehouses, and outlawed
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coffee drinking all together.
If a person broke this law, they were beaten with a club
called a 'cudgel.' The second time they were caught; they
were sewn up in a leather bag, and thrown into the nearest
river to drown. This happened during the reign of sultan
Murad the Third when coffee and therefore coffeehouses
were banned.
However, the ban was lifted during the reign of subsequent sultans. Now coffee houses were built with more
decorations creating a desirable atmosphere for the citizens
who wished to spend their time in there by drinking coffee
and socializing with each other.
A number of coffeehouses with decorative pools were
opened during the Ottoman period, as Ottomans believed
on the soothing power of watching water. These coffeehouses were built at places with the best panoramic views
of the city.
The porch was covered with kilims and rugs and there
was a decorative pool at the center.
The walls were covered with cups of all kinds and
nargiles (water pipes or hubble bubble) with silver or gold
caps.
The coffeehouses were subsidized by the local rich people. The introduction of tobacco increased these places'
popularity tremendously. Canaries were considered "good
luck" for Janissary coffeehouses, Janissary soldiers were loyal
military officers to Ottoman emperors who enjoyed special
privileges during the reign of Ottoman Empire.
In a big coffeehouse there would be as many as thirty to
forty birdcages. The tradition of big and highly ornate coffeehouses has suffered a big blow along with the abolishment of the Janissary Order who seemed to be regular customers of these coffee houses.
However, today the entire city of Istanbul and the entire
country are filled with coffeehouses numbering probably
hundreds of thousands. They are different from their predecessors, with TV sets and backgammon providing the
entertainment in addition to the friendly conversation. The
life of the coffeehouse revolves much less around drinking
coffee, which has been replaced by tea as the beverage of
choice.
Still, coffee is consumed in large amounts and coffeehouses continue to form the center of social interaction for
a lot of Turkish men, who can stop by in their favorite coffee shop with the knowledge that they will almost certainly
find a friend to chat away some part of the day.
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Gathering in coffeehouses became a
threat to the Ottoman Empire, because
when the people gathered together,
they began to question the political doctrines of the time.
A Turkish coffee set with porcelain cup

Guarding the Past,

Hermaic pillar, Afghanistan, Ai Khanum

Afghanistan's
Heritage
Rediscovered
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Once the heart of the Great Silk Road linking cultures
from Asia to the Mediterranean, Afghanistan has always
been known to hold ancient treasures from diverse people; the National Museum, Kabul, held approximately
10,000 pre-Islamic objects in its collection, the majority of
which came from archaeological sites in Afghanistan.
When the late 1980s violence in Afghanistan escalated,
National Museum officials feared for the safety of the artworks in their care.
A group of heroic Afghans secretly transferred some of
the museum's most precious objects to a safe location,
including crates containing the famed "Bactrian Hoard," a
collection of primarily gold treasures that few had ever
seen.
During that tumultuous period, many feared that all of
the national treasures had been stolen or destroyed, especially after hundreds of ancient artifacts at the National
Museum were smashed by the Taliban regime; and historical figures in Ghazni, including the 5th-century Bamiyan
Buddha sculptures (one of which was the tallest standing
Buddha sculpture in the world at 170 feet) were
destroyed. Following the fall of Taliban, beside the quest
for rebuilding Afghanistan's infrastructure, one of the major
concerns of international society was the cultural damages
that the country had sustained during two decades of war
and turmoil.
Various international societies and organizations offered
to share in recovering and conservation of Afghanistan's
cultural heritage; however experts feared that the damage
would be irreversible, that all the priceless artifacts would
be subjected to either insatiable greed of looters or the
blind prejudice of the Talibans.
However, in August 2003, Afghan president Hamid
Karzai surprised the world when he announced that the
hidden treasures had been located intact, more than 25
years after they had vanished from public view.
Crate contents included the "Bactrian Hoard"-an assortment of over 20,000 incredible objects that had been
buried with a nomadic tribe 2,000 years ago, spread
among six tombs. First discovered in 1978 by Russian
archaeologist Viktor Sarianidi and his Soviet-Afghan team,
the hoard was immediately stored in the Kabul museum
for safekeeping during the Russian invasion.
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Unearthed in the same underground vault were also
crates full of diverse artifacts from Begram (an ancient city
of trade that was the Kushan Empire's hub).
Following these amazing discoveries, National Museum
director Omara Khan Massoudi made it a priority to inventory the objects.
Assisting the team of Afghan archaeologists who verified
and inventoried the recovered objects were National
Geographic fellow Fredrik T. Hiebert, who curated the U.S.
exhibition, and Carla Grissmann, a specialist of the collections at the National Museum.
In the last several years, literally thousands of artifacts
have been returned to the Ministry of Information and
Culture, including weaponry, sculptures, coins, ceramics,
etc. Some have come from expatriate Afghans, purchasing
them in shops or auction houses abroad and others have
come from people who present themselves at the doorstep
of the Ministry offices or the Kabul Museum with burlap
sacks of artifacts. Yet archaeologists and experts are worried that the removed items can no longer reveal their
secrets regarding Afghanistan's history since they have been
removed from their original location and context which
could have given the archaeologists much information on
the lifestyle, rituals and beliefs of their ancient users.

Afghanistan's Important
Archaeological Sites

There are four significant archaeological sites in
Afghanistan - Tepe Fullol, Ai Khanum, Tela- Tepe and
Bagram.

Located in north of Afghanistan, Tepe-Follul is barely
200 km from the lapis lazuli quarries of Sar-i-Sang. The
rich assembly of gold and silver bowls from Follul may
therefore have been a result of exchanges with areas of
western Asia, revolving in particular around the trade in
lapis lazuli. The fortuitous discovery of the Fullol treasure
in 1966 was to lift the veil on an area of history hitherto
completely unknown, that of the vast ensemble which
covers Afghanistan, eastern Iran and Turkmenistan during
the Bronze Age, in about 2,000 years BC. Between the
Indus Civilization and Mesopotamia, a "new" civilization
emerged with its bronze seals, its composite statues of
"goddesses" in abstract silhouette, its gold and silver cups
decorated with animals set in landscapes, with its troupe
of strange creatures and bearded bulls, or geometric
motifs, a distant echo of the Quetta ceramics in Pakistan.
Nevertheless it appears that the majority of the gold and
silver vessels from Follul have a cultural background differing from that of Mundigak in the south, not far from
Kandahar, and Shahr-i-sukhta (in today Iran's south eastern
province of Sistan) , so they do not appear to have been
made at the time of the trade contacts between the two
sites in the Helmand system and the west. Some
have given the Tepe Follul vessels a later date
based on comparisons with gold and silver vessels from the royal tombs at
Marlik, with rearing bulls and
stylized trees inspired by
Babylonian art of the 12th
century BC, bears only a
distant resemblance to
the ornamentation of
the Tepe-Follul vessels, several experts
have emphasized
that some of the
decoration from
Tepe-Follul vessels, and in particular the
bearded bulls,
displays similarities with iconographic themes
from
Mesopotamia at
the end of the
third and the start
of the second millennium BC In summary,
it was thought that the
Tepe-Follul "treasure"
could represent a secret
cache or graveyard containing
objects from several periods, some
dating back as far as 2800 or 2500 BC
and others from 2000 BC.

Golden bowl, Telya Tepe,
Afghanistan, 1st century A.D

Boot buckles decorated with an
image of a carriage drawn by dragons

Tepe -Follul

The other major site in the middle-Oxus valley is the
Greek city of Ai Khanoum (Lady Moon). It is the only
Greek city to have been excavated in Central Asia and is
almost certainly Alexandria-Oxiana, one of Alexnader's
foundations. The city was situated on the banks of the
Oxus river (at present called Amu Darya) facing the vast
expanse of the steppes. It adopted the Greek lifestyle, with
a gymnasium (sports school), a theater and a heroön
(hero's shrine) dedicated to Kineas, a Thessalian name, and
we know that Alexander discharged his Thessalian cavalry
here.
The palace complex was colossal, as can be surmised
from the excavated Corinthian column capitals, whilst the
indented temple demonstrates that there was a symbiosis
with local traditions too. Gold ingots, a disc from India, a
male or female head (which is only the outermost layer of
the indented niches relief that has survived), handle of
bowl with female busts, the statuette of Heracles, moon

In the last several years,
literally thousands of artifacts
have been returned to the Ministry
of Information and Culture,
including weaponry, sculptures,
coins, ceramics, etc.

crescent with a human head, stone caskets and lids are
among the objects that belonged to palace
and temple treasury. One of the most
interesting objects is a silver plate
with a representation of Cybele,
the Greek goddess of nature.
She is represented
frontally, her head
crowned with a cylindrical polos (special
head covering) as a
symbol of her
godly status. She
rides through
her beloved
mountain
domain in a
chariot drawn
by two lions.
Besides her
stands the
winged goddess Nike, the
body also
shown frontally
but the head in
profile. A hemispherical sundial, a
cylindrical solar sundial, a hermic pillar
are among the treasury
of the gymnasium. The
hermic pillar is a rectangular
pillar with the bust of an old man
with a beard, crowned with a fillet or
headband. He is wrapped in a broad,
heavy cloak which covers his arms.
Round medallion with the bust of a
youth, Begram, 1st century A.D

Ai Khanum

Golden neckless with organic material

Bagram
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It is unknown when the site was originally settled.
However, we know that when Alexander came across
Kapisa, the old capital of Persian Satrapy of Gandhara, he
re-founded it, settling there over 10,000 native soldiers,
camp followers and men no longer fit for active service.
Mistakenly believing themselves to have reached Caucasus
Mountains, the new city was named Alexandria-adCaucasum (modern day Bagram, near Charikar).
After being ruled by Seleucids and Mauryan dynasty, at
the beginning of 2nd century, the nomad empire of
Kushans ended Greek domination; Kapisa became the
summer capital of Kushanid kings. The emperor Kanishka
started many new buildings there.
The central palace building yielded a very rich treasure,
dated from the time of emperor Kanishka in the 2nd century: ivory-plated stools of Indian origin, lacquered boxes
from Han China, Greco-Roman glasses from Egypt and
Syria, Hellenistic statues in the Pompean style and silverware of Mediterranean origin (probably Alexandria).
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The "Bagram treasure" as it has been called, is indicative
of intense commercial exchanges between all the cultural centers of the Classical time, with the
Kushan Empire at the junction of the land
and sea trade between the east and
west. However, the works of art
found in Bagram are either quite
purely Hellenistic, Roman,
Chinese or Indian, with only
little indications of the cultural syncretism found in
Greco-Buddhist art. The
Bagram treasures, dating
from the first to second
centuries CE, include
sensuous ivory statues
and reliefs that are
undeniably Indian in
style, but the place of
manufacture of some
of which is controversial. Also included
in the Bagram treasure are beautifully
restored bronzes and
painted glassware many imported from
Roman, Indian, Chinese
and East Asian markets.

Tela-Tepe

Tela-Tepe or Golden Mound lies in Jawzan province in
northern Afghanistan. The site was excavated by a
Russian-Afghan team headed by Victor Sarianidi, the
Russian archaeologist in 1978.
Tela-Tepe appeared to be the missing link in the
Afghan archaeological enigma; it shed light on all the
unfathomable issues pertaining to the region north of the
Hindu Kush.
The steppes gained a clearer position in history as a
result of Tela-Tepe excavations, from Alexander the
Great's empire (fourth century BC) to the Kushan empire
(first century A.D).
The treasury is vast and unique in the world. Women's
accessories such as bracelets in shape of a mask, ring
with an image of Athena, a pair of bracelets (antelopes),
a pair of pendants showing a dragon master, a magnificent necklace made of gold and organic materials perhaps wood, a pair clasps decorated with warriors,

Seven years after the Taliban blew
up Bamiyan's 1,500-year-old standing Buddhas, an international team
of conservators and archaeologists
found the world's oldest-known oil
paintings in a maze of caves

A pair of bracelets with horned lion heads

Balkh (Bactra)

A mythical town, the place
where the marriage of Alexander and
Roxane took place in 327 BCE, Bactra or
Balkh was feted by the classical authors, the
Chinese, the Arabs and the Persians as, "Balkh the
Beautiful, Balkh the Mother of All Towns", before it was
pillaged by Genghis Khan in 1220. Alfred Foucher, founder
of the French Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan
(DAFA) attempted to carry out digs on the citadel of Balkh,
but was disappointed not to find any Greek remains under
the deposits from the Islamic periods. After some accidental discoveries of Hellenistic architectural features, near
Balkh, at Tepe Zargaran, DAFA, after excavation was
resumed on this collection of sites in 2003, was able to
uncover in 2004, seven meters below ground, an accumulation of architectural blocks.
Many of these had originated from demolished Greek
buildings, doubtless former neighbors, and had been used
in the construction of a fortification.
Under the ramparts from the Kushan period, appeared
an enclosure wall doubtless from the Greek period, while
a stupa established by the king Mega Soter (Vima Takto), in
the middle of the 1st century BCE, is the oldest Bactrian
Buddhist monument.
In the Balkh citadel, significant remains going back to
the Achmenidean period, (6th - 4th centuries BCE) are
currently undergoing excavation.
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Emilie Chicroun, a French
mural specialist, calls it "a small
revolution." Mixing oil with
pigments had long been considered
a European innovation, started
in the 9th century

a short period and was published
in 1985 in an outstanding Soviet
publication, disappeared from
view without explanation,
although actually it had been
securely concealed for safety's
sake.
In April 2004, the authorities decided to put an end
to the mystery shrouding
the so-called Bactrian
hoard of 20,000 gold
pieces last put on public
view in 1991 and since
locked in the vaults of the
National Bank within the
presidential Palace
grounds.
Tela-Tepe Treasure
were put on public display again and since then
has been stored once
again, although there has
been competing plans to
exhibit abroad has been
proposed amid considerable controversy over
security concerns and the
huge maunts of income to
be gained from a travelling exhibit.
Shield-shaped applique

Parthian coins of Mithridates II, hair ornament with protomes of two horses, a standing ram belong to Kushan
period, shield- shaped appliqué, the ornament for the
neck of a robe are among the many invaluable pieces of
Tela-Tepe collection.
The excavation results show a nomad world which is
much more sophisticated and more Greek than first
expected - even more so than the realm of Kushan
empror Kanishka.
Although there is a link between Tela-Tepe and China,
and between Tela-Tepe and the Middle East, Tela-Tepe
also shows surprisingly clear similarities with the GrecoScythian art which was discovered along the coastline of
the Bosphorus and in southern Russia, in Scythian
Kurgans - this art form is clearly represented in the
Siberian collection of Peter the Great, now kept in the
State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg.
Due to political turmoil of Afghanistan in 80s and 90s,
the "Bactrian Gold Treasure " which was revealed for only

A pair of clasp showing Dionysus and Ariadene

World's Oldest Oil Paintings/Bamiyan,
Afghanistan
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Seven years after the Taliban blew up Bamiyan's 1,500year-old standing Buddhas, an international team of conservators and archaeologists found the world's oldestknown oil paintings in a maze of caves in Afghanistan's
Bamiyan Valley, where the Taliban blew up two gigantic
stone Buddha statues in 2001.
The team started work in the area five years ago, investigating ways to preserve Buddhist art in some 1,000 caves
that had been ravaged over the years by the harsh natural
environment, rampant looting, and the infamous explosions.
They found that about 50 of the caves were once
adorned with glistening murals depicting images of
Buddha, bodhisattvas, and female devotees. One unique
scene shows the Persian solar deity Mithra, riding a chariot
driven by four winged horses. In 2008, their research
revealed that paint samples from 12 of the caves contained
"drying oils," most likely walnut and poppy-seed oils, which
are key ingredients in oil-based paints. In the ancient
Mediterranean world, drying oils were used in medicines,
cosmetics, and perfumes. Scholars long believed they were
first added to paints much later in medieval Europe. "There
was no clear material evidence of drying oils being used in
paintings before the 12th century A.D. anywhere in the
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world, until now," says Yoko Taniguchi, a
Japanese conservation scientist on the
team. The murals at Bamiyan,
which lay on the Silk Road where
goods and ideas flowed
between East and West, date
to the mid-seventh century
A.D. "This is one of the
most important art-historical and archaeological discoveries ever made," she
says. "It indicates more
complicated material and
technical interconnections
in this area than previously thought." Emilie
Chicroun, a French mural
specialist, calls it "a small
revolution." Mixing oil
with pigments had long
been considered a
European innovation,
started in the 9th century; the Bamiyan paintings predate that by a
few hundred years.
"Now we will have to
reconsider everything we
think we know about the
history of painting," says
Chicroun.

scattered shards of blue and green glazed pottery that he
casually dismisses as "early Islamic, 11th century or so."
In Afghanistan, history literally crunches underfoot. The
country's location at the crossroads of Asia's major trade
routes drew merchants, artisans, nomads and conquerors.
The ruins of Balkh, along with those of hundreds of other
ancient cities and religious sites, speak of a rich heritage
that spans centuries as well as cultures.
Artifacts unearthed at these centers of commerce shed
light not only on Afghan history, but that of Western civilization. Ai Khanoum, established by Alexander in 328
B.C., still bears remnants of columns that wouldn't look out
of place in the Parthenon. Bamiyan was the seat of a vast
Buddhist civilization whose artisans dressed their idols in
Greek fashions, leading academics to wonder if Buddhist
philosophy influenced Greek thought as much as Greek
styles had an impact on local art.
Excavation of the earth around Masjid-i-No Gumbad, a
9th century brick mosque thought to be the oldest still

Artifacts unearthed at these
centers of commerce shed light not
only on Afghan history, but that of
Western civilization. Ai Khanoum,
established by Alexander still bears
remnants of columns that wouldn't
look out of place in the Parthenon.

Afghanistan, A Treasure Trove for
Archaeologists
Roland Besenval is a magician. With a few words and
expansive hand gestures, the French archaeologist conjures
a magnificent city from the millenniums-old ruins that
crown a windswept plateau in Afghanistan's far north.
Stabbing a finger in the direction of misshapen hillocks
made of eroded mud brick, he describes massive battlements built to repel barbarian raiders from the north.
Balkh, as the city was known, would have needed
them. More than 1,000 years before Marco Polo visited its
ruins; Balkh was renowned throughout the ancient world
for its fabulous wealth and advanced culture. Being the
birth place of Jalaluddin Mohammad Balkhi known as
Rumi, It may also have been the birthplace of one of the
world's first monotheistic religions, and the city where
Alexander the Great took his second bride, Roxanne.
Seemingly oblivious to the recently spent ammunition
rounds dislodged by his footsteps, Besenval - who heads
the French archaeological delegation to Afghanistan paints over the war-scarred landscape with his colorful
descriptions of Zoroastrian fire altars, Buddhist monasteries, Christian shrines and Muslim mosques. "Here, you are
standing on 3,000 years of life," he says, as he walks over

ornament for the neck of the robe

By Aryn Baker / Ai Khanoum
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standing in the world, could illuminate many of the mysteries regarding Islam's spread to Central Asia.
In 1978, a Russian archaeologist uncovered a vast trove
of gold ornaments in a 2nd century nomad necropolis.
The find, which included a collapsible crown, golden
daggers and thousands of jeweled buttons, "speaks to the
riches of the trade routes across Afghanistan," says
Brendan Cassar, UNESCO's culture specialist in
Afghanistan. "If nomads had this kind of riches, you can
only imagine the wealth of trade going through
Afghanistan."

Burying the Past

male or female head

Imagining may be all that future archaeologists will be
able to do. In the seven-year battle since 2001 to set
Afghanistan back on its feet after more than two decades
at war, the country's historical sites have
been ignored.

but also Afghans themselves.
The mid - 20th
century blossoming
of archaeological
research in
Afghanistan uncovered treasures of
unimaginable value:
carved ivories,
Greek statues and
Buddhist icons that
mesmerized the
world. Those findings also ignited
gold fever in the
country, inspiring
hundreds of freelance "archaeologists"
to dig for treasures of
their own, with a
black-market value that
far exceeded a farmer's
annual earnings.
Then, starting in
1979, war uprooted
whatever fragile government protections had
been put in place and
thousands of priceless artifacts, some even looted
from the National Museum
in Kabul, were spirited out of
the country.
But it was the fall of the Taliban in
December 2001, and the subsequent
power vacuum, that unleashed the most devastating rape of Afghanistan's heritage to date.
"Ironically, poverty and war are what kept these
sites safe," says Jolyon Leslie, head of the Aga Khan
Trust for Culture, which promotes the rehabilitation of
Afghanistan's cultural heritage. In times of conflict, civilians
were afraid to leave home, he says, and the fear of land
mines kept many from digging.
Now that a nationwide campaign to clear the mines is
bearing fruit, looters are returning to sites that have been
untouched for years, and are even discovering new ones.
"Given the price land mines exact, you don't exactly want
to promote them," muses Leslie. "But it is tempting to put
up warnings just for preservation."

Its ancient heritage has fallen victim to an epidemic of
pillaging on par with the depredations of Genghis Khan's
army that in 1220 left the city of Balkh in ruins.
Unauthorized excavation is a major problem here
through which some of the most ancient artifacts, after
being smuggled outside of the country appear in the
international black market in antiquities. While estimates
of this illicit trade vary widely, government authorities put
it at as high as $4 billion.
This hurts not only historians and archaeologists who
are just starting to understand the country's important
role in the development of Central Asian civilization many experts say that Afghanistan compares to Egypt in
terms of the historical value of its archaeological sites -
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Books with Missing Pages
At Tepe Zargaran

A newly discovered site near Balkh, there is no need to
put up fake signs to ward off looters - most of the local
diggers now working with the joint Afghan-French excavation team were once raiders themselves. Besenval shrugs:
"That's the best way to neutralize them: give them a job."
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culture, is pockmarked with thousands of looter pits, some
still containing fragments of clay or shattered lumps of marble - remnants of statues that didn't survive the excavation
process. There is little left of the Corinthian columns that
once lined the city's main thoroughfare, though at least
two of the elaborately carved pedestals can be found at a
nearby restaurant, where they form part of the foundation.

A Looter's Story

Afghan archaeologist Zaffar Paiman blames the Western
art market for fueling looting. At a dig near Kabul, he has
uncovered a 5th century Buddhist temple replete with
exquisite plaster sculptures of the Buddha. "Looters dig
because of international demand.
Looters loot because a collector wants something nice for
his living room. It's the same as opium problem in our country."

Ring with an image of Athena

Philippe Marquis, who leads
the French archaeological team,
points to a 26-ft.-deep (8 m
deep) pit carved from the
hill that exposes a cross
section riddled with
holes - like an ant
farm pressed
between panes of
glass.
He shows how
looters dug wells,
and then tunneled
horizontally when a
promising layer was
reached. (Looters, like
archaeologists, know to
look for signs such as ash
or brick flooring for evidence of human habitation.) One such gallery has
collapsed, so that it now
seems just a jagged scar
interrupting the smooth
transition of history's layers.
"It's like you are trying to
read a book and some of
the pages are missing," says
Marquis. "Here we have lost
an entire chapter in the
archaeological novel."
As Marquis contemplates the
mysteries of Tepe Zargaran that
he will never be able to unravel, a
shout rings out from the other side
of the excavation site. Ahmad Basir, a
grinning 19-year-old, holds aloft a clay
urn the length of his forearm.
It took Basir several hours of painstaking
work with a scalpel to free the artifact from the
earth where it had lain. Before the archaeologists
came, he explains, looters would simply hack away at a
site with axes and shovels until they found statues or gold
jewelry.
"We didn't care about pots," he says. "We would just
throw them out, or break them to look for things inside."
Marquis places the urn in a large ziplock bag and labels it
with the date and exact location of the find. Once the dig
is finished, all the artifacts will be shipped to Kabul where
they will be analyzed and placed in a historical context,
enabling the archaeologists to reconstruct what life once
looked like at Tepe Zargaran. "We never knew this was
important before," says Basir. "Now, when I find something
like this, I am happy. A part of my history comes alive."
For every legitimate excavation like Tepe Zargaran, there
are many more ransacked in search of treasures destined
for the living rooms of rich collectors. The vast plain of Ai
Khanoum, once the easternmost center of ancient Greek
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Surprise - and Hope

The potential for a better understanding of history is
reason enough for saving Afghanistan's archaeological heritage, says Cassar. But it goes deeper than that. By preserving its past, Afghanistan also has a hand in protecting its
future. The greatest contribution of these artifacts is that
they show a different aspect of the Afghan story," says
Cassar. "They are a symbol of the hope that one day
Afghanistan can be known for magnificent pieces of cultural history and art.
- with reporting by Ali Safi/Kabul

Jug-Basin
Photo by: I. Pashayev and E. Pashayev

Mastership
Miracles of
Azerbaijan
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Azerbaijan nation is, with God's blessings, an ancient
people with original culture and wealthy traditions. This
nation has made major contributions to various aspects
of human civilization.
History approves that only strong and benevolent
nations may create and keep alive the great cultural treasures. The main destructive factor that brings a specific
culture and its moral values to the threshold of extinction
is the existence of cultural invasion and the willingness of
nations to yield to that invasion. Finally that culture ceases to exist.
The culture consists of both material and spiritual
wealth, gathered by humanity in the process of historical evolution. Despite of having its own characteristics
which is rooted deeply in the history and traditions of a
nation, in form and in content, this wealth is essentially
humane. Samples of brazier art (brass-works) created during thousands of years which were used by
our ancestors and has changed today
into our inherited cultural treasury,
are the matchless gifts of our
nation presented to the human
culture.
Looking at these artifacts, I forget
injustices, violence and deprivations that
I confronted with, as if I step into another
world. Our respect and love for all languages, religions have roots in our faith and cultural wealth.
Because, the future of our nation depends on preserving the past.
The culture has been cherished and created by
people joyously and enthusiastically, it needs attention and love. I also tried to observe these two. The
future will show how close I have come to reach my goal.
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As a result of the copper-smith
development in land of Azerbaijan,
hundreds of copper-smiths used to
compete with each other in many
workshops of Shamakhi, Lahij,
Shaki, Barda, Ganja, Gabala,
Nakhchivan and Darband cities
maturity having a rich wealth of various genres.

Preservation of Cultural
Heritage

As someone who promotes the
intellectual, responsible attitude of
generations to the art reflected in artistic heritage of the nation Shahid
Habibullayev Memesh Oglu has been
responsible for gathering such invaluable collection of rare copper utensils.
He was born on November 14, 1952
in the village Mukhas of Oghuz region
in Azerbaijan. He is a highly-educated
engineer and the president of
"Magistral Express" OJSC.
He is the man of war and has been
awarded with "Azerbaijan Flag" order
by the decree of the President of
Azerbaijan Republic, Heydar Aliyev, for
his courage and heroism shown during

Counter scal, pendent with two-eyed
Photo by: I. Pashayev and E. Pashayev

Azerbaijan is the country of rich copper deposits that are
still not well-known around the world. This non-ferrous
metal has inexhaustible resources on chain of the Big and
Small Caucasus mountains. At the beginning of XIX century,
foreigners carried tons of the copper raw materials extracted
primitively from Dashakasan, Gadabay and Mazimchay copper fields to their native countries. These fields had profits
for local populations.
Since 2nd millennium B.C. this brittle metal had been
smelted in forge, thus the jewelry, economy instruments,
everyday plates and dishes and weapons were prepared as a
result.
The copper-smith and tinsmith trade expanded gradually
further to become as popular as other trades during the next
millenniums and witnessed its flourishing period.
As a result of the copper-smith development in land of
Azerbaijan, hundreds of copper-smiths used to compete
with each other in many workshops of Shamakhi, Lahij,
Shaki, Barda, Ganja, Gabala, Nakhchivan and Darband
cities as well as other countries of the region, in this way
they became the creators of hundred matchless handicrafts.
According to the notes of the scholar AS. Sumbatzade,
there were more than 80 copper-smith workshops in Lahij.
Having such a copper-smith's trade potential, Azerbaijan
became a famous region throughout the world, the masterpieces created by Azerbaijani craftsmen were presented in
the famous museums of the world.
It is enough to note that the spout (in the form of can)
made in 1206 by Shirvan copper-smith Ali Mahammad Oglu
and the bronze cauldron 250 cm in diameter, decorated
with ornaments made in 1399 by Abdulaziz Sharafaddin
are exhibited in Louvre museum and in Saint-Petersburg
State Hermitage. It's a fact that Azerbaijan copper-smith had
gone through a great evolution before it reached to its
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Shahid Habibullayev's figurative
copper plate collection draws the
interest from the rare pearls to
the national coppersmith trade
products. It's also an obvious
example of the ancient rich artistic culture

Unique Collection

Shahid Habibullayev's figurative copper plate collection draws the interest from the rare
pearls to the national coppersmith trade
products. It's also an obvious exam-

Cupper plated Jug-Basin
Photo by: I. Pashayev and E. Pashayev

many military operations.
The high winds blew more than
once over the rich heritage of copper
craft. The non-ferrous metal was collected and as a result, the unique copper-smith artifacts, once considered as
products of delicate taste which were
used in everyday life, were presented
to the workshops as useless objects
and destroyed. Thus, hundred thousand works of art became victims of
vandalism and disappeared
from the cultural history.

It was when Shahid Habibullayev commenced to engage
in not the "development" but the "restoration" of the ancient
history of Azerbaijan.
Having started the creation of the copper products collection, Shahid considers it as a responsibility for the sake of
his nation. He thinks that every Azeri must know the rich
cultural past of his nation and care of his cultural heritage.
Feeling the exceptional importance of the work commenced for the popularity of Azerbaijan's national art,
Shahid Habibullayev got braziers, restorers, art critics and
historians to take part in the restoration of exhibited artifacts. People who provided professional assistance to the
collector are: Zakir Al Aga oglu Rustamov, associate professor and a motor transport engineer, candidate of technical
science, vice-president of "Magistral Express" of OJSC,
restorer of some antique objects and phaeton in "L. Nobel.
S. Petersburg" wheel arrow produced in XIX century in S.
Petersburg; brothers Shamsaddin and Ramiz Nagi oghlu
Rustamov, restorers of samovar and copper home appliances.
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ple of the ancient rich artistic culture.
There are many valuable as well as three
centuries old copper-smith works that don't
yield to the abovementioned plates among this
collection. Each of them passed its development path of Azerbaijan copper-smith trade,
based on the national roots, and thus reflects
the genre surrounding its unique style, original
skillful approach, and national traditions.

If we try to understand the meanings of ornaments of about more than 50 salvers in this collection,
then we may say that, the authors knew the secrets of
the decorative applied arts. Being well educated and literate men of their time, these skillful masters knew the scientific and philosophical thoughts of those times.
In the middle of a 110m diameter salver, made by a coppersmith living in XVII century, six circles prevailing over
each other were traced. According to masters, these circles
show the 5 continents of the earth.
In this craft, the botanic and animal world of our
planet is presented in one unity with human life. About
100 units of people, animals and bird pictures are drawn
around the salver circle.
Shahid Habibullayev managed to collect together more
than 500 sample of the rare graphic designed plates made
by Azerbaijan skillful masters during the 3rd Century A.D
(and after). With a knowledge of clear extracts from Quran
on botanical and geometrical ornaments drawn by steel
point pen of brazier, Allah, prophets and other saints names,
didactic aphorisms, battle and hunting scenes, joining story
of lovers, one find himself in another world with this ancient
magic trade.
These works of arts allow us to understand not only the
master's but also the people's inner motifs. These rare
exhibits attract us with their appealing appearance and it is
impossible to take your eyes off them. No doubt they are all
works of art. Looking at the exhibits, one feels the pride for
the art of copper's work in Azerbaijan that is not only strong
and superior from the mastership viewpoint, but also from
content, meaning and philosophical view of life.
These kinds of patterns in collection are numerous and
need years to analyze the meaning of each one. It is
believed that, this collection will play a unique role giving
"green light" for the new scientific investigations and lighten
the obscure pages of Azerbaijan copper works.

Samovars;
Patterns of Art of World Nations

During archaeological digs held in Azerbaijan, the
"samovars" made of metal and bronze covers of the Iron Age
were found in clays. Such facts prove that using "Samovars"

Silver Plated samovar
Photo by: I. Pashayev and E. Pashayev

Ornamentation

These works of arts
allow us to understand not only the
master's but also the
people's inner motifs.
These rare exhibits
attract us with their
appealing appearance
and it is impossible
to take your eyes off
them. No doubt they
are all works of art
in every day life of the people has
roots in ancient history.
Investigations of many scientists and
researchers confirm that the root of
word "samovar" is "simuvar" which has
scientifically a Turkish origin. It is necessary to note the fact that in Russia,
the home appliance "samovar" was
called something like "pot with pipe" or
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"tube vine pot with cover" ("Kazan s
truboy" or "Kubi vinnie s kolpakami i
trubami") during the XVIII century.
The most ancient copper samovar
remaining so far was produced by master Najafgulu in 1717.
This rare pattern of home appliance,
decorated by ornaments and descriptions is kept in Lahij historical museum
in Azerbaijan.
The production of early samovar in
Tula, Russia contemporizes to the second half of XVIII century. Already in
1778, Ivan and Nazar Lisitsin, the successors of gun maker Fyodor Lisitsin,
began the production of samovars in

tracing and ornamentation and the handle and spout were
made by cast.

Enterprises

A.M. Morozov in 1785, F.M.Popov in 1787 and Mikhail
Medvedev in 1796 started their activity in the field. Then
the factories of Yegor Chemikov in Tula in 1812 and those
of Stepan Kise1yov in 1820 were formed.
Samovars were produced not only in Tula, but in Nijnaya
Prisadi Khrushyova, Banino, Gsinova Gara, Barshuki,
Maslovo, Mikhaylovo, Izvol, Torchkovo, Skorovarovo and
Glinisha as well as the villages around the city.
At this time huge samovar factories, "samovar kings" in
the true meaning of the word, appeared which include:
Producera Lomovs (1812), Batashovs (1825), Kapirizin
(1860), Teyla (1880), Shemarins (1887).
By the end of XIX century, Batashovs family, main competitor of Tula' s possessed 10 factories producing 54 forms
of samovars. Just at that time, up to 165 forms of samovars
existed in Russia.

Art on Display

When samovar production became wide spread within
Russia and beyond its frontiers, the exhibitions flourished.
The content and authority of the exhibitions were varied.
Annually, during July-August, the fairs, exhibitions of
province-district scale as well as private, professional exhibitions were organized. In addition, All-Russia and even international exhibitions were held in Moscow, Petersburg and
Novgorod every 10 years.
The products taken to exhibition had to have high quality
and artistic features. So as to add to the value of the
product, the pictures of medals and prizes gained at
the exhibitions were reflected on samovars.

Winners and Prizes

their
small workshop.
Since 1823
Nazar's son -Nikita
Lisitsin became the
head of the enterprise.
The products of Lisitsins are
characterized by variety
of forms. Samovars in
form of cask, vase,
and egg were decorated by methods of forging,
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The best samovars which received the highest
prize, were introduced by the Ministry of
Finance: "The State Emblem".
The first producer to win the prize was N.I.
Batashov who was officially allowed to image
the "State emblem" on its samovar products
since 1850, and the honored name
"Fabricant of His Majesty Imperator" since
1855.
Later, at the graphic industrial exhibitions, the samovars produced at Batashovs'
factories were awarded numerous prizes and
memorial medals: in 1889 in Paris, in 1903 in Chicago, in 1904
in Paris, in 1903-1904 in Saint-Petersburg, in 1909 in London
and in 1911 in Turin.

Rivalry
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At the end of XIX century, Batashov's main competitors
were I.F. Kapirzin and his successors, Shemarin, Vorontsov
brothers and others.
Shemarin brothers, having started their activity since 1887,
signed agreement for founding a trade house in 1899. Taking
their products out of Russia, Shemarin brothers were awarded
by the honored name "Official Provider Shah of Iran’s Palace"
and began to reflect it on all their products.
After October revolution in Russia, factories of well-known
successors of Y.S. Batashov were transferred to the ownership
of "Tula-Patron" plant and the factory of Shemarins was named
after Y.I. Lenin.

Next Stage

After the Second World War (Great Patriotic War), a new
stage started in production of Tula's samovars. During the second half of the century, all existing samovar enterprises were
transferred to one city. Afterwards, only "Stamp" plant continued to produce the samovars.
The materials used for the production of samovars were
green bronze and red copper (50-63 % of copper mixed with
37-50 % of zinc), and tampac (85-90 % of copper mixed with
10-15 % of zinc) as well.
Sometimes ready products were put in gold or silver
water and sometimes the samovars were made of silver
or melchior (50-60 % of copper, 19-39 % of zinc and
13-18 % of nickel mix). During the 80th of XIX century,
covering the samovars with nickel became wide spread.

Habibullayev's Samovar
Collection

The splendid collection includes more
than 400 units and has up to 160 different
forms and methods of decoration with more
than 110 owners. Most of these samovars were
produced in Tula and other regions of Russia
during XVIII-XIX centuries, one part in Poland
and Iran and others in unknown regions.
The collection is enriched by samovars with 0, 5 liter
to 90 liters capacity. The samovar scrapped by the name
and surname of "Nazar Litsin", founder of Russian
samovar production decorates the collection with
rareness and the antiquity.
The article has been extracted from:
“Shahid Habibullayev Pivate Collection”
By: Sabir Tair oghlu Efendiyev

Shemarin brothers, having started
their activity since 1887, signed
agreement for founding a trade
house in 1899. Taking their products out of Russia, Shemarin brothers were awarded by the honored
name "Official Provider Shah of
Iran's Palace" and began to reflect it
on all their products
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The statue of a Komuzschi,
a Krgyz musician

Kyrgyz
Music
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"In the dim past there
were once kirk kiz--forty
maidens--who came with
child by the foam of Issykkul Lake, the Warm Lake);
from these have descended
the various Kirghiz tribes."
--Edward Murray: `With
the Nomads of Central
Asia,'
"The name Kyrgyz
derives from the Turkic kyrk
plus yz, meaning `40
clans.”
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The Kyrgyz People of Central Asia

Temir komuz

A Brief History
Kyrgyzstan history has seen many changes in the lives of
the hardy and simple people of the land. The history of
Kyrgyzstan is an exploration of the origin of the
tough and proud Kyrgyz character. This is the
reason that history in Kyrgyzstan is still a living reality rather than a mute uninteresting subject because the basic human
trait which created and modified it,
is still very much present in
Kyrgyz life.
Their national epic,
Manas, celebrates heroic
deeds of a fierce mountain warrior culture: "a
manifesto from our
forefathers," observes
renowned Kyrgyz author Chingiz
Aitmatov. Other accounts of them suggest a gentle pastoral people. But as Stuart Legg writes in his
book, the shepherd and warrior have been one and the
same in Central Asia since Scythian times (circa 700 B.C):
"War went hand in hand with pastoralism as an integral part
of steppe life: and its objectives were nearly always those of
dispossession, displacement and war." In "Far Eastern
Beginnings" Olivia Vlahos (the acclaimed author of "New
World Beginnings" writes about the Kyrgyz: "Sixty years or so
ago, the Kyrgyz, known to the Russians as Black Kyrgyz,
were awesome wariors… The Kyrgyz acknowledged no
hereditary aristocracy. Clans were not ranked as among the
Kazakhs or among the Mongols: fame and honor followed
personal achievement and certain qualities of character. The
man of extensive and industrious kin, of many herds and a
personality at once forceful and spiritual, of good counsel
and common sense--such a man was sure to enjoy lasting
reputation and influence among his peers."
The first record of the Kyrgyz was made by Chinese
chroniclers, who commended their skill as fighters and
traders. (Kyrgyz acrobats and jugglers also merited Chinese
praise.) The Kyrgyz may have been among the nomadic
tribes whose incursions, in the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C.,
prompted the Chinese to build the original Great Wall. "In
the T'ang (618-907 A.D.) annals," writes Ms. Vlahos, "the
Kyrgyz are described as tall, red of face and of hair, green of
eye. Black hair, adds the chronicler, was considered an evil
omen among them..." In 1992, more than a millennium
later, American journalist Georgie Anne Geyer was told by
Kyrgyz historian Tynchtikbek Tchorev: "The natural Kyrgyz
had blue eyes, fair hair...with European and Mongol features."
The ancestral home of the Kyrgyz is believed to be in
southern Siberia around the upper Yenisei river. Like most of
the nomadic peoples of Central Asia, their history is one of

Dabyl or Dairah is a popular musical
instrument among Kyrgyz people
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image of Kurban-Jan-Datka on a Kyrgyz bank note

of the Empress now appears on a Kyrgyz bank note.
The late 19th century saw extensive Russian and
Ukrainian immigration into northern Kyrgyzstan. A 1916
rebellion against Slavic domination was met with harsh
reprisals; a third of the Kyrgyz population fled to China.
Soviet domination followed, and in 1924 present-day
Kyrgyzstan was designated the Kara-Kyrgyz `Black Kyrgyz'
Autonomous Region. Many nomads were settled in the
course of land reforms in the 1920s, and more were forcibly
settled during a cruel collectivization campaign in the
1930s. Soviet pressure to collectivize and settle the nomadic
Kyrgyz changed the cultural landscape of their mountainous
land as Stalin offered it official Republic status in 1936.
On Aug. 31, 1991, Kyrgyzstan announced its independence from the Soviet Union and in December 1991, the
country became a member of the Commonwealth of
Independent States. The nation became a part of the IMF
and the UN in 1992 and embraced an extreme economic

or offensive movement against, or in reaction to, competing tribes people. In 840 A.D., the Kyrgyz were on the
offensive: they swept down into central Mongolia and
destroyed the Uighur Khanate on the Orkhon River. Less
than a century later, the Kyrgyz were violently routed from
the same region by the Khitan Khanate. Gradual Kyrgyz
movement into present-day Kyrgyzstan likely followed such
retreats, though just when is subject of conjecture. Some
sources suggest the Kyrgyz may have come there as early as
the 10th century, while others say as late as the 17th.
The Kyrgyz may have been well entrenched in the Tien
Shan mountains by the advent of the Mongol Empire in the
13th century. While the Kyrgyz of the Yenesei courted the
Mongols, the Kyrgyz of the Tien Shan stood them off and
successfully, too. They began to fight for their identity so
fiercely that they came in time to be known as "the wild
lions of Mogulistan." After the epoch of Genghis Khan and
his heirs, alongside whom many Kyrgyz fought in alliance,
the Kyrgyz would contend with the armies of Timur (14th
century) and, in the 17th century, invading Kalmuks. In the
18th century, the Kyrgyz came under the Uzbek Kokand
Khanate, and by this time Islam was widespread among
them.
It is often observed that Islam has rarely been as fervent
among the Kyrgyz as among some of their more settled
Turkic kinsmen. Elements of pre-Islamic Kyrgyz religion-shamanic, animistic and totemic--never entirely disappeared.
In 1876, czarist Russian troops defeated the Kokand
Khanate and occupied northern Kyrgyzstan. "The last determined stand of any folk in Central Asia against the advancing Russian conquest was made by the Kyrgyz of the Alai
Valley, under the famous woman Kurban-Jan-Datka, known
as the “Empress of Alai". In belated appreciation, an image
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A band of traditional Kyrgyz musicians

extensive migration, both for better grazing and in defensiv
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reformation program. Referendum voters endorsed proposed constitutional and market reforms that allowed the
economy to stand on its feet. After so many years of struggle, both external and internal, today Kyrgyzstan history is
standing on the threshold of a newer and brighter future,
where the people themselves shall steer their own boat to
success.

Preserving the Past through oral
Literature and Music

Tabildi.
The epic
Manas is most widely
known, and is still widely performed by manaschis. It is not
a memorized piece; the best manaschis take the outline of
the story and improvise verses, which have a distinct rhythmic beat and are accompanied by expressive hand gestures.
Thirteen versions and four million verses have been recorded. This is where literature (in oral form) and music go hand
in hand to preserve the cultural identity of a proud nation.

Kyrgyz Music

From the ancient times the Kyrgyz people were famous
for their good musical abilities. Kyrgyz musicians have a tradition to play solo music. The performance of singers and
musicians in turn as a kind of competition is very popular.
All inhabitants of a nomad group - from children to the elderly would gather together in order to listen to the master
instrumentalists playing their music. The most fascinating
and interesting holidays were the times of the music competitions. Also, an instrumental ensemble was an essential element of military campaigns.
The main feature of the distinctive style of Kyrgyz music is
the images it conjures in the mind. There is a very wide picturesque range: from heroics with dramatic (epic) effects, to
the beauty of natural scenes. Popular national musicians –
classics of the 18-20 centuries who created famous works of
national instrumental music are Muzooke, Mailybai,
Kudaibergen, Belek, Tilen, K.Belekov, A. Beishekurov, T.
Satylganov, M. Kurenkeev, A. Ogonbaev, K. Orozov, Y.
Tumanov and others.

Kyrgyz Folk Songs

Dobulba

Asa tayak

Central Asian literature has traditionally been popularized in the form of songs, poems and stories by itinerant minstrels, called akyn. But the Kyrgyz are also
associated with something rather more complex - an
entire cycle of oral legends, 20 times longer than the
Odyssey, about a hero-of-heroes called Manas. The
Kyrgyz oral tradition included several epics about mythical
warriors, including Manas, Jayin-Bayis, Kurmanbek, and Er

Folk songs constitute a significant part of the Kyrgyz musical works. A song creation by akyns is a specific kind of the
Kyrgyz folklore. An akyn is a folk singer - improviser. A talented akyn - virtuoso is notable for his good vocal capabilities and a rich poetic gift. The akyn performs songs accompanying his singing by playing the komuz. Improvisation,
ease development of musical and poetic thoughts, intonation and rhythmic freedom and recitative manners of performing are characteristic of akyn singing. The komuz
accompaniment very often imitates an akyn’s voice, and
instrumental recoupment sounds in the beginning, middle,
and end of couplets.

Kyrgyz Instrumental Music

The most important place in Kyrgyz art belongs to instrumental music. Kyrgyz instrumental music is called küü. The
Kyrgyz divide their music stemming from the depth of ages
into songs and kyu (Küü). All of the works created for
national musical instruments belong to kyu (Küü). The folklore existed in past exclusively in oral form. Performers imitated music from each other by ear. In so doing, they
became not only interpreters but also co-authors or even
creators of a new version of a musical work. Kyus (Küü)
were inherited by new generations and each performer
introduced its own details into a song. That is why its variation characterizes the Kyrgyz instrumental music. The major-

Kyrgyz school children are specially trained in traditional Kyrgyz music
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ity of the Kyrgyz kyus (Küü) are of an epic and narrative
character. They have absorbed various themes. They are
everyday life narration, description of natural phenomena
and scenes from animal life. The kyus (Küü) were created
under influence of the epic and its motifs.
The instrumental folklore is closely connected with a
vocal music and often directly depends on it. The Kyrgyz
musicians frequently interpret song melodies through
national instruments. The kyus (Küü) widely represent such
genres as lyrical, lyric and epic, lyric and philosophic, lyric
and every-day life.
For the Kyrgyz, a lack of lyrics does not imply an absence
of a narrative, be it heroic, tragic, or comic. At all times, its
theme should be clear to listeners. In his book "Kyrgyz
Instrumental Music" Mark Slobin notes of the music's programmatic nature:
"This basically involves the existence of a story line for
each instrumental piece, either so well known to the audience as to need no announcement or specially provided for
listeners by the performer through a verbal introduction."
Flamboyant gestures on the part of the performer may
accentuate aspects of the tune's implied story. Kyrgyz instrumental performance tends to be an extrovert's art form, and
visual tricks, such as playing the komuz over one's shoulder
or between one's knees, are common practice. In the
komuz repertoire especially (though not exclusively), the

F

Kyrgyz have developed a genre which demands of its performers a high level of virtuosic skill on a seemingly primitive instrument. Indeed, it might be said in general of Kyrgyz
instrumental music that the frequently remarkable musical
ends seem contrary to the apparently rudimentary instrumental means.

rom the ancient times
the Kyrgyz people
were famous for their
good musical abilities.
Kyrgyz musicians
have a tradition to
play solo music

Kyrgyz Musical Instruments

The roots of Kyrgyz culture go back to the ancient times
and an important part of this culture is Kyrgyz music.
The Kyrgyz tribes came from Yenisei and this pre-Islamic
musical culture has been reflected in the musical instruments and folklore from the ancient times till present.
Inhabitants of Yenisei river area have always been famous
for their throaty singing, and their music based on the interchanging of voice and instrument.
From the ancient time Kyrgyz people adapted to apply
handy natural materials for manufacturing of musical instruments, the use that permitted to convey the spirit of nation.
There are many various Kyrgyz national instruments,
which differ from each other by the palette and diapason of
sounding.

Komuz
Crafted from a single piece of wood with three strings,
this instrument is played by plucking. The modern komuz is
about 85-90 cm long with strings made of kapron. A special
feature of the comuz is the ability to tune the strings in variety of ways to suit the music being played. To play the
komuz, the performer holds it in a horizontal position while
seated or - more rarely - standing.
Numerous playing techniques are possible and mastery
of the right (plucking) hand technique especially allows for
playing a variety of difficult and complex compositions. The
komuz is a standard member of any Kyrgyz folk music
group. According to legend, the first komuz was made by
the hunter Kambar. He himself was a master performer
(komuschi), and Kambarkan became one of the distinctive
creative genres of Kyrgyz folk music.
This three-stringed plucked fretless lute is the instrument
most identified with the Kyrgyz people. It is used both to
accompany singing and as a virtuosic solo instrument.

Kyl Kiak
This two-stringed bowed instrument has a pastoral character and, fitting for an instrument with strings made of
horse hair, often evokes the Kyrgyz love of horses in the
melodies and rhythms of some of the most popular pieces
for kyl (which means 'horse's tail') kiak. It reaches up to 6070 cm in length. The traditional kyyak is made from the
wood of an apricot tree and has two strings of untwisted
horse hair. Horse hair is also used for bow.
The kyyak is played by master performer (kyyakchi) in a
seated position with the instrument held vertically while the
stretched hair on the bow is drawn gently across the strings.
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The fingers of the left hand do not press the strings to the
fingerboard; they gently touch it, producing colorful, harmonic tones similar to certain techniques used in violin
playing.
Given two options for tuning, the upper string is melodious while the lower string is resonant. The traditional kyyak
is an instrument transposing one octave down. The majority
of the traditional compositions for the kyyak are very lyrical
and heartfelt, which is completely in accordance with the
musical nature of the instrument.

Timur komuz
The so-called 'iron instrument' is what many in the West
call a Jew's harp. The Kyrgyz have made playing this seemingly simple instrument a real art. It has become a musical
symbol of Kyrgyz people- like komuz.
This instrument is extremely small. It is shaped in the
form of a broken, stretched circle with two prongs, and
attached to the center is a steel plate. The sound is made by
placing the prongs between the lips and striking the steel
plate - and adjusting the shape of the hollow of the mouth.

Choor
Traditionally associated with shepherds, the varied choor
(wind instruments) are the Kyrgyz aerophones. These
include end-blown flutes akin to the Turkish ney and ocarina-like clay flutes called chopo choor.

Jigatch
It may sound something like a digeredoo, but the jigatch,
which the Kyrgyz consider their oldest instrument, is a
wooden relative of the timur komuz.
To much of the music there is a religious meaning, tightly
connected with Kyrgyz shamanism. They had percussion
instruments such as Dobulba and asa-tayak:

Dobulba
A dobulba is a one-sided framed drum with wed tied
around one end. Striking it with the hands makes the
sound.
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he folklore existed in
past exclusively in oral
form. Performers imitated music from each
other by ear. In so
doing, they became
not only interpreters
but also co-authors or
even creators of a
new version of a
musical work

Asa-tayak
The asa-tayak is made out of wood in the shape of baton.
Bells and other iron objects are attached to this framework
as additional sources of sounds that are generated by rocking or striking the sharp end of instrument on the ground.

Kiakchi,
The old man's well-lined face crinkles with emotion as he
draws the bow over the horse hair strings of his instrument,
the kyl kiak. Carved from a single piece of wood, it resembles a big wooden soup ladle with two thick black strings. Its
'dipper' is covered with a soundboard made of camel hide.
Except for a steel brace screwed into the instrument's back
(broken, I'm told, in the 1930s), every part of the kyl kiak
grew from the earth or an animal.
Eyes shut, brow furrowed, the old man's lips curl back
over a gold-toothed grimace as a reflective circle of sound
envelopes player and audience during "Eldik Koshok (Crying
Song)." It depicts the sobbing of a Kyrgyz maiden married off
to a rich man in China. Here, under gnarled fingers no
more sure and strong, flows music stripped of virtuosity to
the purest emotion.
It isn't the music you can hear in concert halls, though it
once was. This performance is staged in the small living
room of the player's apartment in a non-descript Soviet-era
cinder block building in a city of the like same, Bishkek,
capital of the Kyrgyz Republic. Before submitting to the
urbanizing Russian boot (first czarist, then Soviet), the Kyrgyz
were nomads in their mountainous Central Asian land:
fierce warriors by some accounts, gentle pastoralists by others.
("Before Russians," one Russkya smugly asserts, "they like
Indians with feathers.") Music helped pass the long hours of
herding, and the kyl kiak (like its kindred instruments, the
Kazakh kobyz and the Mongol morin-huur) was designed to
be played on horseback in the day as well as by the yurta's
firelight in the evening. Like its Mongol cousin, the morinhuur, the kyl kiak sometimes has a horsehead carved proud-
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ly on the peghead; `kyl' means horse's tail. The horse's primacy in Central Asian nomadic cultures found its musical
voice via these simple yet expressive bowed instruments.
The old man picks up the pace with "At Ketti (A Horse
Took Off)." It starts at a leisurely trot and gradually builds to
a gallop-a colt at play become music. "At Ketti" is a standard
among kiak players; it was composed by the old man's
grandfather, Muratali Kurenkeyev (1860-1949). That name is
invoked with reverence by Kyrgyz traditional musicians:
"When he played," says Nurak Abdirakmanov, the senior
member of the Kyrgyz national folklore troupe, Kambarkan,
"it was not like a man playing an instrument; it was like the
cry of a wild animal." Few now living have heard that cry:
Kurenkeyev died just over a half century ago, and his grandson says he made only one two-sided recording, a copy of
which lies mothballed in an inaccessible state archive.
Toltoy Murataliev Kurenkeyevich bears both his grandfather's music and his name. After his father was killed in the
Great Patriotic War (WWII), he joined his grandfather's
household and there learned his music. He illustrates his
legacy by playing "Ker Ozon, (The Wide Ravine)," another of
his grandfather's tunes which, like "At Ketti," has become a
standard among kiak players. On a living room shelf in a
place of honor is a photograph of a beatific old man,
Muratali Kurenkeyev. The instrument in the picture is the
same one on which his grandson now plays.
This kiak, he says, is a legacy far older than his grandfather's compositions--it is 300 years old. Who can dispute it?
It is rougher and plainer than most kiaks now; no horsehead
adorns the rudimentary peghead, and the tuning pegs are
oblong wooden blocks. The camel hide soundboard is hard
and brown with age and sags severely (it appears ready to
collapse into the instrument's belly).
If it is even half as old as claimed, then this kiak sang its
wild cry for Kyrgyz horsemen long before Russian civilization
confined it (and its last player) to a gray cinder-block
dwelling in a neighborhood. Not quite so long ago, it sang
its proud horse songs far from its Kyrgyz homeland: Twice,
the old man recalls proudly, he played it in concerts in
Rome. And his legendary grandfather? Why, he played this
very instrument in Moscow for Stalin! History as well as
music flows from this kiak, its life experience analogous to
that of the Kyrgyz people. It was handed down for generations to finally become the prized possession of this old man
whose life is now more past than future.
Scrapbooks come out and the old man is suddenly young
and robust in black & white. That photo? Moscow with a
Kyrgyz folk troupe. Here, by the fountains, Rome. Not so
long ago now, and in color, he's part of the Kyrgyz national
folk music ensemble, Kambarkan. And there are several
diploma-like awards with heroic Lenin heads and titles like
`Distinguished Artist, USSR.'
The Distinguished Artist dons an ornate robe and kalpak
(Kyrgyz traditional hat) for photos. For posterity, too, he
offers minute details about his instrument: The bow has pre-
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cisely 120 horsehairs, he says. The right string is made up of
exactly 64 horsehairs, and the left, 74. The hairs for kiaks
must come from the tails of stallions or geldings; mare's
urine renders hair useless for instruments. Then the old man
plays, and again his weathered face is transformed by emotion as his fingers make the horsehair sing. Of his songs, the
spry "At Ketti" is the exception--most are far slower and sadder. For this kiakchi (master kiak player), how can it be otherwise? He is the last of his line. Four months ago, his only
son died. Now the old man and his music inhabit a house
of women. Once, he says proudly, Baktybek Shatenov, star
kiak player with the Kambarkan Ensemble, was his student.
But students no longer come to learn his music and that of
his legendary grandfather. (The old man isn't nearly as old as
he looks. He is 61, but his appearance suggests he might be
nearly two decades older. Perhaps, like much else here, he
is ravaged by change and loss.)
When the old man dies, what will become of the kiak of
Muratali Kurenkeyev, whose name is to Kyrgyz kiak players
what Michael Coleman's name is to Irish fiddlers? "Someone
told me I should sell this kiak for one million som," the old
man boasts, "but I will never sell it."
Among the Kazakhs, the nearest kindred people to the
Kyrgyz in Central Asia, there is a tradition that an instrument
is passed down through the family. If a master musician dies
and there is no one in his family to play it, his instrument is

then hung on a wall, where it awaits a future boy who will
take it up. Instruments, after all, are patient--their music
may lie dormant a generation or more. Perhaps, in this
kiak's time, this has happened to it. But today's young
Kyrgyz have little patience for the pastoral wail of the kiak.
In such a place with such a soundtrack, what possible
incentive is there for a boy to aspire to grow up to become
a kiakchi?
"You have very good taste in music," the old man asserts
on my second visit to his flat. After recording him, he
admires my little Walkman DAT recorder and says, "Very
nice! The Japanese came to record me, and gave me a very
nice tape recorder, but I no longer have it." I pass on my
cue to offer a replacement but pay him for recording him
and thank him for his music and his time. Out on the street,
his wife is effusive with thanks that an American has come
to record her husband's music: First the Japanese, now an
American! But to the young Kyrgyz who led me to Toltoy
Murataliev Kurenkeyevich, he is no more than a pitiable
joke, a sad old man with his memories of Rome, Soviet-era
awards, and a curious relic of an instrument with which he
makes odd crying sounds.
The article has been compiled / produced from various relevant sources on
the subject by Parisa Firouzkouhi. The story of Kiakchi” has been written by:
Mark A. Humphrey

A traditional Kyrgyz folk music band is playing their tunes
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Animals
& Art

In this exhibition, titled
"Animals and Art: Celebrating
Multi-Culturalism and Images
of Power, Prestige, and
Royalty", our gracious art
curator has put on display a
varying selection of art originating in what is now Modern Iran.
Looking at works of art dating
from the Achaemenid period to
Sassanian to Seljuk Turks, Iran's
ancient and Islamic period drew
from conquered and neighboring civilizations and
cultures to develop its
art, while still maintaining an artistic
style wholly different
and identifiably
Iranian.
Throughout its
history, regardless
of what political
ruler or governing
body, Iran has commissioned artworks
whose images of hunting and animals have
celebrated its historical
enthusiasm and adoration
for ceremonial opulence,
power, prestige, and royalty.

Iranian art, whether ancient or during the
Islamic period, incorporated a number of
influences from varying societies and cultures.
Ancient Iranian art drew a great deal of
inspiration from its westward neighbor,
Mesopotamia.
As Jansen notes, it is during early ancient
Iranian history that "Iran becomes a gateway for
migrating tribes from the Asiatic steppe to the north
as well as from India to the east.
While distinctive, the art of ancient
Iran reflects many intersections
with the cultures of
Mesopotamia" (Jansen 39).
A notable example of
Mesopotamian art
reflecting itself in Iranian
art is the bronze-metal
high relief, "Vase decorated with bulls and
horses in high relief."
Dating around 15001100 BC, this vase of
the Middle-Elamite period showcases influences
that may have come from
either the Jemet Nasr period
(ca 3000 BC) in Mesopotamia
or from northern Iran; the Jemet
Nasr period is known for its vases
decorated in high relief, while the
Dish with Falconer on Horseback,
ceramic dish, 13th Century Iran
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Capital of a column composed of the front
parts of bulls in a back-to-back arrangement

I

Celebrating MultiCulturalism and Images
of Power, Prestige,
and Royalty
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region of Marlik
in northern Iran
is similarly known
for making pots crafted
with precious metals
(Herbin, Louvre).
This Near Eastern antiquities
vase is cylindrically decorated
with two levels of animals: on
the lower level, four upright
horses; on the upper level, four
resting bulls. The bodies of the
four horses and four bulls are in
shallow relief, while the heads of
the eight animals are all in high
relief. Nancie Herbin, art historian at the Louvre Museum,
notes that the workmanship
of this vase is similar to that
of gold and silver vessels
from the Marlik region.
Herbin also adds that "the
presence of horses introduces a
new element in relation to
bulls, which stemmed from a more
ancient tradition. Horses were highly prized in
the region of the shores of the Caspian Sea
[northern Iran]" (Louvre).
Following centuries under Neolithic tribes,
the Persian Empire came to rule the entire
Near East region. The Persian conquest, led
initially by Cyrus the Great (r. 559-530/29
B.C), managed to conquer the many
Mesopotamian civilizations and thus inherit
their artistic traditions (Jansen 40).
Much like the Mesopotamian love for animals
in artistic forms, the Persian Empire incorporated a great
deal of neighboring influences in the grandiose Audience
Hall of Darius and Xerxes. The construction of the palace
at Persepolis began under Darius I in 518 BC, and as noted
by Jansen "the palace is a synthesis of materials and design
traditions from all parts of the far-flung empire, resulting in
a message of internationalism" (40).
Looking specifically at the "Capital of a column from the
audience hall of the palace of Darius I," dating to 510 B.C,
its construction and elements symbolically shows the
breadth of the Persian Empire's power, while simultaneously showing its roots of influence.

The massive space of the
Audience Hall was supported by 36
towering columns; the architectural
style of massing columns in the
palace originally drew upon styles
the Persians adopted and developed from conquered Egypt (41).
In addition, Jansen notes that the
top of the columns, which supported ceiling beams, were "composed
of the front parts of two bulls, the
animals are reminiscent of Assyrian
sculptures, yet their truncated,
back-to-back arrangement recalls
animal motifs of Iranian art" (41).
While the use of animals, such as
bulls, is a constant symbol of power
and royalty, it is largely the architectural elements and style that
exemplify the degree of power and
authority. Catherine Giraudon, art
historian at the Louvre, argues that
the architectural model "was created by Persian architects, who deliberately - and most probably by
royal command - combined several
styles to demonstrate the unification of the different parts of the
empire" (Louvre). The unification of
the empire showed, what Jansen
argues, is the "theme of harmony

While the use of
animals, such as
bulls, is a constant
symbol of power
and royalty, it is
largely the architectural elements
and style that
exemplify the
degree of power
and authority
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and integration across the multicultural empire" (Jansen 42).
In addition, Jansen concludes that "the Achaemenid synthesis of traditions at Persepolis demonstrates the longevity
and flexibility of the near Eastern language of rulership. On
a grand scale, the palace provides a dramatic and powerful
setting for imperial court ritual" (43).
While ancient Iranian art took on styles that reflected a
multitude of regional influences, the value placed on precious materials used remained unchanged. During the
Sassanian period of Iran, metalwork continued to thrive as
precious material and medium of art.
While various techniques were used to cultivate metalwork as an art, repoussé on silver was a popular style
amongst royalty. The Seattle Art Museum's display of "Plate
with King Hunting Lions" is a great example of silver metalwork and repoussé done on plate.
The Hunting subject, Jansen argues, "continues a tradition
known to Assyrians, and to Egyptians and Romans, (44) he
also adds that aside from being influenced by previous or
neighboring cultures, Sassanian regal metalwork was a popular craft and "was exported to Constantinople, and to the
Christian West, where it had a strong effect on the art of the
Middle Ages" (44).
Ultimately, the precious metalwork and royal craft of the
Sassanian period was a result of tradition and culture that
had been passed down from the earlier Persian civilizations
that adored regality, opulence, and the sport of hunting.
Later, as Islam came eastward with Arabian Muslims,
Sassanian art helped in ushering and developing an era of
secular and religious Islamic-Iranian art.
Jansen asserts that the acceptance of Islam did not mean
the rejection of the region's historical secular art; it was the
wealthy Muslim patrons of the arts that were attracted to the
"splendor of the of Sassanian princely art" (282). He also
adds that even though, superficially, religion appeared to
conflict with the "age-old symbols of royal wealth, luxury,
and entertainment.
So great was the embedded power of the artistic imagery
of kingship in the Middle East that it quickly made an
impact on the material culture" (282) of the ruling elite.
Thus, the popularity of artistic styles during the ancient
Persian Empire, which so heavily influenced the Sassanian
period, remained the same following the region's conversion
to Islam. Because wealthy Muslim patrons in the region still
embraced their historically regal and opulent art from their
past, many art forms still "incorporated Islamic royal imagery
and symbolism, including depictions of falconry and hunting, sports, and court musicians, set amid lush carved vege-

the popularity of
artistic styles during the ancient
Persian Empire,
which so heavily
influenced the
Sassanian period,
remained the
same following the
region's conversion to Islam
tal ornament" (285).
As Iranians embraced Islam following the Sassanian period, again,
much like during the Achaemenid
period, they were also heavily influenced by migrating societies and
external culture. Amid the classical
age of Islamic art (coinciding with
the tenth through twelfth centuries
A.D), the political landscape of the
Near East began to drastically
change.
The rise of the Fatimid Shi'ite
dynasty along with the weakening
of the Abbasid caliphate's authority,
corresponded with the rise of the
Seljuk Turks who moved westward
from Central Asia in and across
northeastern Iran and then later
into northern Mesopotamia and
Asia Minor; around this same time
Jerusalem was held under siege by
the Norman warriors during the
First Crusade.
With the migration and authority
of the Seljuk Turks into Iran, art
began to take on a more secular
style. Jansen argues, "Practical
rather than dogmatic, Iranians
under the Seljuks apparently
believed that figural images did not
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In Cense Burner in
from of a Lion

necessarily have to be identified
with polytheism or idolatry, but
could capably serve both secular
and religious purposes without
morally corrupting the viewer"
(288). While artistic styles from the
other regions of the Near East
changed along with the religious
and political landscape, the presence of secular-minded Seljuk Turks
kept alive the artistic appreciation
for royal imagery and historically
constant styles from ancient Iranian
art.
Based on the influence of Seljuk
Turks, precious metal works began
reintegrating human and animal
images. In reference to the "Falcon
Incense Burner" and the "Incense
Burner in the form of a Lion," the
influence of both ancient Iran and
Seljuk Turks becomes greatly evident. The "Falcon Incense Burner"
exemplifies the highly decorative
yet realistic representational bronze
work native to the northeastern
region of Iran, Khorasan.
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The influence of Seljuks to naturally represent animals in
precious metal work coincided with the influence of ancient
Iran through the symbolic meaning of the falcon in the
“Falcon Incense Burner”.
According to the Louvre's art historian, Rachel BeaujeanDeschamps, "the falcon is a reference to the marked enthusiasm for hunting" (Louvre). Moreover, falcons take on a signifier of status and royalty "Hunting with hounds was held in
high esteem, but hawking with trained birds was even more
prestigious. Princes often possessed sizeable parks which
they used as game reserves" (Louvre). Similar to the elite
social activities in ancient Iran, hunting and animal representations continued to be symbols of wealth and royalty in
Islamic-Iranian art. Similar to the precious bronze work of
"Falcon Incense Burner," the bronze ware of "Incense Burner
in the form of a Lion" was made
during the same era of SeljukIranian art and was used as a
utensil for perfumes.
While the “Incense
Burner in the form of a
Falcon” alludes to the
royal hunting games, the
“Incense Burner in the
form of a Lion”
alludes to "a familiar
motif in the iconography of kingship or nobility,
symbolizing strength, courage, and
royal magnanimity" (Louvre).
Moreover, these two zoomorphic

similar to the
elite social activities in ancient
Iran, hunting and
animal representations continued
to be symbols of
wealth and royalty in IslamicIranian art
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bronze works are a decorative and luxury item
meant for those who could also afford opulence
of rare oils, perfumes, and aromatic incense.
Together, these two animal incense burners highlight the celebrated symbols for royalty and wealth,
while also the Seljuk Turk's appreciation for figural
representation of animals and the use of animals as
royal symbols.
Aside from metal works that were predominately
popular in northern Iran and areas well endowed in
natural resources, the influence of Seljuk Turks in figural art forms can also be seen in ceramic works, which
prospered in urban cultures. "Dish with Falconer on
Horseback," a ceramic dish dating to the 13th century
from Iran, epitomizes the Seljuk-Iran appreciation for
figural art forms and elaborate techniques of decorations. Regarding ceramic figural art forms, Jansen
notes that using "a multitude of sophisticated techniques…these ceramic wares produced for middle-class
patrons, incorporated a very diverse repertoire of scenes
from…now-familiar Islamic royal images of hunting" (288).
In addition, the accessibility of dishes like these to middle-class patrons, with images alluding to the royal sport of
hunting and the prestigious use of falcons, shows the degree
to which this style was appreciated by a wide spectrum of
social classes. The integration of both cursive Persian and
Arabic calligraphy and Kufic script circulating around the
dish also supports that similar artistic styles that were rendered in religious Islamic art were also used in secular
Islamic art.
Throughout the vast history of Iran, from ancient to
Islamic, images of power, prestige, and royalty have always
maintained a strong popularity with the wealthy elite
patrons. Despite the geographical location of Iran lending
itself to be vulnerable to migrants and neighboring cultures,
ancient Iranian civilizations dating to the Achaemenid period have over the course of their history been allowed to
safely and artistically incorporate a multitude of culture

Falcon In Cense Burner

Aside from metal
works that were predominately popular in
northern Iran and
areas well endowed
in natural resources,
the influence of Seljuk
Turks in figural art
forms can also be
seen in ceramic
works, which prospered in urban cultures

influences to demonstrate its harmony and stability. Alongside integrating artistic styles from neighboring Mesopotamia, Iranian art started
an artistic tradition of using bulls,
lions, and horses and images of
sport hunting as symbols for power
and royal imagery.
Equally, many centuries later during the height of Islam in the Near
East and Iran's ascending devotion
to Islam, it was Iran's nature of
accepting multi-cultural, namely the
Seljuk-Turks, influences that
renewed the artistic tradition of
expressing regality, opulence, and
representations of figural images in
the form of humans and animals.
---- Research, field studies & compilation by
Nazir Olangian, Puget Sound, Wash. U.S.A
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Spread across an area of 2.7 mln. sq.
km., being the ninth largest country in the
world, Kazakhstan is a country full of contrasts. With its southern capital Almaty
probably being the most advanced city in
the region and a proud semi-nomadic people inhabiting its infinite steppe lands,
most of the country remains yet to be discovered by the foreign visitor. Kazakhstan
is a country with breathtakingly beautiful
natural landscape and a vibrant cultural
and historical legacy.

K a z a k h s t a n

Land of Myriad Charms
Deep in the Eurasian continent, Kazakhstan remains
for many people, an unknown and enigmatic place.
Even the well-travelled visitors will find many fascinations in Kazakhstan: mountain peaks covered with
snow, vast highlands, deep rivers, parched deserts, endless fields covered with flowers and virgin forest
reserves.
Kazakhstan’s natural beauty is outstanding. Much
emphasis is placed on the preservation of the country’s
many natural reserves, national parks and their unique
landscapes, fauna and flora. Kazakhstan is an excellent
eco-destination.
It is unspoiled, varied and beautiful. It is not necessary to search the entire world for fascinating tradition,
beautiful, pristine nature or a delicate mixture of old
and modern: simply visit Kazakhstan. In Kazakhstan
guests are made welcome as they experience the very
heart of Eurasia.

Natural Charms
Turgen Gorge
Turgen Gorge is the ideal place to start enjoying the
natural splendors of Kazakhstan. Just 90 km from Almaty
is the Ili-Alatau, National Park in the Turgen Gorge.
The gorge has hot springs, a trout husbandry, seven
waterfalls, and is nestled in rich coniferous and mixed
forests, which are rich in medicinal herbs and berries.
The ambience in totality presents an ethereal feel.
Particularly, the 30 meter high Bear Falls, which cascades
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in a setting of overhanging cliffs and
green fir trees, and Bozgul Falls. The
most popular spot in the Turgen Gorge
is Botan, where the three rivers
(Turgen, Kishi and Asy) meet. Here the
gorge, at its deepest is 920 meters.

Singing Sands
Another natural wonder of
Kazakhstan is the Singing Sands, located 182 km north-east from Almaty, on
the right bank of the Ili river. Believe it
or not, in dry weather this sand dune
emits a sound like an organ playing!
There is no mystic element in the
whole phenomenon; the humming
and vibration are caused by the scarcely perceptible movement of sand slid-

ing down the slope. The friction
caused by the movement of the dry
grains of sand, infused with dry air,
electrifies the sand granules, causing
them to vibrate.
Because of the surrounding favorable environment, powerful sound
waves are produced, which, bouncing
off the solid ground, also cause the
dune to vibrate. The sound can be
heard from several kilometers away.
No wonder, the entire ambience
makes for an unforgettable impression.
Here there are two sandstone hills,
named Big and Little Kalkan. The dune
has a sharp ridge with several protruding peaks, which can also afford skiing
options.

Kolsai Lakes
The placid facet of Kazakhstan is
perhaps best reflected in the Kolsai
Lakes. These three tranquil lakes with
crystal clear blue-green waters are one
of the best natural treasures of the
Northern Tien-Shan. Set among the
steep pine-clad slopes, these lakes provide the ideal ambience for camping,
hiking, pony trekking and mountain
biking.

Charyn Canyon
This is one of the most exotic places
that you can visit in Kazakhstan. The
canyon extends up to 154 km along
the Charyn river; one of the deepest
rivers in Northern Tien-Shan. The river
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is full of rapids. Due to the million-year
erosion and weathering, the canyon
presents a surreal fairyland of bizarre
sandstone sculptures—the Valley of
Castles, Witches’ Gorge, which amaze
tourists at large. The landscape is broken up with numerous gullies and
ravines here and there.In the depths of
the canyon, there is a rare ash tree,
which has the distinction of surviving
the Ice Age. Sogdian ash was very
common 25 million years ago!

Zhetysu, Land of
Seven Rivers
Kazakhstan is renowned for its
archeological and anthropological heritage. To see some fascinating rock
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drawings or petroglyphs, visit the Land
of seven rivers in Kazakhstan. Most of
the petroglyphs date back to the
Bronze Age.
The best-known petroglyphs are at
Tamgaly (4000 drawings), the Koksu
river valley and the Sholak, Kindyk-Tas
and Anrakhai mountains.

The Golden Ring
No itinerary of Kazakhstan is complete without covering the ‘Golden
Ring’ of southern Kazakhstan, which
includes Turkestan and many other historical towns. This region covers a considerable part of the famed 1700 km
Silk Route, which is dotted with many
important Kazak towns that played

important role in the ancient and
medieval times as trading centers.
Turkestan (Yassy) was regarded as
the spiritual and political centre of
Turkish speaking people in the days of
yore, and was the original capital of
the Kazakh states in medieval times.
Today, the 1500-year-old town of
Turkestan offers lots of interests for the
history lovers as well as lay tourists.
Necropolis, the Friday mosque, mausoleums, citadel’s fortified wall and
gates….together they create a romantic resonance of a majestic past.
Among Turkestan’s mausoleums,
don’t miss Khavja Ahmed Yassawi
Mausoleum—which is a momentous
piece of medieval architecture. The
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mausoleum is named after a Sufi mystic poet and
philosopher of the same name. Its main dome is over 40
m in diameter and minarets are 12 m high. Its elegant
décor, patterned ceiling vaults and colorful majolica tiling
capture the imagination.
When at Turkestan, also visit the ancient towns of
Otrar and Ispijap, which were important trading posts in
the ancient days. Other noteworthy tourist spots in your
Turkestan sojourn are the mighty fortress of Sauran,
known for its famous water supply system, and the Tomb
of Domalak-Ana.

Medeo Winter Sports Complex
Kazakhstan is not only about natural beauty, rich culture and historical heritage; it is also about wonderful
winter sports options. If you are planning to visit
Kazakhstan, don’t miss Medeo. It is the largest high altitude winter sports complex in the world, with its
Olympic size ice rink, located 1700 meters above sea
level.
Medeu is situated in the valley of the Malaya
Almatinka River, 1520-1750 meters above sea level, and
is surrounded by mountains from all sides.

Chymbulak Ski Resort
To have more extreme winter sports, visit the
Chymbulak Ski Resort situated in an attractive gorge of
the Zaili Alatau, at a height of 2200 meters above sea
level. For a ski resort, it enjoys a remarkably mild climate,
with a large number of sunny days.
At the same time, the resort is covered with snow from
November to May, and provides stunning views of the
surrounding peaks and ridges. The resort is not only
friendly to expert skiers but also to novices, who will find
instructors on hand to teach skiing and snowboarding.
Moreover, here ski equipments, snowboards, sledges
and tubes are available for rent.

---- The article has been reproduced based on information provided
by the Government of Rep. of Kazakhstan.
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